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Introduction 

Neighbourhood character is shaped by the way buildings, vegetation 

and topography, both in public and private areas, relate to each 

other.  It is the way these distinctive components of an area’s 

character combine to produce a particular visual ‘sense of place’ that 

makes one neighbourhood different from another.  Some elements 

may be more important than others in creating this special character. 

Within Maroondah, the natural landscape and vegetation coverage 

are integral to residential character.  And while neighbourhoods may 

vary in relation to the layout of streets or the era of dwellings, it is 

the undulating topography, native tree canopy cover and views to 

the iconic Dandenong Ranges that unifies the community’s 

connection to place.   

Some streets throughout Maroondah have a spacious and informal 

feel with wide grassy nature strips and no front fencing, while other 

more historic areas are laid out in formal grids, with period homes 

and regular setbacks.  However, a consistent theme across the 

municipality is that residential built form sits below the established 

tree canopy height, which provides a textured, green backdrop to 

the rooftops and dominates skyline views.  In the majority of 

residential areas, there is a balance between vegetation and built 

form, and in some areas, vegetation remains the most visually 

dominant feature of the landscape. 

It is these qualities of landscape and neighbourhood character that 

differentiate Maroondah’s suburbs from other Melbourne suburbs.   

And it is only through a detailed understanding of these qualities, 

and what sets the municipality’s residential areas apart from others, 

that they can be protected, managed and readied to accommodate 

growth appropriately. 
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This report 

This report (Volume 1) contains the findings of Stages 1, 2 and 3 of 

the Maroondah Neighbourhood Character Study Review as outlined below, 

altogether comprising the Residential Character Assessment.   
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Stage 2:  Neighbourhood & Landscape Character Assessment 

Stage 3:  Identification of Community Values 

Volume 2:  Residential Character 

Recommendations 

Stage 4:  Implementation Recommendations 

Stage 5:  Community Feedback & Final Report 

 

 

For reasons described in the introduction, it includes not just an 

assessment of ‘neighbourhood character’ but extends beyond a built 

form assessment to include a description of landscape character, 

including documentation of key views and vistas.  It should be 

noted though, that the study does not include an analysis of the 

significance of the landscape, or landscape features. 

This report contains three parts. 

Part 1:  Residential Character Overview includes a discussion and 

initial key findings on each of the following topics as they apply to 

Maroondah: 

• Landscape character 

• Built form character 

• Key views 

• Degrees of character change 

• Effectiveness of planning scheme provisions 

Part 2:  Existing Neighbourhood Areas Audit underpins the above 

overview, and includes a detailed audit of each of the 2005 

neighbourhood areas.  In addition to built form, it adds an 

assessment of landscape character and key views for each area, as 

well as a discussion of the character change conclusions.  A degree 

of change rating is also provided for each of the neighbourhood 

areas. 

At the conclusion of each separate audit, initial recommendations 

are outlined.  These are importantly related to the existing planning 

scheme provisions (which are also described in detail in this 

section), and are integral to the degree of change experienced in each 

area, and the type of change experienced.  This is effectively an 

assessment of how the current planning scheme provisions are 

performing in relation to the protection and management of 

landscape and residential character. 

The existing neighbourhood areas have been audited as separate 

units simply because it provides a logical structure to the work and 

because their basis in 2005 was sound.  However, the division of the 

municipality into separate neighbourhood areas is less relevant now 

due to changes to the Victoria Planning Provisions, and the ability 

to tailor schedules to the various residential zones (and overlays).   

Future recommendations of this work in upcoming stages will focus 

on the appropriateness of zoning, overlays and the content of their 

schedules, rather than on separate neighbourhood areas and 

associated brochures, which are only able to provide policy guidance 

at best. 

Part 3:  Community Values provides a summary of the feedback 

received from local residents throughout Stage 3 of the project, via a 

variety of different engagement methods. 

This report includes two appendices: 

Appendix 1A:  Inception Report 

Appendix 1A includes a review of relevant background documents 

that was undertaken during Stage 1 of the project, together with a 

full outline of the current provisions relating to neighbourhood 

character in the Maroondah Planning Scheme.  VCAT decisions and 

preliminary learnings are also included, which were further explored 

during Stage 4 (Implementation Recommendations) of the project. 

Appendix 1B:  Community Newsletter & Questionnaire  
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Part 1: 
 

Residential Character 
Overview 
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Landscape Character  
 
Key landscape character observations 

• The landscapes of Maroondah are diverse and visually 

interesting, with undulations in topography and contrasts in 

elevation.   

• Topography and landscape are therefore key considerations in 

the management of residential character. 

• The two key landscape features are the centrally located 

Wicklow Hills Ridgeline, and the Loughnan-Warranwood 

Ridgeline, and associated Loughnan’s Hill, in Ringwood North.   

• These series of hills and topographical high points are covered 

in a near-continuous tree canopy, and provide a well-vegetated 

and cherished backdrop to most residential areas in the 

municipality. 

• It is of the upmost importance to protect these significant 

landscape features and maintain the visual dominance of 

vegetation on their foothills, hill slopes and ridges. 

• The northern areas of the municipality are also undulating to 

hilly and form part of the South Eastern Highlands bioregion, 

with topographical and visual links to the Yarra Valley. 

• Together with the topography, the native tree canopy cover is a 

defining landscape feature of almost all residential areas.  

Particularly in the eastern parts of the municipality, this 

strengthens the visual connections to the Dandenong Ranges. 

• A balance between built form and vegetation should be 

maintained in all other residential areas of the municipality, with 

the exception of the precincts that have been targeted for 

growth. 

  

Large, established native trees are a defining feature of the landscape 

character across Maroondah. 

A near continuous tree canopy cover characterises the landscape and 

residential character of the municipality, in almost all areas. 
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IBRA7 bioregions 

The latest version of the Interim Biogeographic Regionalisation of Australia 

(IBRA7) classifies Australia’s landscapes into 89 separate geographic 

bioregions based on shared landform, geology, vegetation, climate 

and species characteristics.  The location of the bioregions in 

Maroondah is illustrated on the map on p. 6.   

While the bioregions are broad, they provide a good starting point 

for understanding the landscape character of Maroondah, which 

includes the following two IBRA7 bioregions: 

• SEH – South Eastern Highlands  

Steep dissected and rugged ranges extending across southern and eastern 

Victoria and southern NSW. Geology predominantly Palaeozoic rocks and 

Mesozoic rocks. Vegetation predominantly wet and dry sclerophyll forests, 

woodland, minor cool temperate rainforest and minor grassland and 

herbaceous communities. Large areas, particularly in the Box-Ironbark 

Forests, were felled for fuel and timber for the mines during the gold rushes 

in Victoria. Large areas have also been cleared in NSW for grazing or 

plantations. 1 

• SCP – South East Coastal Plain 

Undulating Tertiary and Quaternary coastal plains and hinterlands occur 

in several distinct segments (Warrnambool Plain, Otway Plain and 

Gippsland Plain) rise up to 200 metres in altitude and extend from 

Tyrendarra in the west to Lakes Entrance in the east and including 

Geelong, eastern Melbourne and the Mornington Peninsula. The area has a 

temperate climate with rainfall varying from about 500 to 1100 mm, 

typically with higher rainfall in winter. Adjacent areas of higher altitude 

(e.g. the Otway and Strzelecki Ranges) produce rainshadow effects in some 

parts of the area.  

…  The Gippsland Plain includes lowland coastal and alluvial plains 

characterised by generally flat to gently undulating terrain. The coastline is 

varied and includes sandy beaches backed by dunes and cliffs, and shallow 

inlets with extensive mud and sand flats.  

The vegetation includes lowland forests, open forests with shrubby or heathy 

understoreys, grasslands and grassy woodlands, heathlands, shrublands, 

freshwater and coastal wetlands, mangrove scrubs, saltmarshes, dune scrubs 

and coastal tussock grasslands. Extensively cleared for agriculture. 2 

The South Eastern Highlands landscape type is located in the 

northern areas of the municipality, where the topography is more 

undulating.  This bioregion encases Maroondah to the north, east 

and south-east, and includes the Yarra Valley and the Dandenong 

Ranges and foothills, with the very edges of this landscape type 

spilling into the municipality.  

																																																								
1 Environment Australia, Revision of the Interim Biogeographic Regionalisation for 
Australia (IBRA) and Development of Version 5.1:  Summary Report, November 
2000, p. 21 
2 ibid. 

The remainder of Maroondah is classified as part of the South East 

Coastal Plain bioregion, which is a diverse landscape type of flat to 

undulating topography and includes local rises up to approximately 

200m above sea level. 
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Key landscape features 

At a local level, the landscape character of Maroondah is dominated 

by two distinct landscape features – the centrally located Wicklow 

Hills Ridgeline, and the Loughnan-Warranwood Ridge, including 

Loughnan’s Hill, to the north of Ringwood.  While both ridges are 

developed as residential suburbs, they remain heavily vegetated and 

provide a leafy green backdrop to Maroondah’s residential areas. 

The Wicklow Hills Ridge comprises a series of rolling hills that form 

a ridgeline running generally north to south, from Croydon North to 

Heathmont.  The elevation of the ridge is most dramatic around 

Kenmare Avenue in Croydon with a maximum height of 

approximately 207m above sea level.  From here the top of the ridge 

slopes down to approximately 109m at Hochkins Ridge Nature 

Conservation Reserve, but has a less marked change in elevation as 

it runs southwards to around 167m in Heathmont.   

The Wicklow Hills Ridge, and particularly its highest central part, is 

a locally iconic landscape feature.  Its steep, vegetated sides and 

series of apexes are interspersed with rooftops, but the near-

continuous tree canopy cover is the defining feature of the 

landscape, and is ever present visually, including from long 

distances.  The ridgeline also contains a number of other locally 

iconic hills and reserves including Birt’s Hill (157m) and the Walter 

Burley Griffin inspired Croydon Hills Garden Suburb Estate (192m) 

and associated Cheong Park. 

The Loughnan-Warranwood Ridgeline runs diagonally through 

Ringwood North and slopes down to Mullum Mullum Creek to the 

south-east.  Loughnan and Wonga Roads run along its apex at a 

maximum elevation of approximately 168m above sea level.  

Located at the south-western end of the ridge is the high point and 

locally iconic landscape feature of Loughnan’s Hill, which is the 

equal second highest topographical point in the municipality at 

approximately 192m.   

Much like the highest parts of the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline, 

Loughnan’s Hill contains large lots that are able to sustain significant 

stands of vegetation and canopy trees.  These patches of bushland 

contribute to the continuous biolinks throughout this landscape that 

extend further north through Warranwood to the Yarra Valley. 

  

Looking across the Maroondah Highway from Braeside Avenue 

towards the vegetation dominated Loughnan’s Hill. 

View of the soft canopy cover of the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline from 

Moore Avenue, Croydon. 
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Other landscape characteristics 

Other areas of undulating to hilly landscape are located in the north 

east of Maroondah.  This topographically diverse area also includes 

Jumping Creek, which is a tributary of the Yarra River that flows 

into the municipality from the north, branching out into 

Warranwood and Croydon Hills.  The significant remnant bushland 

associated with the creek corridors that snake in and out of the 

rolling hills, creates a unique landscape that forms part of the South 

Eastern Highlands IBRA7 bioregion, and links to the undulating 

and rural landscapes of the Yarra Valley. 

Other hilly areas that also coincide with the South Eastern 

Highlands bioregion are located in the north east around Croydon, 

specifically Croydon North, Ruskin Park, and The Range Estate.  

This landscape is characterised by undulating to hilly topography, 

with good tree canopy coverage and visual links to the Dandenong 

Ranges.  Although not part of the SEH landscape type, this 

collection of local hills extends further south, around Croydon 

South.  At their termination, Bungalook Creek runs along their 

south-eastern boundary, and the Tarralla Creek defines the minor 

valley to the west.   

Located between the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline and the Loughnan-

Warranwood Ridgeline is a more gently undulating landscape, 

spanning the area between the Ringwood Major Activity Centre and 

Birt’s Hill.  This landscape is bisected by the Maroondah Highway, 

and slopes down to the Mullum Mullum Creek to the west.   

The landscape in the south-eastern part of the municipality is flat to 

gently undulating with a locally prominent rise near the intersection 

of Colchester and Canterbury Roads in Bayswater North.   

The topography of Maroondah is illustrated on the contour map on 

p. 11, which also includes the 2005 NAs for orientation and 

comparison. 

Key waterways 

Maroondah was settled partly due to its fertile soils and higher 

rainfall, a result of its location immediately south of the Yarra 

Valley, and in the catchment area of the Dandenong Creek.  A 

significant waterway that runs through the municipality is the 

aforementioned Mullum Mullum Creek, a small tributary of the 

Yarra River that flows from Ringwood and Croydon North through 

large and well vegetated corridors of open space, before meeting the 

Yarra in the Yarra Valley Parklands in Templestowe.   

The Tarralla Creek is another well vegetated waterway that runs 

through Croydon and meets the Bungalook Creek, which flows into 

the Dandenong Creek at around HE Parker Reserve in Heathmont.   

The key waterways and other landscape characteristics are further 

illustrated in the aerial photo on p. 12, which also includes the 

location of the 2005 NAs. 

 

  

The vegetated corridor of the Mullum Mullum Creek. 

Visual links to the Dandenong Ranges are strong in the eastern 

areas of the municipality. 
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Built Form Character 
 
The built form character of Maroondah illustrates the various eras 

of development that have occurred in the municipality, from the 

proclamation of the Township of Ringwood in 1886 and the first 

subdivision in Croydon the following year, onwards. 

Residential subdivisions commenced in both townships, close to the 

railway line, as early as the 1920s.  These included the Ringwood 

Township Estate, comprising Ellison and Haig Streets and their 

intact group of 1920s timber California Bungalows.  These dwellings 

are particularly notable for their construction details, including 

shingled hoods above the bay windows and porches, and the visual 

cohesion of the streetscapes, and will be included in a future 

HO/NCO precinct, for which the amendment is currently 

underway.   

Together with nearby streets, including James, Kendall, Caroline and 

Henry Streets, this area known as ‘Jubilee Park’ is part of the historic 

residential ‘core’ of Ringwood.  The area is characterised by older 

predominantly timber dwellings, including Interwar bungalows, 

Edwardian homes, examples of Moderne architecture, and simple 

Post-war homes, and built form is consistently sited in well 

manicured and established garden settings.  A sense of formality 

exists in these traditional gridded streets, as with other similar early-

established areas around the historic core of Croydon.   

Also notable in Croydon is the Croydon Hills (Garden Suburb) 

estate, which was designed in 1921 by Walter Burley Griffin 

(NCO2).  While a number of the lots were not built up on at the 

time due to the Great Depression, the area still displays unique 

residential qualities characterized by generous allotments, curvilinear 

streets, and an abundance of native trees.  The Wicklow Hills Estate 

in Alto Avenue (NCO1) is another example of an early subdivision 

that was developed through the 1920s, and the double fronted 

timber bungalows, with tiled roofs remain substantially intact.  Here 

the large blocks, dense and mature garden settings and the rolling 

hills of the landscape add significantly to the cherished 

neighbourhood character.   

  

A low scale home tucked into the landscape in Orchard Drive, in the 

Walter Burley Griffin designed subdivision. 

A timber bungalow in Haig Street, Ringwood - typical of those in 

the Jubilee Park precinct. 
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Built Form Character continued 
 
By 1946, the population of Ringwood had expanded to 4,000 and 

the area, together with Croydon, continued to develop 

concentrically and along the Maroondah Highway.  Streets in these 

‘inner’ suburbs were laid out in a traditional rectilinear pattern, and 

dwellings represent architectural eras from the 1950s onwards - 

typically simple, single storey brick or timber homes set in 

established gardens, with low front fences.  Some of these homes 

were architecturally designed and include some of the best examples 

of Modernist architecture to be found in suburban Melbourne.   

Pockets of these earlier homes are still dotted throughout 

Ringwood, Ringwood East, Croydon and Croydon North, but 

renovation and redevelopment has transformed most of these areas 

into precincts of very mixed built form.  The unifying element 

throughout, however, is the established vegetation and tree canopy 

cover, comprising both exotic and natives, and including large street 

trees. 

Suburbs on the periphery of Maroondah in the outer, hilly areas 

were the last to be developed from the 1970s and 80s onwards, and 

exhibit curvilinear streets designed to follow the topography.  Built 

form comprises contemporary and reproduction-style homes, most 

often in brick, and more recently in rendered blockwork.  This mix 

of built form styles is again unified by the established vegetation, 

and the often bushy and informal gardens.  In fact, many of the 

streets in these outer areas are characterised by a dominance of 

vegetation, including native street trees and gardens that spill out 

onto the informal nature strips, and dwellings that are tucked into 

the landscape.   

However, recent development in these areas, and in the older ‘core’ 

suburbs has tended towards larger homes, less permeability and low-

scale, low maintenance gardens, resulting in a change in the ratio of 

built form and hard surfacing to vegetation, and jeopardising the 

canopy cover, for which Maroondah is best known.   

 

 

 

 

  

An example of a Modernist home in Heathmont. 

1980s brick home immersed in the landscape, Croydon North. 
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Key Views 
 
A map summarising the key views from, and within, Maroondah is 

included on p. 15.   

Many of the most significant and expansive views occur from the 

topographical high points in the municipality, especially the Wicklow 

Hills Ridgeline, looking east across the tree canopy cover and 

rooftops, to the Dandenong Ranges.  Views are also available from 

here in a westerly direction, across Warranwood, and towards the 

Yarra Valley. 

Conversely, the vegetation covered ridgeline is a highly valued visual 

backdrop to many residential areas in Maroondah, and is a focal 

point of many internal views.   

Views towards the heavily vegetated Loughnan’s Hill and the 

Loughnan-Warranwood Ridgeline are also important from within 

the municipality, including close range views from the Ringwood 

Major Activity Centre, and across the Maroondah Highway from 

near the Maroondah Council offices.   

And again, outviews from these landscape features are highly valued, 

including due north to the remnant vegetation of Loughies 

Bushland Reserve.  Glimpses of the Dandenong Ranges are also 

available from points along Loughnan and Wonga Roads atop the 

ridge, looking south-east. 

Other long range views that occur from within Maroondah include 

those from the eastern residential areas generally, but particularly 

from elevated streets, eastwards towards the foothills and the 

ranges, and the iconic silhouette of Mt Dandenong.  The existence 

of remnant native vegetation strengthens these visual links and the 

sense of proximity to the mountains. 

Additional long range views are possible looking northwards from 

the high points of the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline e.g. around Alto 

Avenue, across the canopy covered landscape and the remnant 

bushland of the Hochkins Ridge Nature Conservation Reserve to 

the picturesque rural landscape of the Yarra Valley. 

Other vistas to the Yarra Valley are available from elevated areas in 

the north and north-west of the municipality, including many streets 

and reserves in Warranwood and Croydon Hills.  

Views of the local landscape feature of Birt’s Hill is also available, 

including from Croydon, and also from residential areas further 

west, including Croydon Hills.  Again, being a topographical high 

point, outviews are also available from the hill, across the residential 

areas of Croydon North and to the rural landscapes beyond the 

municipal boundary. 

Other local landmarks or minor landscape features to which views 

are available from within Maroondah include the high point around 

Markhill Place in Heathmont; the well vegetated minor rise at the 

termination of Vista Avenue (though some clearing on the hill faces 

is also visible); the elevated Croydon Hills Estate (NCO2) and 

adjacent Cheong Wildflower Sanctuary; and the elevated high point 

to the south of Birt’s Hill around Barina Close/Grand View 

Avenue. 

Scenic views from main roads also contribute to the Maroondah 

gateway experience, particularly when entering the municipality from 

the west along the Maroondah Highway.  From here, an expansive 

long range view is available across the southern parts Maroondah 

towards the Dandenong Ranges. 

 

 

 

View across of foreground of canopy tree tops, towards the 

Dandenongs (Alto Avenue, Croydon). 

Many internal views feature significant roadside vegetation, framing 

views across roof tops and canopy trees. 
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Degrees of Change 
 
Following extensive field survey work in all neighbourhood areas, 

conclusions have been made about the degree of change that has 

occurred since the current Neighbourhood Character Study was 

approved in 2005.   

The following degree of change rates have been used: 

Low 

Ø Minimal or no change has occurred across the neighbourhood 

since 2005. 

Low - medium 

Ø Some change has occurred in the neighbourhood i.e. 

renovations, new single dwellings etc. but the key characteristics 

remain very similar to those which were observed in 2005. 

Medium 

Ø A medium level of change and new development has occurred.  

This may be in the form of new multi-unit developments in 

some areas, and the development of two storey homes in 

previously mostly single storey areas.  The neighbourhood has 

evolved, but many of the characteristics that were observed in 

2005 are still visible. 

Medium - high 

Ø A medium to high level of redevelopment has occurred, and this 

may be focused in particular areas of the neighbourhood i.e. 

near main roads, close to activity centres, or where lots have 

been amalgamated.  Development is of a different form and 

type that was observed in 2005, and may include larger 

dwellings, or multi-unit developments, including townhouses.  A 

discernable increase in dwelling density has occurred in some 

areas, with associated tree loss.  Few of the neighbourhood 

characteristics noted in 2005 are still prevalent, or present. 

High 

Ø A high level of redevelopment has occurred in the area, which 

has been transformed into a neighbourhood with a different 

residential character than was observed in 2005.   

The degrees of character change are depicted on the map on the 

following page. 
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Character change conclusions 

Two separate factors have influenced areas of low change.  They are 

either relatively new residential neighbourhoods, where housing 

stock does not need renovation or replacement; or they are areas 

covered by the NRZ/SLO3.  The second influencing factor is 

especially clear in the case of the Wicklow Hill Ridgeline. 

There are two main exceptions to the above point – parts of the 

Loughnan-Warranwood Ridge area, and the hills to the north and 

east of Croydon (specifically 2005 NAs 8, 9, 12, 21 and 24), which 

are covered, or partially covered by the NRZ/SLO3.   

In the case of the Loughnan-Warranwood Ridge the most visually 

impactful development has occurred on the hill face south of 

Loughnan Road, immediately adjacent to the Ringwood MAC.  This 

can be explained by proximity to the activity centre, lower land 

values and the existence of greyfield sites.  Elsewhere, proximity to 

main roads such as the Maroondah Highway is a factor.  

A medium to high level of development and character change to the 

north and east of Croydon can be partially explained by the 

existence of greenfield sites and the proximity to the Maroondah 

Highway, adjacent to which high levels of development have 

occurred.   

The medium to high level of change that has occurred in Ruskin 

Park and Croydon Parks can also be explained by the age of the 

housing stock, and owners’ desire to renovate or replace dwellings.  

Again, despite the provisions of SLO3 or SLO4, site clearing is 

prevalent. 

The Range (former Croydon Golf Club) has been completely 

redeveloped since 2005, and is an establishing residential area.  The 

resultant character, with high site coverage and minimal permeability 

despite the NRZ/SLO3 combination is difficult to explain.  It may 

be that while the permit triggers are available for such matters, the 

provisions of the planning scheme lack depth, and additional and 

more practical guidance on decision-making is required. 

The highest degree of character change has occurred in 

neighbourhoods within or immediately adjacent to the Ringwood 

and Croydon Major Activity Centres.  This is logical, and in most 

areas, encouraged.  As witnessed in Jubilee Park, however, this must 

sometimes be balanced with the protection of the oldest and most 

historic areas of the municipality. 

Other areas of high change are the semi-rural fringes of Maroondah 

that have been connected to reticulated sewerage since 2005. 

In considering the above observations it is important to remember 

that change is a normal and important part of the evolution of our 

cities and suburbs.  Largely, it is not something to be resisted, and is 

necessary if we are to accommodate the population growth expected 

in greater Melbourne by 2050.  It is the role of studies such as this 

though, to nominate those landscape and residential character 

elements that should be protected, and to articulate how and where 

character change is best accommodated. 

Degrees of change are further discussed in relation to the 

effectiveness of planning scheme provisions in the next section of 

this report. 

 

 

 

  

Contemporary dwellings are predominantly two storey, with minimal 

landscaping in the front setback. 

Contemporary rendered home – highly visible in the bushland 

setting (Loughnan’s Hill). 
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Effectiveness of Planning Scheme 
Provisions 
 
Residential zoning  

A map showing the location of the 2005 Neighbourhood Areas, 

overlaid on the current Residential Zones, is included on the 

following page.  The map visually demonstrates how the application 

of the Residential Zones in Maroondah is directly related to 

landscape character.   

The Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ) has been applied to 

the topographical high points of the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline and 

foothills, Loughnan’s Hill, the Loughnan-Warranwood Ridge, the 

undulating landscapes to the north-east and south of Croydon, and 

the landscape feature of the Jumping Creek Valley.   

Furthermore, separate schedules to the NRZ differentiate between 

the highest slopes where lot sizes are historically large and a 

minimum lots size of 2,000 square metres (NRZ1 Ridgeline 

Protection Area A) or 864 square metres (NRZ2 Ridgeline 

Protection Area B) remains; and the lower hill slopes and foothills 

where a minimum lot size is not specified (NRZ3 Canopy Cover 

Ridgeline). 

The General Residential Zone has been applied elsewhere, in lower 

topographical areas that are less visible, and generally less treed. 

Two further areas are proposed to be rezoned NRZ, as a result of 

separate studies – the ‘historic core’ of Jubilee Park, which includes 

properties to the covered by the Heritage Overlay and demonstrates 

an intact and homogenous built form; and part of Ruskin Park, 

where site coverage, permeability and the balance between built 

form and vegetation requires management.   

In relation to Ruskin Park, Council is proceeding with Amendment 

C107 to rezone and introduce neighbourhood character objectives 

via Schedule 6, and a Panel Hearing was held on 21 November 

2018.  Council intends to further strengthen NRZ6 as part of the 

implementation of this study.  Council is also proceeding with the 

rezoning and application of overlays (HO and NCO) to parts of 

Jubilee Park via Amendment C116.  The proposed amendment was 

publicly exhibited throughout November/December 2018. 

Otherwise, the residential zoning that is in place across Maroondah 

is considered largely appropriate in fulfilling its purpose.   

The minor exceptions that are recommended for a more detailed 

review during Stage 4 of this project are as follows: 

• In the Mullum Mullum Creek neighbourhood - retain existing 

zoning, but ensure that the boundary between NRZ and GRZ 

(and SLO3 and SLO4) is appropriately located to reflect the 

characteristics of the landscape and its visibility. 

• At the north eastern extent of the Loughnan-Warranwood 

Ridge - review existing zoning and overlay controls, as the 

provisions change abruptly at Oban Road, as opposed to 

reflecting the local landscape and residential character 

conditions. 

• At the north-western extent of the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline - 

review existing zoning and consider overlay controls in relation 

to the very northern part of this area, generally between Yarra 

Road and the Hochkins Ridge Nature Conservation Reserve.   

• Determine the reason for the application of the NRZ4 where it 

occurs in the municipality, and tailor the schedule accordingly. 

• In the semi-rural fringe areas - review the application of the 

LDRZ now that the areas are connected to reticulated sewerage.  

• Wicklow Hills Ridgeline – a section of western hill slope that 

forms part of the topography of the ridge, between Mt 

Dandenong Road and Velma Grove, is zoned GRZ1.  This area 

also includes the curved extension of the Burley Griffin 

designed streets.  The zoning and overlay controls should be 

reviewed for this area (the areas immediately to the north and 

south are zoned NRZ3).  It may be more appropriately 

considered as part of the ridge, as it exhibits the same landscape 

and residential characteristics. 

• Ringwood Major Activity Centre – reflect the findings of the 

recently adopted masterplan. 

• Croydon Major Activity Centre – in the absence of a current 

structure plan, consider whether the Residential Growth Zone 

may be more appropriate than the GRZ2 (which has the same 

maximum height of 13.5m). 

• Neighbourhood Activity Centres (Ringwood East and 

Heathmont) – reflect the outcomes of the current structure 

plans. 

Note:  The above points reflect the initial thinking in relation to the zoning and 

overlays in place across Maroondah’s residential areas, and formed part of the 

‘brief’ for Stage 4 of the project, the findings of which are documented in Volume 

2.  
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Significant Landscape Overlay 

A map showing the application of the Significant Landscape 

Overlay (SLO) in Maroondah (effectively used as a tree 

protection/neighbourhood character management tool) is included 

on the following page.   

The use of the SLO relates directly to the application of the 

Residential Zones, with Schedule 3 applying to NRZ land (SLO3 

Wicklow Hills Ridge and Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape 

Protection Area), and where a permit is not required to construct a 

building or construct or carry out works provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when combined 

with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 2.5 

metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, above the 

natural surface level of the ground directly below that part of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground. 

Schedule 4 to the Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape 

Canopy Protection) applies to GRZ zoned land, where a permit is 

not required for buildings and works.  However, the tree removal 

requirements are as per SLO3. 

While its use for tree protection and neighbourhood character 

management is not the purpose stated in the head clause, SLO3 at 

least, is able to be justified in its location, and is operating largely 

effectively in retaining large lots, maximizing permeability and 

protecting the tree canopy cover. 

That aside, consideration should be given to transferring the 

contents of the SLO schedules to the NRZ and GRZ schedules, and 

reviewing the appropriateness of at least Schedule 4 to the SLO. 

 

  

The NRZ1/SLO3 combination operates to maintain large lots, 

maximum permeability and vegetation protection (Orchard Drive). 
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Neighbourhood Character Overlay 
 
The Neighbourhood Character Overlay should only be applied to 

discreet areas of significant and highly valued residential character.  

This is indeed the case in Maroondah where it applies to only two 

significant areas: 

• Alto Avenue and Wicklow Hills (NCO1) 

• Croydon Hills Estate (NCO2) 

In the case of Alto Avenue, the provisions of NCO1 appear to be 

working effectively.  However, this may be equally due to the 

provisions in NRZ2 (i.e. 864 square metres minimum lot size) and 

the ‘incentives’ included in SLO3.  NCO1 enacts all planning permit 

triggers available, and in this unique and highly valued area of 

historic built form and garden settings, this is considered 

appropriate. 

In the case of Croydon Hills Estate, the provisions of NCO2 are 

less comprehensive and less effective.  While only a small amount of 

redevelopment has occurred, this is not always in the ‘spirit’ with 

which it was intended.  In this bush dominated Burley Griffin 

inspired subdivision, dwellings should be immersed in the landscape 

and ‘at one’ with their surroundings. 

NCO2 includes only historic information about the subdivision, and 

no clear statement of the neighbourhood character attributes.  It 

also includes only one objective, and minimal guidance in the form 

of decision guidelines. 

Both schedules to the NCO require review and re-drafting. 

An additional NCO is also proposed in the aforementioned Jubilee 

Park neighbourhood, over a discreet number of properties that form 

part of the wider historic precinct, near the Ringwood Activity 

Centre.  Council is proceeding with this amendment in parallel with 

this project.  

Property in Alto Avenue, Croydon, subject to the provisions 

of NCO1. 
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Planning scheme provisions – initial findings 

• The Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ) applies to the 

topographical high points and landscape features of Maroondah. 

• Schedules 1 and 2 to the NRZ apply to the very highest and 

most visible land, with historically large lot sizes, and minimum 

subdivision areas of 2,000 and 864 square metres respectively, 

remain in place. 

• The General Residential Zone applies generally elsewhere. 

• All schedules to the residential zones (except GRZ2) vary the 

same provisions across Maroondah, relating to side and rear 

setbacks, private open space, and front fence heights.  

• In some discreet areas, the application of residential zones 

requires review. 

• All schedules to the NRZ require strengthening, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3 or SLO4. 

• All schedules to the GRZ also require review and strengthening. 

• The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO) is effectively used as a 

tree protection/residential character management tool across 

the whole of Maroondah.   

• SLO3, which applies to NRZ zoned areas effectively includes 

design and siting ‘incentives’ (i.e if they are met a permit is not 

required) and a permit requirement for tree removal. 

• SLO4, which applies to GRZ zoned areas only includes a permit 

requirement for tree removal. 

• It is unlikely that SLO4 would be able to be justified and 

approved by Panel nowadays, because it does not apply to a 

significant landscape.   

• SLO3 applies to the locally significant landscape features of the 

municipality, but the ‘statement of nature and key elements of 

landscape’ refers only to canopy trees and not the character or 

significance of the ridgelines themselves.   

• Interestingly, the lowest degree of change has occurred in NRZ 

+ SLO3 areas (with the exception of The Range and hill slope 

directly to the north of the Ringwood MAC).  The combination 

of this zone and overlay (while not necessarily the intention of 

the SLO head clause) has been successful in maintaining a 

maximum of around 40% site coverage, good permeability and 

canopy tree cover. 

• Both schedules to the NCO require review and re-drafting to 

ensure that the statement of neighbourhood character, 

objectives and decision guidelines capture the essence of the 

significance of the areas, and are useful and applicable to any 

proposed development. Permit requirements should be 

considered for NCO2.  Both NCO schedules should also be 

consistent with the new requirements of VC148.  

• As described, the key element that defines the highly valued 

character of Maroondah is the vegetation cover and particularly 

the existence of large canopy trees.   

• The prevalence of vegetation is important both as a ratio to built 

form (this relates to site coverage) and as the dominant element 

in elevation, when viewed from the street (this relates to 

building height). 

• It is important that vegetation and canopy trees remain the 

visually dominant feature of the landscape in areas such as the 

Wicklow Hills Ridgeline and the Loughnan-Warranwood 

Ridgeline, and that there is at least a balance between built form 

and vegetation elsewhere.   

• The ability to retain and require canopy trees relates to the space 

available to plant and sustain them, which in turn relates to the 

ratio of building footprint (and hard surfacing) to permeable 

site.  The key planning elements that influence this are site 

coverage, building setbacks, permeability and landscaping 

requirements, all of which are standards that can be varied 

through a schedule to the NRZ or the GRZ. 

• The visual dominance of vegetation and canopy trees also 

relates to the height of buildings.  That is, throughout 

Maroondah it is not only important that buildings are 

surrounded by vegetation, but that built form sits below the 

established tree canopy height.  This maintains a skyline 

dominated by leafy, green treetops as opposed to roof tops, and 

strengthens the visual links to the nearby Dandenong Ranges.  

(The default maximum mandatory building height is one of the 

few differences between the NRZ and the GRZ that should be 

kept in mind when planning for this outcome.)  
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Part 2: 
 

Neighbourhood Areas 
Audit 
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Neighbourhood Character Study 
(2005) 
 
The Maroondah Neighbourhood Character Study (NCS) was prepared in 

2004 (and approved by Council in 2005), and comprises a 

background report, and a series of neighbourhood character 

‘brochures’ for each of the 23 (+1) Neighbourhood Areas identified 

across the municipality.  The study has been incorporated into the 

Maroondah Planning Scheme in the form of a local policy (Clause 

22.02 Residential Neighbourhood Character), with the study itself as 

a policy reference document.  The brochures are not specifically 

referred to in the local policy, but are available on Council’s website, 

along with the Neighbourhood Character Map. 

When the study was prepared in 2004, the distinctive qualities of 

Maroondah were described as follows: 

“Residents of Maroondah are very conscious of the vegetative and topographical 

character of their municipality.  The most common ‘likes’ expressed…  concerned 

trees, tree canopy and bushland reserves.  People spoke about a ‘greenness’ or 

‘softness’, a ‘rural ambience’.  While they are keen to retain a balance between 

native and exotic vegetation, most participants valued the role of vegetation as 

flora and fauna habitat, implying that continuity of native canopy is an 

important aim…  

Topographically, the importance of the city’s ridgelines was constantly 

emphasised.  These ridgelines are prominent in the consciousness of residents for a 

number of reasons.  They provide elevated viewpoints of the Dandenong Ranges 

and parts of the Great Dividing Ranges, as well as long distance views across the 

(municipality).  They provide a foreground to the backdrop of the Dandenong 

Ranges, a backdrop that gives a strong sense of identity to the community.  

Strong views are held about retaining the dominance of the tree canopy in views of 

the ridgelines…    

People are strongly conscious of the generous size of lots as a characteristic of the 

area…  a common view is that space is needed for retaining and planting large 

trees.  Excessive site coverage and hard surface coverage is a concern amongst the 

community members…  For all of these reasons, many people expressed 

opposition to excessive density of development…” 

It is of note that these observations are still relevant today, with the 

natural landscape, vegetation coverage and density of development 

remaining integral to residential character across Maroondah.  

However, the VPP ‘landscape’ has shifted considerably since 2004, 

with the introduction of the new Residential Zones, and the 

subsequent gazettal of Amendment VC110 (implementing the 

Government’s response to the Managing Residential Development 

Advisory Committee) in March 2017. 

Neighbourhood Areas Audit 

A map of the 2005 Neighbourhood Areas is included on the 

following page.  All of the Neighbourhood Areas have been re-

surveyed, and an audit has been undertaken of the character 

elements that were recorded in 2005, in order to determine the 

degree and type of change that has occurred across the municipality.  

The findings are documented in the NA Audit Papers from p. 25 

onwards.  
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NA1:  Mullum Mullum Creek 

2005 Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 1 as follows:  

The Mullum Mullum Creek Neighbourhood Area is located around 

the Maroondah Highway commercial precinct and the Ringwood 

Activity Centre, and features the Mullum Mullum Creek in the 

south.  It is the inner part of the earlier established residential ‘core’ 

of Ringwood, characterised by low-scale housing stock in 

established garden settings and an abundance of canopy trees.  A 

particular feature of this neighbourhood is that it is centred on a 

‘green corridor’ in the form of the Mullum Mullum Creek, providing 

a continuity of flora and fauna throughout the neighbourhood and 

contributing further to the City’s ‘leafy’ character.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 

following: 

ü The topography is gently undulating to hilly, with views to 

the vegetated creekline found in parts.    

ü There are substantial areas of native vegetation in the open 

space areas around the creek.  

û Architectural styles include simple Post War era 1950s and 

1960s weatherboard and brick, 1960s and 1970s L-shaped 

and 1980s adaptations of the L-shape form (1.) 

û Dwellings are single storey with either gabled or hipped 

roofs (2.) 

û Materials are a mixture of brick and weatherboard with tiled 

roofs (3.) 

ü Setbacks are consistently 6m - 7m at the front with 1m/3-

4m at either side, except in a few newer developments.  

û Lot sizes vary but are generally 500m - 900m, with 

occasional smaller and larger blocks (4.)    

û Simple established exotic gardens are common throughout, 

frequently with canopy trees (5.)   

ü Front fences vary from medium to low or absent.   

ü The street layout is regular and structured with some 

curvilinear/cul-de-sacs infill. Roads are sealed, commonly 

with upstanding curbs and wide grassy nature strips. 

Footpaths are found on the major roads only.   

ü Street trees are mixed species and irregularly located.   

 

1. Multi developments on larger lots are scattered 

throughout the neighbourhood, particularly in locations 

close to major roads.  In addition, many dwellings have 

undergone renovation and extensions.   

2. New developments and extensions are predominantly 

double storey.  

3. There are some examples of cement rendering of older 

70s and 80s brick dwellings.   

4. There are some examples of lot consolidation and large 

multi-unit redevelopments. 

5. In the case of some recent redevelopment, lots have been 

cleared of vegetation, and the front setback is dominated 

by hard surfacing, including driveways. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The natural landscape of this area is a defining element of its 

character.  The topography is hilly and relatively steep in parts, 

sloping down from the Loughnan-Warranwood Ridge to the 

vegetated valley of the Mullum Mullum Creek, representing its 

lowest elevation of 112m above sea level.  The higher parts of the 

landscape are located at an elevation of 168m.  The continuous tree 

canopy cover of this area, and the contribution it makes to the leafy 

character of the neighbourhood and the overall landscape character 

of Maroondah is significant and highly valued. 

Views 

There are long range glimpses of the Dandenong Ranges from the 

elevated parts of this neighbourhood, as well as closer views of 

Loughnan’s Hill to the north.  Outviews are also available from 

Loughnan Road and Wonga Road, from atop the Loughnan-

Warranwood Ridge, to the south east and south towards the ranges.  

Views are also available from within the area to the vegetated 

corridor of the Mullum Mullum Creek. 

The elevated parts of this neighbourhood are visible from the 

Ringwood Activity Centre, as well as from the high point to the east 

at Braeside Avenue.  The vegetated slopes of this neighbourhood 

are also visible as a foreground to Loughnan’s Hill from the key 

viewing corridors of the Ringwood Bypass and the Maroondah 

Highway, particularly between Dublin Road and Mt Dandenong 

Road. 
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Zoning & overlays 

The land generally to the north of the creek valley, and up to the 

ridge is zoned Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ3 Canopy Cover 

Ridgeline Protection), but the schedule to the zone does not 

distinguish this area from any others in the municipality (i.e. only the 

side and rear setbacks, private open space and front fence height 

requirements are varied, and in the same manner as elsewhere).  

Land generally to the south of Mullum Mullum Creek is zoned 

General Residential (GRZ1). 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan-Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the NRZ3 zoned land, where a permit is not required to 

construct a building or construct or carry out works provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to the GRZ1 zoned land, where a permit is not 

required for buildings and works.  However, the tree removal 

requirements are as per SLO3. 

Character change conclusions 
 
Since 2005, some larger blocks have been redeveloped, or lots have 

been consolidated for multi-dwelling developments.  This is 

particularly prevalent in the area immediately adjacent to the 

Ringwood Major Activity Centre, bound by Loughnan Road, 

Warrandyte Road and the Ringwood Bypass, where the MAC 

objectives, lower land values and the existence of greyfield sites have 

facilitated this outcome.  In some cases, sites have been cleared of 

vegetation as part of the redevelopment, resulting in the new 

dwellings being highly visible due to the elevated and steep 

topography, and detracting from the otherwise intact and 

established tree canopy cover.   

Elsewhere in the neighbourhood, there are examples of older 

weatherboard homes being renovated, and together with the 

rendering of older brick homes, this has contributed to an altered 

materiality and architectural aesthetic.  Overall, the low-scale nature 

of this area has changed somewhat, with the majority of new 

development being double storey.  With the exception of the area 

generally to the west of Warrandyte Road, there remains a pre-

eminence of tree canopies, when viewed from outside the 

neighbourhood area.  This is related to the permit requirements of 

SLO3 that set out ‘incentives’ relating to density (40% site coverage) 

and maximum height (2 storeys or 8 metres), and also relate to the 

slope of land and proposed cut and fill alterations. 

Development adjacent to Wonga Road in this neighbourhood 

reflects the difference in the provisions between the GRZ1 and the 

NRZ3.   

Degree of change in NA1:  Medium and high 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain existing zoning. 

• Ensure that the continuous tree canopy cover remains the 

defining feature of this landscape. 

• Strengthen the schedule to the NRZ, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3. 

• In particular, review and strengthen the provisions for the 

area generally between Loughnan Road and the Ringwood 

Bypass to ensure that any redevelopment does not result 

in a complete and permanent clearing of sites, lack of 

permeability and a visual dominance of built form.  

Integrate these principles into the Greening the Greyfields 

initiative proposed for this area. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ. 
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NA2:  Loughnan’s Hill 

2005 Typology:  Bush Garden 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 2 as follows:  

Loughnan’s Hill Neighbourhood Area is located in the western 

extremity of the Municipality, north of Loughnan Road.  It is a 

spacious residential neighbourhood set in a hilly landscape, with 

many with canopy trees.  Loughnan’s Hill is visible from many parts 

of Ringwood and adjoining municipalities.  Its bushland reserves 

and vegetated hillsides contribute greatly to the character of 

Maroondah.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 

following: 

ü Topography changes from gently undulating throughout 

the eastern half of the area, to very hilly in the western 

sections. Elevated areas have good views to ridgelines 

both within and outside the municipality. Two bushy 

reserves are located centrally within the area.  

û Architectural styles are very mixed, but clustered in 

pockets from Post War era 1950s and 1960s through to 

contemporary estates, including some reproduction styles 

(1.) 

ü Dwellings tend to be single storey in the older established 

areas, and double storey in the newer estates.  

ü Materials are a mixture of brick veneer or weatherboard, 

with tile or iron roofing.   

ü Lot sizes vary from 700m2 - 900 m2, with some examples 

of larger lots.    

û Front setbacks are average, at around 6m - 7m, with 

setbacks from both side boundaries. There are some 

examples of garages built to one side boundary (2.)  

ü Garden styles are mixed and established in most areas, 

with large canopy trees of both exotic and native species.   

ü Frontage treatments vary, with examples of low front 

fences of mixed materials, or open frontages with 

vegetation at the front boundary.  

ü Road patterns vary from pocket to pocket, reflecting the 

‘piece by piece’ development of the neighbourhood. The 

roads are predominantly cul de sac forms, with some 

examples of very steep streets. All streets are sealed with 

upstanding kerbs; there are many streets without 

footpaths.  

ü Street trees throughout the Neighbourhood Area are 

mixed in species and spacing, but predominantly native.  

1. New development throughout is a mix of contemporary 

architectural styles.  Some development responds well to 

the natural environment and context, while other new 

homes do not.   

2. There are examples of new development where the front 

setbacks are less than 6-7m. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape character of this area is diverse and hilly, particularly 

in the western section, and includes the topographical high point of 

Loughnan’s Hill.  This significant landscape feature and landmark 

climbs to an elevation of approximately 192m above sea level (one 

of the two second highest points in the municipality), and 

contrasting dramatically with the lower reaches of the 

neighbourhood at around 92m.  The eastern part of the landscape, 

where the residential zoning changes, is undulating, but less steep 

and dramatic, and terminates at the Loughnan-Warranwood Ridge 

via a series of rolling hills.  Large bushland reserves within the 

landscape, together with established native trees throughout, result 

in a heavily treed, green and leafy landscape character. 

Views 

Being some of the most elevated topography in the municipality, 

expansive vistas are available from the high points of Loughnan’s 

Hill (including the aptly named Panorama Avenue) to the east, south 

east and south, across the green tree canopy and roof tops of 

Maroondah, and towards the Dandenong Ranges.  Views are also 

available from the northern side of Loughnan’s Hill, i.e. Felix 

Crescent, to the vegetation of Loughies Bushland Reserve to the 

north, and from Loughies Reserve back to Loughnan’s Hill.  

Internal views within the neighbourhood are dominated by the 

established native trees and the bushy frontages of many properties. 

Loughnan’s Hill, the ridgeline and the elevated parts of this 

neighbourhood are clearly visible from nearby key viewing locations, 

including the Ringwood Activity Centre, the Maroondah Highway 

and the Ringwood Bypass, and the elevated parts of the adjacent 

neighbourhood areas, i.e. around Braeside Avenue.  The high 

visibility of the landscape features within this neighbourhood 

contribute to their status as local topographical landmarks.    
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Zoning & overlays 

The steeper, elevated land in the western section of this area is 

zoned Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ2 Ridgeline Protection 

Area B), which includes a minimum lot size for subdivision of 864 

square metres, as well as the side and rear setbacks, private open 

space and front fence height variations that are specified across the 

municipality.   

The areas of less dramatic topography in the east are zoned General 

Residential (GRZ1). 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan-Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the NRZ2 zoned land, where a permit is not required to 

construct a building or construct or carry out works provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to the GRZ1 zoned land, where a permit is not 

required for buildings and works.  However, the tree removal 

requirements are as per SLO3. 

Character change conclusions 

Since 2005, the built form character of the area has become more 

mixed and contemporary, with the demolition of older homes and 

their replacement with new dwellings.  Good development in this 

area has responded to the topography and landscape character with 

appropriate siting and scale, minimal cut and fill, and through the 

use of natural materials and muted tones.  These types of 

architectural responses best immerse the dwellings in the landscape 

and minimise their visibility.   

The development of new houses closer to the street than the 

prevailing setback, and with substantial driveways, has altered the 

otherwise spacious and leafy character in some areas.  When viewed 

externally though, the neighbourhood remains dominated by a 

continuous tree canopy cover.  As per adjacent NA1, this can be 

partly attributed to the permit requirements of SLO3 in the steepest 

and most highly visible areas that set out density (40% site coverage) 

and maximum height (2 storeys or 8 metres) ‘incentives’, as well as 

the minimum lot size of 864 square metres in the NRZ2, which 

largely prevents increases in density. 

Development adjacent to Wonga Road in this neighbourhood 

reflects the difference in the provisions between the GRZ1 and the 

NRZ3.   

Degree of change in NA2:  Low - medium 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain existing zoning, but ensure that the boundary 

between NRZ and GRZ (and SLO3 and SLO4) is 

appropriately located to reflect the characteristics of the 

landscape and its visibility. 

• Ensure that the continuous tree canopy cover and the 

heavily vegetated landmark of Loughnan’s Hill remain the 

defining features of this landscape, particularly when 

viewed from a distance. 

• Strengthen the schedule to the NRZ, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3.  These should 

address the treatment of front setbacks in particular. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ. 
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NA3:  Nyora 

2005 Typology:  Garden Court 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 3 as follows:  

The Nyora Neighbourhood Area is a smaller residential area 

centrally located in the municipality between Maroondah Highway 

and Mullum Mullum Creek.  This Neighbourhood Area supports a 

variety of housing types including older residential areas, newer 

estates and a retirement village, within a largely vegetated setting.  It 

has a high profile frontage to Maroondah Highway and forms part 

of the visual transition between Maroondah Highway and Mullum 

Mullum Creek.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 

following: 

ü The area slopes gently away from Maroondah Highway to 

Mullum Mullum Creek with the vegetation of the 

creekline and parklands forming an important backdrop.  

û Architectural styles are predominantly 1960s - 1970s L-

shaped dwellings with 1980s and reproduction styles in 

isolated areas (1.) 

ü Dwellings are generally single storey, except in the more 

recently developed areas where dwellings are mostly 

double storey.  

ü Materials are brick and weatherboard with tile roofing.   

ü Setbacks vary from 4m - 5m at the front in the new   

ü Lot sizes are 500m - 700m in the new estates and 500m2 - 

1000m2 in older parts.  Cherry Tree Retirement Village is 

comprised of numerous blocks less than 500m2.    

û Gardens are usually simple with exotic or mixed species in 

the Post War era developments.  The newer areas have 

simple exotic establishing species (2.)  

ü Medium to low front fences occur in the older developed 

areas, with front fences largely absent from lots in the new 

estates and retirement village.  

ü Street layout is regular and structured in the older areas 

with stand up gutters, nature-strips, and (often) concrete 

footpaths.  The newer estates have a number of cul de 

sacs with large nature strips and roll over gutters.   

ü Street trees correspond with the age of the development, 

with established regular mixed species in older sections 

and recent exotics establishing in the newer estates.   

 

1. The previous architectural character is still noticeable in 

pockets of the neighbourhood.  However, there has been 

significant demolition and redevelopment throughout the 

area.  Many of the older dwellings are in a dilapidated 

state.  

2. New developments have very simple exotic frontages.   
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape of this area is defined by gently sloping topography, 

which falls away from the Maroondah Highway and down to the 

Mullum Mullum Creek.  The elevation of this neighbourhood varies 

minimally from approximately 131m to 145m above sea level.  The 

creek valley and adjacent parkland forms a heavily vegetated 

boundary to the neighbourhood, with canopy trees otherwise 

dispersed throughout, but less able to establish in the higher density 

retirement village. 

Views 

Internal, close range views are available to the vegetated Mullum 

Mullum Creek corridor.  The well treed high point of Birt’s Hill is 

also visible from the north eastern edge of this neighbourhood area.     

While this area has a frontage to the key viewing corridor of the 

Maroondah Highway, due to the topography sloping away to the 

west, it is not highly visible from external areas.   
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Zoning & overlays 

The majority of the area is zoned General Residential (GRZ1), 

where standards are varied in relation to side and rear setbacks, 

private open space, and front fence heights as per elsewhere in the 

municipality.  A small pocket of the neighbourhood adjacent to the 

corner of the Maroondah Highway and Yarra Road is zoned 

Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ3 Canopy Cover Ridgeline 

Protection), which reflects its topographical relationship with the 

Wicklow Hills Ridge.   

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to all GRZ1 zoned land with the exception of 

the retirement village and streets immediately to the west (up to and 

including Strathfield Parade).  The SLO does not require a permit 

for buildings and works; however, a permit is required to remove a 

tree of 5m or more in height that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m 

or more, one metre above the ground.   

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan-Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the pocket of NRZ3 zoned land, where a permit is not required 

to construct a building or construct or carry out works provided 

that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

Character change conclusions 

Demolition and redevelopment across this area has resulted in an 

even more variegated character, both in dwelling styles and settings.  

While large established canopy trees exist, a mixed ‘garden 

suburban’ character, rather than a continuous native tree cover, 

defines this area. 

Degree of change in NA3:  Medium - high 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain existing zoning. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the intention of SLO4.   

• Treat the NRZ3 zoned pocket of this neighbourhood as 

part of the Wicklow Hills landscape and residential area in 

any future recommendations. 
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NA4:  Quambee Gardens 

2005 Typology:  Garden Court 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 4 as follows:  

The Quambee Gardens Neighbourhood Area is located between 

Mullum Mullum Creek and the western boundary of Maroondah, 

surrounding Wonga and Warranwood Roads.  The area is an 

example of more recent, suburban development in a spacious 

garden setting.  Wider streets; establishing gardens and significant 

bushland reserves; parks; and grounds contribute to the character, 

while its topography ensures that it is viewed from many of the 

central and western parts of Maroondah.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 

following: 

ü The area lies in gently undulating to hilly terrain around a 

minor ridgeline with good views to surrounding hillsides.  

ü Architectural styles include post 1980s dwellings and 

reproduction styles in more recently developed areas.   

ü Dwellings are generally single storey with some 

occurrences of double storey.    

ü Materials are predominantly brick with tile roofing 

although a number of examples of weatherboard 

buildings also occur.    

ü Front setbacks are 6 - 7m across the older parts of the 

area and vary from small to large in newer estates. Side 

setbacks vary, with small to average setbacks from both 

side boundaries and small setbacks from one boundary 

and garages built to the other.    

ü Lot sizes are generally 500m - 900m throughout.   

ü Gardens are consistently simple exotic and native 

 established, with a few bushier areas to the western 

fringe.    

ü Front fences are most often absent, but are low to 

medium picket where they occur.   

ü Street layout is modern curvilinear with numerous cul de 

sacs and upstanding curbs (except in two new estates 

which have roll over curbs).  Footpaths are found on 

major roads throughout the area and on most cul de sacs 

in the western parts.   

ü Street trees are mixed and of irregular age and spacing.  
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The natural landscape of this area is varied and undulating, ranging 

from around 120m above sea level at its lowest points, to 

approximately 175m on its upper reaches, being the north eastern 

extent of the Loughnan-Warranwood Ridge.  The Baringa Flora 

Sanctuary, Kalinda Modified Urban Forest and other numerous 

reserves all support significant stands of vegetation, and together 

with other remnant patches of native trees scattered throughout, 

creates a balanced patchwork of dwellings, open space and canopy 

trees. 

Views 

The high points of this neighbourhood area at Wonga Road atop 

the Loughnan-Warranwood Ridge provide outviews to the 

Dandenongs in the east.  Key public viewing locations such as 

McAlpin Reserve also provide clear and expansive views of the 

ranges.  Views are also available across the neighbourhood to the 

vegetated hills in the west, from these areas. 

The elevated and tree covered high points of this neighbourhood 

are visible from outside the area, including from the key viewing 

corridor of the Maroondah Highway, and from the high points of 

the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline to the south east.  This neighbourhood 

is also visible from Warranwood Reserve in the north. 
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Zoning & overlays 

This area is zoned General Residential (GRZ1), where standards are 

varied in relation to side and rear setbacks, private open space and 

front fence heights as per elsewhere in the municipality.  

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to all the GRZ1 zoned land.  The SLO does not 

require a permit for buildings and works; however, a permit is 

required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height that has a trunk 

circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above the ground.   

Character change conclusions 

Very little has changed in this neighbourhood area since 2005.  

There are some examples of renovated dwellings, however this has 

not altered the residential character overall.  The qualities that 

continue to define this area are the manicured, exotic gardens, the 

wide and spacious streets, and the significant bushland reserves. 

Degree of change in NA4:  Low 

Initial recommendations 

• Review existing zoning and overlay controls in relation to 

the north eastern extent of the Loughnan-Warranwood 

Ridgeline, as the provisions change abruptly at Oban 

Road, as opposed to reflecting the local landscape and 

residential character conditions. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the intention of SLO4.   
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NA5:  Croydon Hills 

2005 Typology:  Garden Court 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 5 as follows:  

The Croydon Hills Neighbourhood Areas are extensive areas of 

open residential development with a ‘garden court’ layout.  They are 

characterised by open, winding streets and newer housing.  The 

spacious nature of the neighbourhoods contributes to the transition 

between the residential ‘core’ of Maroondah and the open rural 

landscapes outside the municipality to the north and west.  There is 

a strong relationship with the vegetation and topography of the 

region through views to surrounding hillsides and ridgelines.  Hillier 

parts are visible from nearby areas, although public and private 

gardens are still establishing in parts.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 

following: 

ü The areas lie on gently sloping to hilly topography that 

offers views to rural landscapes and vegetated hillsides 

outside the municipality to the north and west.    

ü Architectural styles are predominantly reproduction, built 

between the 1980s and the present.    

ü There is a mix of single and double storey dwellings.   

ü Dwellings are consistently brick veneer with tile roofing.    

ü Front setbacks vary from average to large.  Side setbacks 

also vary, ranging from small to average setbacks from 

both boundaries to average setbacks from both 

boundaries.     

ü Lot sizes are generally 500m - 900m lots of around 

1200m2, particularly in the northern parts of the area.   

ü Gardens west of Wonga Road range from simple to 

shrubby, with predominantly exotic species.  East of 

Wonga Road, gardens are bushy, with remnant canopy 

trees and shrubs.   

ü Front fences are frequently absent.  

ü Street layout is modern, curvilinear with numerous cul de 

sacs and a mix of upstanding and roll-over gutters.   

ü Street trees are commonly native or absent, with some 

larger remnants in the north eastern corner. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The topography is undulating to hilly, with a change in elevation 

across both areas of between approximately 101m to 163m.  It is 

most steep and dramatic in the west, and in the north east, adjacent 

to the Wicklow Hills Ridge. 

In the western part of this neighbourhood, Andersons Creek East 

Branch supports a substantial corridor of native vegetation that 

intersects with Quambee Reserve in the adjacent NA4 to the south 

east.  Other large stands of native vegetation on the northern edge 

and at the Melbourne Rudolf Steiner School combine to almost 

entirely encircle this residential area in vegetation.   

Candlebark Walk, Yarrunga and Narr-Mean Reserves are central to 

the landscape character of the eastern area of this neighbourhood, 

which also takes in some of the lower slopes of the Wicklow Hills 

Ridge, generally north of Birt’s Hill.  This part of the 

neighbourhood area terminates at the green corridors of Palmer 

Avenue and Tadji Close Reserves.   

Views 

Views are available from the elevated locations of Highfield Avenue 

and Landau Drive in a north and north westerly direction to the 

semi rural landscape of the Yarra Valley.  Clear views are also 

available to the Dandenong Ranges from the elevated parts of these 

neighbourhoods, particularly from the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline at 

Exeter Road, in the hilly north eastern area.  Vistas across the hilly 

neighbourhood and the tree canopy cover are also available to the 

east from this location. 

Medium range views are available of the treed hills of this 

neighbourhood from the Maroondah Highway to the south and 

south east, and from the high points of the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline.  

This neighbourhood is also visible from Warranwood Reserve in the 

north. 
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Zoning & overlays  

Most of this area is zoned General Residential (GRZ1), where 

standards are varied in relation to side and rear setbacks, private 

open space and front fence heights as per elsewhere in the 

municipality.   

A large area to the east of Yarra Road, taking in some of the 

foothills to the Wicklow Hills Ridge, is also zoned Neighbourhood 

Residential (NRZ3 Canopy Cover Ridgeline).  This schedule to the 

NRZ does not specify a minimum lot size requirement. 

There are also numerous smaller and separate areas of 

Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ4 Sites of Biological Significance) 

zoned land, the largest of which apply to the Steiner School, which 

is sited among a significant stand of remnant bushland, and land 

adjacent to the Yarrunga Reserve.  The other NRZ4 sites are 

associated with individual parcels adjacent to creek depressions.  

Schedule 4 to the NRZ does not vary the requirements of Clauses 

54 and 55 beyond the previously described setbacks and open space 

provisions. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to the majority of the neighbourhood area, 

including the NRZ4 zoned land.  The SLO does not require a 

permit for buildings and works; however, a permit is required to 

remove a tree of 5m or more in height that has a trunk 

circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above the ground.   

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the NRZ3 zoned land, where a permit is not required to 

construct a building or construct or carry out works provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

The residential area to the north of Croydon Hills Drive (and 

extending to the municipal boundary) is not covered by the SLO.  It 

is one of only a small number of residential areas to which the SLO 

does not apply.  This area abuts the Hochkins Ridge and is relatively 

steep and hilly, particularly to the east and north east of Yarra Road. 

Character change conclusions 

Being relatively recently established residential areas, very little has 

changed since the original character study was prepared in 2005.  A 

small amount of new development is scattered throughout, but has 

made no visual impact on the character.  These neighbourhoods 

remain defined by their contemporary but traditionally styled brick 

and tile dwellings, spacious winding streets, large areas of remnant 

bushland, and visual links to the rural Yarra Valley landscapes to the 

north and north west. 

Degree of change in NA5:  Low 

Initial recommendations 

• Review existing zoning and consider overlay controls in 

relation to the very northern part of this area, generally 

between Yarra Road and the Hochkins Ridge Nature 

Conservation Reserve.   

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the intention of SLO4. 

• Strengthen the schedule to the NRZ3, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3.   

• Determine the reason for the application of the NRZ4 in 

this area, and tailor the schedule accordingly. 

• Treat the NRZ3 zoned area of this neighbourhood (and 

its potential extension) as part of the Wicklow Hills 

landscape and residential area in any future 

recommendations. 
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NA6:  Birt’s Hill & Jumping Creek 
Valley 

2005 Typology:  Semi Bush 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 6 as follows:  

The Birt’s Hill / Jumping Creek Valley Neighbourhood Area 

comprises two geographically separate but similar residential areas in 

the north of the municipality.  Birt’s Hill and Jumping Creek Valley 

are some of the most bushy and hilly parts of Maroondah.  Large 

blocks contain private bushland contiguous with extensive bushland 

reserves and in some locations, the street scene is dominated by 

vegetation.  Birt’s Hill is elevated above Croydon, providing a 

significant visual backdrop to surrounding suburbs, while Jumping 

Creek Valley is an important biological resource.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 

following: 

ü Topography is hilly with some vistas to distant vegetated 

hillsides, particularly from the elevated areas on Birt’s Hill.   

ü Architectural styles are very mixed modern (post 1990s).    

ü Dwellings are a mix of single and double storey, with 

numerous split level houses also occurring.   

ü Materials are mainly brick with tile roofs, with some 

variations.    

ü Setbacks are large, greater than 7m at front and both 

sides.   

ü Large blocks, many in excess of 1200m. 

û Dominant remnant native bush gardens and frontages 

 that are usually screened from view (1.)    

ü Streets are winding, corresponding with topography, and 

have a ‘rural’ character, without surfaced footpath. Some 

have swale drains or no edging, but others have formed 

concrete gutters.    

ü Street trees are usually irregular, native bushy remnants.   

ü The informal, rural character of some roads.  

1. In some isolated areas e.g. in the vicinity of Brysons 

Road/Jumping Creek and Richardson Road/Birt’s Hill, 

new development has resulted in tree canopy loss. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The significant local landscape feature of Birt’s Hill has a maximum 

elevation of approximately 157m above sea level.  It is a relatively 

steep and rounded hill, forming part of the series of hills and rises 

that is the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline.  Birt’s Hill is substantially 

covered in native vegetation, including Birt’s Hill Reserve. 

The Jumping Creek Valley is also heavily treed and consists of 

numerous tributaries of Jumping Creek with large swathes of 

adjacent native bushland.  Topography is varied and steep in some 

sections adjacent to the waterway, which at its lowest point sits at an 

elevation of 91m in this neighbourhood area.  The corridors of 

vegetation extend north into the Yarra Valley and eastwards to the 

adjacent residential area of Croydon Hills.   

Views 

Panoramic outviews are available from the significant high point of 

Birt’s Hill, across the trees and roof tops of Maroondah, to the 

north west and north, and east to the Dandenong Ranges.  This 

heavily vegetated local landmark is also highly visible from 

surrounding areas in its elevated position above Croydon. 

Close views within the Jumping Creek Valley are dominated by 

native bushland spilling from private gardens out into the public 

domain, and further afield, views are available to the surrounding 

elevated hills of adjacent neighbourhoods. 
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Zoning & overlays 

Most of Birt’s Hill and the eastern side of the Jumping Creek Valley 

is zoned Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ1 Ridgeline Protection 

Area A), which specifies a minimum lot size of 2,000 square metres.   

The lower reaches of Birt’s Hill are zoned Neighbourhood 

Residential (NRZ2 Ridgeline Protection Area B), which requires a 

minimum lot size for subdivision of 864 square metres.   

The Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ3 Canopy Cover 

Ridgeline) applies generally to the western side of the Jumping 

Creek Valley, and does not specify a minimum subdivision area. 

The remainder of the Jumping Creek Valley area to the south is 

zoned General Residential (GRZ1). 

All of the above schedules to the NRZ and the GRZ vary the same 

requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 (side and rear setbacks, private 

open space and front fence heights) in the same manner as 

elsewhere in the municipality. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the NRZ land within the neighbourhood areas, where a permit is 

not required to construct a building or construct or carry out works 

provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to the GRZ land in the southern area of the 

Jumping Creek Valley.  The SLO does not require a permit for 

buildings and works; however, a permit is required to remove a tree 

as per the requirements of SLO3.   

Character change conclusions 

Very little change has occurred throughout these areas of unique 

landscape character.  This is partly due to the constraints of the 

topography, but also due to the large minimum lot size that applies 

to the most environmentally sensitive and visible areas.  However, in 

small pockets where vegetation clearance has occurred in association 

with subdivision and/or new development, it is highly visible due to 

the dramatic topography and expansive views to the area.   

Overall, vegetation coverage remains the defining characteristic of 

these neighbourhood areas, together with the ‘rural’ feel of the 

irregular roads that follow the natural slope of the land. 

Degree of change in NA6:  Low 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain existing zoning, but review schedules to ensure 

that they correspond with the characteristics of the 

landscape and residential character. 

• Strengthen the schedules to the NRZ, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the intention of SLO4. 
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NA7:  Maroondah Fringes 

2005 Typology:  Semi Bush 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 7 as follows:  

The Maroondah Fringes Neighbourhood Areas are low-density 

residential neighbourhoods located on the western edges of the 

municipality.  The Maroondah Fringes have a distinctly spacious, 

semi-rural feel and much of the area remains undeveloped.  The 

parts that are developed are unlike the remainder of the residential 

areas in the City, with dwellings located in open parkland or 

bushland settings.  Blocks are generally cleared, although the 

extensive space around dwellings has the potential to support 

substantial vegetation and contribute much to the tree canopy cover 

in these areas.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 

following: 

ü The landscape varies, but is generally undulating and 

bushy with few outviews.    

û Architecture styles include large ranch buildings from the 

1980s – 1990s period and some reproduction styles (1.) 

ü Dwellings are generally single storey with some examples 

of double storey buildings.    

ü Lot sizes are large generally over 4000m.    

ü Front setbacks are large, generally in excess of 12m.  Side 

setbacks are large from both side boundaries.   

û Frontages are generally open (2.)    

û Grounds and gardens are rural/bushy in nature and 

spacious with low front fences (2.)    

ü There are relatively few sealed roads with a regular layout 

and no curbs or footpaths.   

û Street trees are generally remnant natives (3.)   

 

1. A number of new homes have been constructed in these 

formerly unserviced areas since 2005.  New dwellings are 

large and often period reproduction homes from 2005 

onwards. 

2. Many frontages are now demarcated with fences, often 

high and sometimes matching the period reproduction 

style of the dwelling.  In fact, entire properties are 

generally fenced, with driveways largely gated and 

featuring elements such as solid pillars.   

3. Street trees are mixed and there are many examples of 

exotic vegetation spilling out of gardens onto the wide 

nature strips.  There are large and established Cypress 

pines in Williams Road. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The topography of these areas is gently undulating with not much 

variation (between 123m and 150m above sea level) across both 

areas.  The low density nature of these neighbourhoods, the 

sprawling ranch style homes, and the occasional stands of remnant 

vegetation give these areas a distinctly semi-rural feel.  This is 

particularly the case in the Delaneys Road area, which abuts the rural 

landscape of the Yarra Valley to the north, and is less developed 

than the Williams Road neighborhood.   

Views 

Glimpsed views are available from the Williams Road area to the 

south towards the treed hills of the adjacent neighbourhood.  From 

the higher points of the Delaneys Road neighbourhood, views are 

available to the semi rural landscapes to the north.  
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Zoning & overlays 
 
The neighbourhood areas are both zoned Low Density Residential 

(LDRZ), where the minimum lot size specified in the head clause is 

0.2 hectare for lots connected to reticulated sewerage.  Two small 

pockets of Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ3 Canopy Cover 

Ridgeline) zoned land exist in the Williams Road area, where no 

minimum lot size in specified in the schedule. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the Williams Road area of this neighbourhood, where a permit is 

not required to construct a building or construct or carry out works 

provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to the Delaneys Road area of this 

neighbourhood.  Schedule 4 to the SLO does not require a permit 

for buildings and works; however, a permit is required to remove a 

tree as per the requirements of SLO3.   

Character change conclusions 

New dwellings have been constructed throughout these areas, with 

the Williams Road neighbourhood now almost completely 

developed.  While the Delaneys Road area supports less dwellings, it 

is also more substantially developed than 2005.  Large and gated 

low-density holdings with sprawling homes and swimming pools 

now define the character of the area, with vegetation mixed, but still 

featuring stands of remnant natives. 

Degree of change in NA7:  High 

Initial recommendations 

• Review the existing zoning. 

• If retained, strengthen and tailor the schedule(s) to the 

LDRZ. 

• Strengthen and tailor the schedule to the NRZ, and 

consider whether the ‘Canopy Cover Ridgeline’ schedule 

or the ‘Wicklow Hills Ridge and Loughnan-Warranwood 

Ridge Landscape Protection Area’ schedule are relevant in 

this location, or whether a new schedule(s) that better 

relates to the locality is required.  
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NA8:  Warrien 

2005 Typology:  Bush Garden �/ Garden 

Suburban 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 8 as follows:  

The Warrien Neighbourhood Area is located between the northern 

boundary of the municipality and Maroondah Highway.  Warrien 

has evolved into an area with a mix of housing styles and types, 

developed over an extended Post war period, situated in the 

pleasantly treed, rolling topography below the Wicklow Ridgeline.  

The southern and eastern parts form a section of the public frontage 

to Maroondah Highway while private and reserved bushland on the 

ridge forms a significant backdrop to the northern parts of 

Maroondah.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 

following: 

ü The area lies on undulating topography, rising to a 

significant local ridgeline.  Views to outside the area are 

available from elevated sections of Warrien.    

û Architectural styles include a mix of Post war era 1950s 

and 1960s, with examples of more recent 1970 - 1980s 

and reproduction styles from 1980s and 1990s (1.)   

ü Dwellings are generally single storey with some double 

storey in the southern part of the area.    

ü Materials include a mix of weatherboard and brick veneer, 

with tile roofing.    

ü Front setbacks are average, at around 6m - 7m. Side 

setbacks vary between average from both side boundaries, 

to small and average from both side boundaries.    

ü Lot sizes vary 500m2 to 900m2 with some occasional 

smaller and larger lots throughout.    

û Gardens are both established exotics and natives and 

range from simple with lawns to shrubby/bushy with 

lawns.  Native remnants are found in many backyards (2.)  

ü Frontages are mixed, with no fences in newer estates; 

vegetative or high fence screening in more established 

areas; and low fences scattered throughout.  

ü Street layout is based around and older, regular layout 

with occasional cul de sacs.  Simple nature strips with 

upstanding gutters and concrete footpaths are common 

throughout.  

ü Street trees are mixed exotic, established exotic with some 

remnant natives.   

1. New development is scattered throughout the 

neighbourhood.  However, it is more prominent in the 

eastern section (zoned GRZ1), with most of the 

development being blocks of units or townhouses.  Given 

the architectural style of the neighbourhood was already 

very mixed, the new developments do not significantly 

alter the fundamental built form characteristics noted in 

2005.  

2. There has been a loss of tree canopy cover associated 

with an increase in dwelling density in the eastern parts of 

the neighbourhood. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape character of this area comprises undulating 

topography (73m at its lowest point) and rolling hills, rising to the 

Wicklow Hills Ridgeline at a maximum elevation of around 109m.  

In contrast to the steeper sections of the landscape adjacent to the 

ridge, the area flattens out in the north east near Brushy Creek.  A 

significant are of native bushland is contained within the Hochkins 

Ridge Nature Conservation Reserve in the north western part of the 

neighbourhood, and the heavy coverage of trees continues 

southwards, following the Wicklow Hills Ridge to Birt’s Hill, where 

the neighbourhood area terminates.  Warrien Reserve also contains a 

large swathe of native bushland, and exists just to the west of 

another minor hill and high point between Warrien Road and the 

Maroondah Highway. 

Views 

Clear and expansive views of the Dandenong Ranges are available 

from the elevated areas of the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline in this 

neighbourhood, looking east and south east.  The eastern face of the 

vegetated ridge is also highly visible from areas outside the 

neighbourhood at lower elevations and forms a vegetated backdrop 

to the northern parts of the city.  The ridge and its eastern slopes are 

also visible from the Maroondah Highway outside the municipality - 

it is a landscape feature that forms part of the north eastern gateway 

experience into Maroondah. 
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Zoning & overlays 

The steepest parts of the area adjacent to and including the ridgeline 

are zoned Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ2 Ridgeline Protection 

Area B), which requires a minimum lot size for subdivision of 864 

square metres.   

The Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ3 Canopy Cover 

Ridgeline) applies to the northern area, adjacent to the Hochkins 

Ridge Nature Conservation Reserve, and the schedule does not 

specify a minimum subdivision area.  The aforementioned minor hill 

near the Maroondah Highway is also zoned NRZ3. 

A small area of Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ4 Sites of 

Biological Significance) is located between Griff Hunt Reserve and 

Brushy Creek adjacent to the municipal boundary in the north east. 

The remainder of the neighbourhood area is zoned General 

Residential (GRZ1). 

All of the above schedules to the NRZ and the GRZ vary the same 

requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 (side and rear setbacks, private 

open space and front fence heights) in the same manner as 

elsewhere in the municipality. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the NRZ2 and NRZ3  areas of this neighbourhood, where a 

permit is not required to construct a building or construct or carry 

out works provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to the remainder of the neighbourhood.  

Schedule 4 to the SLO does not require a permit for buildings and 

works; however, a permit is required to remove a tree as per the 

requirements of SLO3.   

Character change conclusions 

A medium or high level of change has occurred to the built form of 

this neighbourhood, comprising mostly new multi-unit and 

townhouse style developments in the eastern GRZ1 zoned areas, 

namely around Karingal Street, Exeter Road, Patrick Avenue and 

Bonnie View Road, and the Maroondah Highway.  This increase in 

dwelling density has resulted in tree canopy loss in these areas, 

which is visible from surrounding areas due to the elevated and hilly 

topography.   

The minimum lot size requirements of the NRZ2, together with the 

‘incentives’ of the SLO3 have prevented redevelopment in the more 

sensitive landscape areas of Warrien.  The essence of this part of the 

neighbourhood remains as it was in 2005, including a mix of formal 

and informal bushy frontages, with a variety of native and exotic 

species.  The dense vegetation on the higher slopes and ridgeline, 

and in areas adjacent, continues to provide a habitat for native 

wildlife, and dominates close and distant views of the area. 

Degree of change in NA8:  Medium and high 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain the existing zoning. 

• Review residential schedules to ensure that they 

correspond with the characteristics of the landscape and 

residential character. 

• Strengthen the schedules to the NRZ, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the intention of SLO4. 
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NA9:  Croydon Parks 

2005 Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 9 as follows:  

The Croydon Parks Neighbourhood Area is in the north-eastern 

corner of Maroondah.  This is an area of established gardens and 

spacious, leafy streets, with an increasing tree canopy cover in the 

eastern section.  It is transitional in built form character, 

representing the older, established pockets of Maroondah close to 

the Croydon Town Centre, as well as the newer estates on the 

fringes of the City.  Several public parks and gardens contribute 

substantially to the neighbourhood character.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

ü The area lies in a gently undulating landscape with 

occasional views of local ridgelines.    

û Architectural styles vary and include Post war era 1950s 

and 1960s with a small area of more recent development 

on Maroondah Highway and a handful of interwar 

dwellings (1.)    

û Dwellings are generally single storey (2.)    

ü Materials include a weatherboard and brick veneer mix 

throughout most of the area, with an isolated area of 

exclusively brick in the north east. All roofing is tiled.   

ü Lot sizes are mixed but range from around 900m2 in the 

northern sections to 300m2 - 500m2 in the south, with 

some examples of larger lots.   

û Front setbacks are average, at around 6m - 7m. Side 

setbacks are generally average to small from both side 

boundaries (3.)    

û Gardens are mostly well established and generally consist 

of shrubs, lawn and canopy trees (both native and exotic). 

Some simpler and newer gardens also occur (4.)   

ü Frontages in the northern parts of the area consist of low, 

wire-style fences or are open, while medium picket fences 

and vegetative screening are common in the remainder. 

Open frontages are occasionally found in the newly 

developed areas.  

ü Street layout is linear and structured, with numerous cul 

de sacs.   

ü Street trees are well established but vary in type. 

Substantial native remnants occur in parts, while 

exotic/mixed species dominate elsewhere. There is one 

notable avenue of established exotic trees.   

1. A substantial amount of new development has occurred 

in the southern parts of this neighbourhood area closer to 

the activity centre, as well as at the northern end of 

Dorset Road.  These are predominantly multi-dwelling 

developments (comprising 4 to 10+ units), constructed 

mostly of brick and /or rendered blockwork with tiled 

roofs. 

2. Most new developments are double storey.   

3. Newer multi-unit development is generally located closer 

to the front boundary than the setback distances recorded 

in 2005. 

4. The majority of multi-unit developments feature hard 

surfacing, including driveways, and minimal planting 

within the front setback. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The topography of this area is relatively flat to gently undulating.  

There is only a minor variation in elevation across the 

neighbourhood from approximately 105m to 125m above sea level.  

Silcock Reserve is a large area of centrally located green space, with 

adjacent remnant vegetation.  Substantial roadside vegetation also 

borders the main corridors that surround the neighbourhood, 

including as Railway Crescent.  Slightly more mature canopy trees 

exist in the NRZ3/SLO3 area, immediately to the north and south 

of Golf Links Road. 

Views 

Views are available from the elevated areas of this neighbourhood 

i.e. around Dixon Avenue, across the municipality to the north.  

Otherwise the containment of this area between the Wicklow Hills 

Ridgeline and the hills further east, prevent outviews but provide a 

treed backdrop that is able to be glimpsed from many streets within 

the neighbourhood. 
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Zoning & overlays 

The majority of the neighbourhood area is zoned General 

Residential (GRZ1). 

The Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ3 Canopy Cover 

Ridgeline) applies generally to the northern third of the area, 

coinciding with more undulating topography and a small area of 

denser vegetation coverage.  Schedule 3 to the NRZ does not 

specify a minimum subdivision area. 

All of the above schedules to the NRZ and the GRZ vary the same 

requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 (side and rear setbacks, private 

open space and front fence heights) in the same manner as 

elsewhere in the municipality. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the NRZ3 area of this neighbourhood, where a permit is not 

required to construct a building or construct or carry out works 

provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to the remaining GRZ1 areas.  Schedule 4 to the 

SLO does not require a permit for buildings and works; however, a 

permit is required to remove a tree as per the requirements of 

SLO3.   

Character change conclusions 

The most notable change to this neighbourhood since 2005 is the 

increase in residential density throughout, but especially in the 

southern GRZ1 zoned areas.  As a result, the architectural character 

in these areas is even more mixed than previous.  The north eastern 

section of this area however, still feels very homogenous, with 

manicured frontages and a consistency of brick veneer dwellings 

with tiled roofs.  The retention of large canopy trees in this unique 

pocket also unifies the character of the area.  

Degree of change in NA9:  Medium - high 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain the existing zoning. 

• Strengthen the schedules to the NRZ, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the intention of SLO4. 

• Consider the introduction of an additional schedule to the 

GRZ to reflect the areas of incremental but steady change 

e.g. in areas surrounding activity centres such as Croydon.  
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NA10:  Wicklow Ridgeline 

2005 Typology:  Semi Bush 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 10 as follows:  

The Wicklow Ridgeline Neighbourhood Area is a bushy hilltop 

neighbourhood overlooking Croydon.  This elevated 

neighbourhood forms a significant backdrop to views from Mount 

Dandenong Road, Maroondah Highway and central Croydon and its 

treed canopy is visible from many other parts of the municipality.  It 

is a central part of the established core residential area of 

Maroondah dominated by Post War era architectural styles and 

established gardens and trees.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

ü Undulating to hilly topography, which forms part of the 

main ridge through Maroondah, with good views to the 

Dandenong Ranges from the elevated areas.    

û Architectural style is predominantly Post War era, 1950s 

and 1960s, with smaller pockets of 1970s, 1980s and 

1990s dwellings and houses dating back to late 1920s in 

and around Alto Avenue (1.)    

ü Dwellings are generally single storey in the flatter parts 

and split-level in the hilly areas     

ü Materials include a mix of weatherboard and brick veneer, 

with some small areas of only weatherboard and brick.  

All roofing is tiled.    

ü Lot sizes are medium to large ranging from around 700m2 

- 2000m2.    

ü Front setbacks vary from average, at around 6m - 7m and 

large, at around 8m - 12m on the generous lots.  Side 

setbacks generally accord with front setbacks being small 

to average from both side boundaries and average from 

both side boundaries on the generous lots.   

û Gardens are established and mixed species with both 

native and exotic canopy species, shrubs and lawns (2.)    

ü Frontages are often open or with low wire fences in the 

north east while low fences are found in the south west 

end of the area.  Vegetative screening is common in the 

hillier and more established parts.   

ü Street layout is regular with upstanding curbs, nature 

strips and footpaths.    

ü Street trees are a mix of natives and exotics of varying age 

and spacing.  Some native remnants occur.  Both remnant 

and exotic trees visually dominate many streets.   

1. There has been some new development in the southern 

part of the neighbourhood in the Mingarra/Chevalier 

Drive area.  These dwellings are predominantly brick with 

pitched, tiled roofing. 

2. There has been some canopy tree loss associated with the 

new development in the Mingarra/Chevalier Drive area, 

which is highly visible due to the steep and elevated 

topography. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape of this area is defined by the rolling hills of the 

Wicklow Ridgeline and includes the highest point in Maroondah at 

an elevation of 207m (Kenmare Avenue, off Alto Avenue).  This 

collection of hills is gently undulating on the lower slopes, but 

climbs dramatically to a commanding elevation above the Croydon, 

providing expansive views to the Dandenongs.  While the ridgeline 

consists of a series of hills that transverse the municipality, this is the 

highest and most locally iconic section, its vegetated slopes being 

visible from long distances.  The generous sized lots, which support 

a mix of native and exotic canopy trees, together with the older 

dwelling stock combine to give this neighbourhood an established 

and heavily vegetated character.   

Views 

Panoramic views are available from the high points of the ridgeline 

in this neighbourhood, in all directions.  Most spectacular are the 

views to the north, north east and east across the tree canopy and 

roof tops of the municipality, to the Dandenong Ranges.  Views are 

also available to the west, towards the vegetated slopes of the 

Warranwood Hills. 

Being the highest topographic point in the municipality, this section 

of the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline is highly visible from other parts of 

Maroondah, including the key viewing corridors of the Maroondah 

Highway and Mt Dandenong Road, as well as the Croydon Activity 

Centre.   

Due also to its steep and elevated topography, the substantially 

cleared and more recently developed Mingarra/Chevalier Drive area 

is visible from areas to its east and south east, including Eastfield 

Park and the high points of the Ruskin Park neighbourhood, around 

Ruskin Avenue. 
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Zoning & overlays 

The majority of this area and the highest slopes are zoned 

Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ2 Ridgeline Protection Area B), 

which requires a minimum lot size for subdivision of 864 square 

metres.   

Some areas on the lower slopes are Neighbourhood Residential 

Zone (NRZ3 Canopy Cover Ridgeline), the schedule to which does 

not specify a minimum subdivision area. 

A small corner at the western edge of the neighbourhood area, 

adjacent to the Maroondah Highway is zoned General Residential 

(GRZ1). 

All of the above schedules to the NRZ and the GRZ vary the same 

requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 (side and rear setbacks, private 

open space and front fence heights) in the same manner as 

elsewhere in Maroondah. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the NRZ zoned areas of this neighbourhood, where a permit is 

not required to construct a building or construct or carry out works 

provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to the small area of GRZ1.  Schedule 4 to the 

SLO does not require a permit for buildings and works; however, a 

permit is required to remove a tree as per the requirements of 

SLO3.   

The Neighbourhood Character Overlay (NCO1 Alto Avenue and 

Wicklow Hills) applies to the properties in Alto Avenue, between 

Wicklow Avenue and the Maroondah Highway.  The following 

objectives are outlined for NCO1: 

• To ensure that any buildings and works reflect the preferred 

neighbourhood character of Alto Avenue and the Wicklow 

Hills Estate, including the predominantly expansive, double 

fronted, Bungalow style, timber dwellings constructed without 

promoting replication.  

• To ensure that new dwellings and alterations to existing 

dwellings have appropriate siting, setback and materials.  

• To ensure generous setbacks to allow the predominantly mature, 

dense garden settings with panoramic views to remain and be 

enhanced.  

• To ensure new structures are set back a generous distance from 

boundaries so that existing dwellings and landscape features 

remain visible from the street.  

• To ensure additions to an existing dwelling are complementary 

and do not compromise the neighbourhood character or 

streetscape.  

Schedule 1 to the NCO specifies that a permit is required to 

construct or extend an outbuilding normal to a dwelling; demolish 

or remove a dwelling; construct a building or carry out works in the 

front setback to a dwelling; construct an outbuilding associated with 

a dwelling, including front fences; and, to remove, destroy or lop a 

tree.  

Character change conclusions 

A low level of change has occurred across this neighbourhood, with 

the exception of the southern pocket generally around 

Mingarra/Chevalier Drive, which has experienced new development 

on sloping land, with associated tree canopy loss.  This area is also 

located close to the Croydon Activity Centre. 

Across the remainder of the neighbourhood, while many of the 

Post-war weatherboard dwellings have undergone renovations, this 

has not made an impact on the built form character.  Overall, there 

is a mix of refurbished historic homes, combined with some more 

dilapidated older dwellings.  The minimal change in the majority this 

neighbourhood can be largely attributed to the ‘incentives’ and tree 

protection measures in the schedule to the SLO3.  Large blocks that 

are able to support significant vegetation have remained, together 

with the majority of the original housing stock.   

Degree of change in NA10:  Low (overall) 
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Initial recommendations 

• Retain the existing zoning. 

• Strengthen the schedules to the NRZ, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3 and the highly 

valued landscape character of this area. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the intention of SLO4. 

• Review schedule 1 to the NCO to ensure that the 

statement of neighbourhood character, objectives and 

decision guidelines capture the essence of the significance 

of the area, and are useful and applicable to any proposed 

development.  Ensure that the NCO schedule is 

consistent with the new requirements of VC148.  
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NA11:  Eastfield 

2005 Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 11 as follows:  

The Eastfield Neighbourhood Area is located in the east of the 

municipality around the Croydon commercial / recreational heart 

and parklands.  The residential pockets within this area all surround 

large areas of open space including Eastfield Park and the Eastfield 

Golf Course.  These parkland areas contribute a sense of 

spaciousness to the neighbourhood and strengthen the presence of 

‘green corridors’ throughout the City.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

ü Sloping/undulating topography around central flat 

commercial/recreational core.    

û Architectural styles include a mix of Post War era 1950s, 

1960s and 1970s – 1980s dwellings (1.)   

û Dwellings are generally single storey (2.)   

ü Materials are mixed, with weatherboard and brick veneer 

with tile roofing in the western part of the area, and 

mostly brick with tile roofing in the eastern part.   

ü Lot sizes range from 700m2 - 900m2 with some lots up to 

1200m2.    

û Front setbacks are generally average, at around 6m - 7m. 

Side setbacks are average and small from both side 

boundaries (3.)    

û Garden styles are mostly simple and established with 

shrubs and lawn.  There are some mixed species bushy 

gardens with canopy trees in the southern parts of the 

area (4.)   

ü Frontages are either open or met by a low solid fence.   

ü Road patterns incorporate grid forms with cul de sacs.  All 

streets are sealed with upstanding kerbs.  

ü Street trees are generally mixed in species but varied in 

spacing and sizes.   

1. Redevelopment has occurred throughout the area, but 

particularly near the Croydon Town Centre, in the form 

of multi-dwelling developments, including townhouses, 

and single dwellings.  

2. The majority of new dwellings are two storey. 

3. The front setbacks associated with multi unit 

developments are less than recorded in 2005, and are 

dominated by hard surfacing, including driveways. 

4. Multi-unit development has resulted in the clearing of 

sites and the loss of gardens and canopy trees. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape of this area is flat to gently undulating, with two 

minor rises around Fortuna Avenue in the west, and Pine Tree 

Close in the south.  There is minimal change in the topography 

across the neighbourhood area, with the elevation ranging from 

103m to 137m at its highest point.  Two large areas of parkland and 

adjacent vegetation adds a sense of spaciousness and greenery to the 

neighbourhood, and corridors of remnant vegetation associated with 

Tarralla Creek add significantly to the tree canopy cover dotted 

throughout. 

Views 

Despite being relatively flat, the elevation of this area is such that 

views are still available eastwards to the Dandenong Ranges, 

particularly from the easternmost parts of the neighbourhood.  

Views are also available from Eastfield Park and from some areas in 

Hull Road to the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline.  The recently developed 

and cleared areas around Mingarra/Chevalier Drive are also highly 

visible from these locations. 

The roof tops and tree canopies of this neighbourhood are located 

in the foreground and middle ground of views from the ridgeline, 

looking east towards the Dandenong Ranges. 
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Zoning & overlays 

The majority of this area is zoned General Residential (GRZ1). 

There are also two discreet areas of Neighbourhood Residential 

Zone (NRZ3 Canopy Cover Ridgeline), zoned land to the south 

between Eastfield Park and Dorset Road, and at the northern edge 

of the neighbourhood adjacent to Mt Dandenong Road.  Schedule 3 

to the NRZ does not specify a minimum subdivision area.  

Both of the schedules to the NRZ and the GRZ vary the same 

requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 (side and rear setbacks, private 

open space and front fence heights) in the same manner as 

elsewhere in Maroondah. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the NRZ zoned areas of this neighbourhood, where a permit is 

not required to construct a building or construct or carry out works 

provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to the remaining residential land throughout.  

Schedule 4 to the SLO does not require a permit for buildings and 

works; however, a permit is required to remove a tree as per the 

requirements of SLO3.   

Character change conclusions 

A large amount of new development has occurred throughout the 

neighbourhood area, predominantly in the form of multi-unit 

developments.  This is most prevalent in the precinct bound by 

Vinter Avenue, Lusher Road, Mt Dandenong Road and Bayswater 

Road, which abuts the Croydon Town Centre.  Other streets near 

the town centre are also now almost exclusively occupied by multi-

dwelling developments, including Leigh Road and the area between 

Dorset Road and the Dorset Recreation Reserve.  These precincts 

have a lower land value and a high number of greyfield sites, and 

together with the proximity to the MAC, this has facilitated their 

redevelopment.   There are also examples of new larger dwellings 

dotted throughout the neighbourhood.   

The NRZ area in the southern part of the neighbourhood 

surrounding Dorset Primary School remains largely occupied by 

single dwellings, as described in 2005.  This also coincides with a 

local rise in topography, which includes a small area of bushy 

parkland near its apex at the end of Pine Tree Close. 

Degree of change in NA10:  Low, and medium – high, 

and high 

Initial recommendations 

• Review the existing zoning, particularly that immediately 

adjacent to the Croydon Town Centre that has undergone 

significant change. 

• Strengthen the schedule to the NRZ, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the intention of SLO4. 
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NA12:  Ruskin Park 

2005 Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 12 as follows:  

The Ruskin Park Neighbourhood Area is located at the eastern edge 

of Maroondah, north of Mount Dandenong Road.  The Ruskin Park 

Neighbourhood Area is set in established gardens and rolling 

topography.  Well maintained gardens of exotic and native species 

are a feature of the area and established canopy trees contribute to 

the vegetated character of the municipality.  This area is one of few 

neighbourhoods that contains large pockets of exclusively 

weatherboard dwellings, and many streets of a consistent low scale, 

horizontal built form character.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

ü Undulating landscape with infrequent views to ridgelines 

within and outside the municipality.    

û Architectural styles include a mix of 1950s and 1960s with 

a small cluster of 1970s – 1980s and some examples of 

modern dwellings (1.)    

û Dwellings are predominantly single storey (2.)    

ü Materials are mixed with tiled roofing. Pockets of 

consistently weatherboard dwellings occur in older parts 

of the neighbourhood.    

ü Front setbacks are average, at around 6m - 7m with small 

to average side setbacks from both boundaries.    

ü Lot sizes range from 700m2 - 1200m2 with some 

examples of smaller unit subdivisions.    

û Gardens styles are mixed and established with many 

examples of exotic and native large canopy trees (3.)    

û Frontage treatments vary, with examples of low fences, 

high fences, open frontages and vegetation planted at the 

front boundary (4.)   

ü Road patterns are generally angled and regular grids with 

cul de sacs. All streets are sealed with upstanding kerbs.   

ü Street trees are generally mixed in species but regularly 

spaced with some native species in the north of the area.   

1. New development in the form of infill, multi-unit 

developments and townhouse developments has occurred 

throughout the neighbourhood since 2005, but 

particularly in the eastern area.  This has resulted in the 

loss of older housing stock. 

2. The majority, if not all, new development is double storey. 

3. The clearing of sites associated with multi-unit 

developments has resulted in the loss of canopy trees and 

the inability to support substantial garden vegetation. 

4. Some new developments are dominated by hard 

surfacing, including driveways, within the front setback.   
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape character of the Ruskin Park area is undulating to 

hilly, with the topography ranging from 93m to 136m in height.  

The neighbourhood is characterised by the widespread presence of 

vegetation, particularly large canopy trees (both native and exotic), 

and a sense of proximity to the Dandenongs.  Views to the Ranges 

are available from the high points in the area. 

Views 

The iconic silhouette of Mt Dandenong is visible from many parts 

of this neighbourhood, particularly the elevated areas, and the tree 

canopy cover throughout strengthens these visual links and the 

sense of proximity to the ranges.  At the western edge of this 

neighbourhood, clear views are available down many streets towards 

the vegetated Wicklow Hills Ridgeline, including its highest point 

around Alto Avenue. 

This area is located in the middleground of views to the 

Dandenongs looking eastwards from the ridgeline, with any tree 

canopy loss being highly visible and detracting from the significance 

of those views from elevated positions. 
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Zoning & overlays 

The hillier, western side of this area is zoned Neighbourhood 

Residential Zone (NRZ3 Canopy Cover Ridgeline), the schedule to 

which does not specify a minimum subdivision area. 

The remaining (majority) is zoned General Residential (GRZ1). 

Both of the above schedules to the NRZ and the GRZ vary the 

same requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 (side and rear setbacks, 

private open space and front fence heights) in the same manner as 

elsewhere in Maroondah. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the NRZ3 zoned area of Ruskin Park, where a permit is not 

required to construct a building or construct or carry out works 

provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to the GRZ1 part of the neighbourhood.  

Schedule 4 to the SLO does not require a permit for buildings and 

works.  However, a permit is required to remove a tree as per the 

requirements of SLO3.   

A separate character assessment of part of this neighbourhood 

bound by Mt Dandenong Road, Hull Road, Silverley Road and the 

municipal boundary was undertaken by Claire Scott Planning, 

concluding in February 2018.  It recommended the rezoning of this 

area to Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ6) with inclusion of the 

following neighbourhood character objectives: 

• To maintain and increase the vegetation cover, particularly 

the existence of large canopy trees. 

• To enhance visual links from Ruskin Park to the heavily 

vegetated Dandenong Ranges. 

• To ensure that vegetation and canopy trees remain the 

dominant visual feature of the landscape. 

• To ensure that there is a balance between the provision of 

vegetation and built form, by requiring an adequate 

amount of permeable land for planting and sustaining 

vegetation. 

• To ensure that the skyline is dominated by tree canopies 

as opposed to rooftops and built form.   

The following variations to Clauses 54 and 55 were also 

recommended: 

• Maximum site coverage 50% 

• Minimum permeability 30% 

And in relation to landscaping: 

• Provision of a minimum of one canopy tree per 175 

square metres of the site area, that will reach a minimum 

mature height that equals the height of the proposed 

development, including: 

• a minimum of one canopy tree within each area of 

secluded private open space; and, 

• a minimum of one canopy tree within the front 

setback per 5 metres of width of the site (excluding 

the width of one driveway). 

• Each tree should be surrounded by 20 square metres 

permeable surface with a minimum radius of 3 metres.  

Up to 50% of the permeable surface may be shared with 

another tree. 

As outlined earlier in this report, Council is proceeding with Ruskin 

Park Amendment C107 to rezone and introduce neighbourhood 

character objectives via Schedule 6, and a Panel Hearing was held on 

21 November 2018.  Council intends to further strengthen NRZ6 as 

part of the implementation of this study.   

Character change conclusions 

A medium to high level of change and redevelopment has occurred 

throughout this neighbourhood, most noticeably in the eastern 

GRZ1 areas.  Primarily, this has been in the form of demolition of 

older timber homes, and the redevelopment of larger sites with 

multiple two story dwellings.  Generally, vegetation is completely 

cleared, resulting in the loss of tree canopy cover, and site coverage 

is increased, resulting in the lot being unable to support significant 

vegetation.  This also impacts on the public domain, with loss of the 

bushy and informal garden settings that once characterised this area.  

Field survey work and analysis of aerial photos shows that canopy 

tree coverage is relatively intact and denser in the western 

NRZ3/SLO3 areas. 

Degree of change in NA10:  Medium - high  
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Initial recommendations 

• Pursue the rezoning of ‘Ruskin Park’ that was the subject 

of the separate study to NRZ, with a new schedule. 

• Consider if the recommended inclusions in the proposed 

new schedule for ‘Ruskin Park’ are applicable elsewhere 

across the municipality (to areas already zoned NRZ). 

• Strengthen the (other) schedule to the NRZ, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the intention of SLO4. 
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NA13:  Bungalook 

2005 Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 13 as follows:  

The Bungalook Neighbourhood Area is located around Bayswater 

Road and Bungalook Creek in the south of the municipality.  The 

Bungalook Neighbourhood Area has evolved to accommodate a 

mix of housing forms set in established gardens, on gently rolling 

topography.  Open, simple front gardens contribute to an openness 

of streetscapes, while substantial canopy trees of mixed species 

(private gardens) and native species (public parks and reserves) 

provide a sense of continuity to the character in most areas.  The 

established vegetation cover contributes to the green ‘leafiness’ that 

characterises the City and the area includes two significant creeks 

with native vegetation.  More recent residential pockets and medium 

density developments currently lack established trees.  Parts of the 

neighbourhood are relatively isolated from other residential estates 

and are adjacent to industrial land.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

ü The topography is undulating with a minor ridge which 

provides some views (although these are interrupted by 

adjacent industrial development).    

û Architectural styles are mixed from post war 1950s and 

1960s to 1970s and 1980s and some newer estates with 

reproduction styles.    

ü Dwellings are predominantly single storey with some 

small clusters of double storey dwellings in newer areas.   

ü Materials are a mixture of brick veneer and weatherboard, 

with tile roofing.    

ü Lot sizes vary from 500m2 - 1200m2, with some larger 

lots in the south.   

ü Front setbacks are generally average, at around 6m - 7m, 

with some smaller of 4m - 5m setbacks in the newer areas. 

Side setbacks are small and average to both side 

boundaries and built to one side boundary in the newer 

areas.    

ü Garden styles are mostly established with large canopy 

trees of exotic species east of Bayswater Road and bushier 

to the west, with large native canopy trees.  The gardens 

in the more recently developed areas are low level with 

exotic species.  

ü Frontage treatments are mostly open with examples of 

low solid fences and some low open styles west of 

Bayswater Road.   

ü Road patterns are generally gridded with some cul-de- 

sacs particularly in the newer areas.  Most streets are 

sealed with upstanding kerbs and roll over kerbs in the 

newer areas.   

ü Street trees throughout the area are generally mixed in 

species and spacing.   

1. Redevelopment has occurred in the form of new single 

dwellings some multi-unit developments (2 – 3 dwellings) 

and infill.  These are contemporary or reproduction in 

style, and constructed of brick and/or rendered 

blockwork with tiled roofs. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape of this area is gently undulating, with a minor ridge to 

the south, and a change in elevation from 96m to 130m at its highest 

point.  Bungalook, Tarralla and Dandenong Creeks run through or 

adjacent to this neighbourhood providing corridors of native 

vegetation, and other patches of bushland and green space are 

scattered throughout, including Woodland Park, Gateway Reserve, 

Croydon South Park and Belmont Park. 

Views 

Views are available from this neighbourhood to the Dandenong 

Ranges in the east, with high points along Bayswater Road providing 

more clear and expansive views to the east, south east and south.   

This hills and ridges of this area are highly visible from the adjacent 

industrial land, including the south eastern gateway at Canterbury 

Road.  Views from the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline are also available 

across this area to the Dandenongs.  
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Zoning & overlays 

The majority of this area is zoned Neighbourhood Residential Zone 

(NRZ3 Canopy Cover Ridgeline), the schedule to which does not 

specify a minimum subdivision area. 

There is also a small pocket of Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ4 

Sites of Biological Significance) adjacent to Bungalook Creek in the 

south. 

The remaining patches are zoned General Residential (GRZ1), 

including the southernmost part of this neighbourhood, adjacent to 

the industrial estates. 

The above schedules to the NRZ and the GRZ vary the same 

requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 (side and rear setbacks, private 

open space and front fence heights) in the same manner as 

elsewhere in Maroondah. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the NRZ zoned areas of this neighbourhood (coinciding with the 

steeper areas), where a permit is not required to construct a building 

or construct or carry out works provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to GRZ1 zoned area, with the exception of 

those located to the south of Bayfield Road, which are not affected 

by the SLO.  Schedule 4 to the SLO does not require a permit for 

buildings and works; however, a permit is required to remove a tree 

as per the requirements of SLO3.   

Character change conclusions 

A low to medium level of demolition, new dwellings and small 

multi-unit developments have affected the architectural character of 

the area, resulting in an even more heterogeneous neighbourhood.  

However, the overall landscape and neighbourhood character 

remains relatively unaffected, largely due to the existence of the 

NRZ and associated SLO3, which are located on the steeper and 

more sensitive areas of land.  The canopy tree cover remains 

relatively intact and is still a defining feature of this neighbourhood. 

Degree of change in NA13:  Low - medium 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain the existing zoning. 

• Strengthen the schedules to the NRZ, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the intention of SLO4. 
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NA14:  Canterbury Gardens 

2005 Typology:  Garden Court 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 14 as follows:  

The Canterbury Gardens Neighbourhood Area is located in one of 

the more recently developed fringe areas of the City.  Some tall 

native trees have been retained in parks and private gardens that 

contribute to the leafy canopy of Maroondah, although parts of the 

neighbourhood lack established tree cover.  Streetscapes are open 

with less dominant garden and understorey vegetation in front 

yards, offering views towards the Wicklow ridgeline that crosses the 

City from elevated areas.  The elevated topography of part of the 

neighbourhood also makes it visible from other areas of the 

municipality.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

ü Topography is flat to rolling/hilly, with a distinct hill 

located in the north-eastern section of the area.    

ü Architectural styles are 1970s and 1980s with a pocket of 

1980s to 1990s ranch style dwellings.   

ü Dwellings are predominantly single storey.    

ü Materials are brick with tile roofs.    

ü Front setbacks are around 6m - 7m, with small to average 

side setbacks from both boundaries.    

ü Lot sizes are around 700m2 - 900 m2.    

ü Gardens are low scale, simple and predominantly mixed 

species with native canopy trees.   

ü Front fences are low and open.    

ü The street layout is modern and curvilinear (numerous cul 

de sacs) with upstanding gutters.  There are wide grassy 

nature strips in most streets, with concrete footpaths 

(often one side only).   

ü Street trees are mixed species and mostly regularly spaced.   

Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape of this area is mostly flat (around 108m) to gently 

undulating, with a distinct rise in topography to a rounded hill 

(highest point 139m) located in the north eastern area.  The 

Dandenong Creek and associated corridor of native vegetation 

borders the neighbourhood to the south, and a significant area of 

green space is located adjacent to a ponded area of the Bungalook 

Creek in the north.  The vegetation adjacent to the recreation ovals 

of Canterbury Gardens and Bayswater North Primary School add 

significantly to the tree canopy cover of this area, as do three other 

smaller parks in the eastern section.  

Views 

Views are available eastwards towards the Dandenong Ranges from 

this area, due to their proximity and the relative openness of the 

streets. Views from high points e.g. Sherman Drive to Mt 

Dandenong are especially clear and expansive.   

This neighbourhood is located in the background of views to the 

Dandenongs from other elevated parts of the municipality. 
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Zoning & overlays 

This neighbourhood is zoned General Residential (GRZ1).   

There is also a small pocket of Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ4 

Sites of Biological Significance) zoned land adjacent to Bungarook 

Creek. 

The schedules to the NRZ and the GRZ vary the same 

requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 (side and rear setbacks, private 

open space and front fence heights) in the same manner as 

elsewhere in Maroondah. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to all GRZ1 areas.  Schedule 4 to the SLO does 

not require a permit for buildings and works; however, a permit is 

required to remove a tree as per the requirements of SLO3.   

Character change conclusions 

Very little change has occurred in this area, and it remains largely 

low scale and single storey.  The neighbourhood remains defined by 

its low scale brick veneer dwellings (some now rendered), manicured 

gardens and mixed tree canopy cover. 

Degree of change in NA14:  Low 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain the existing zoning. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the intention of SLO4. 

• Consider recommendations in association with those of 

other low change areas, and NA15 adjacent. 
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NA15:  Colchester Park 

2005 Typology:  Garden Court 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 15 as follows:  

The Colchester Park Neighbourhood Area is located at the south-

eastern extremity of the municipality between Colchester Road and 

Eastwood Golf Course.  This Neighbourhood Area is a newly 

established residential area bordering the non-urban areas within 

Maroondah and a hilltop golf course.  The neighbourhood lacks the 

dense tree cover that characterises most of the City, although the 

open streetscapes and fewer canopy trees means that good views are 

available of treed ridges and hilltops to the north, east and west.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

ü Topography is gently sloping, between two minor hills 

with extensive views to surrounding treed hillsides.    

ü Architectural styles are 1980s and 1990s contemporary 

with some reproduction styles.    

ü Dwellings are predominantly single storey, with some 

examples of two storey dwellings.    

ü Materials are consistently brick with tiled roofs.   

ü Front setbacks are around 6m - 7m, with small to average 

side setbacks. There are examples of garages built to one 

side boundary.    

ü Average lot sizes are 900m2 - 1,200m2, with some 

examples of smaller lots of 700m2 - 900 m2.   

û Gardens are still establishing, simple and predominantly 

exotic (1).   

ü Frontages are open with very few front fences.   

ü The street layout is modern and curvilinear, (numerous 

cul de sacs) with upstanding gutters.  Roll over curbs are 

confined to the most recently developed, eastern-most 

part of the precinct.   

ü There are wide grassy nature strips in most streets, with 

concrete footpaths (often one side only).   

û Street trees are mixed species, regularly and irregularly 

spaced and newly establishing (1).   

1. Private gardens and street trees are more established, 

particularly native street trees. 

Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape of this area is defined by flat to gently undulating 

topography, ranging from 114m to 138m above sea level.  The 

relatively flat terrain in this area and adjacent means that long range 

views are available to surrounding treed hills and ridges, including 

the Dandenong Ranges.  Melbourne’s Urban Growth Boundary 

borders this neighbourhood generally to the east, beyond which is 

the Green Wedge Zone, accommodating Eastwood Golf Club, and 

low density residential land holdings interspersed with swathes of 

remnant bushland.  

Views 

Due to its proximity to the rural land at the base of the Dandenong 

foothills, views are available to the ranges from most locations.  

These views are mostly unencumbered due to the low scale nature 

of the neighbourhood and the spaciousness of the streets - the 

silhouette of the Dandenong Ranges sits within ‘big sky’ views. 

This neighbourhood is located in the background of views to the 

Dandenongs from other parts of the municipality, particularly 

easterly views from the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline, and from the 

minor ridgeline around Bayswater Road. 
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Zoning & overlays 

This area is primarily zoned General Residential (GRZ1).  

There is a very small pocket of Neighbourhood Residential Zone 

(NRZ3 Canopy Cover Ridgeline) land adjacent to the Urban 

Growth Boundary, the schedule to which does not specify a 

minimum subdivision area.   

There are three equally small parcels of Neighbourhood Residential 

(NRZ4 Sites of Biological Significance) land associated with Little 

Bungalook Creek in the south, and with a pocket of substantial 

bushland on the north eastern edge. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

only to the small area of NRZ3 zoned land.  Otherwise, the SLO is 

not applicable. 

Character change conclusions 

There has been very little change in this residential area since 2005, 

with the exception of a small number of new dwellings.  The 

residential character therefore remains the same, but vegetation is 

now more established, resulting in the neighbourhood feeling more 

‘settled in’.  A sense of spaciousness in the streets, and long range 

views to the Dandenongs continue to define this area. 

Degree of change in NA15:  Low 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain the existing zoning. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 reflecting the landscape 

and residential character of the neighbourhood, as 

opposed to other areas of Maroondah. 

• Determine the reason for application of the NRZ4 in this 

area, and tailor the schedule accordingly. 
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NA16:  Heathmont Gardens 

2005 Typology:  Bush Leafy Garden 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 16 as follows:  

The Heathmont Gardens Neighbourhood Area is an established 

residential area with leafy character set in hilly topography above the 

Heathmont Gardens.  Native vegetation is a strong feature in streets 

and parks, including along the Heathmont Gardens.  Low scale 

housing with well-landscaped gardens, established street trees and 

wide, grassy nature strips strengthens the sense of greenery in the 

area and contributes to the vegetative ‘blanket’ of the City.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

ü Topography varies significantly from flat at the eastern 

and western ends, to hilly where the neighbourhood rises 

above the Heathmont Gardens.   

û Architectural styles are mixed, including Post War era 

1950s, 1960s, 1970s-1980s and 1980s-1990s infill (1.)   

ü Dwellings are generally single storey with some examples 

of double storey dwellings throughout.    

ü Materials are a mix of weatherboard and brick veneer with 

tile roofs.    

ü Lot sizes range from around 500m – 1200m.   

ü Front setbacks are average, at around 6m - 7m.  Side 

setbacks are average and small from both side boundaries.  

ü Gardens are established, mixed in species, frequently with 

native canopy trees. There are some bushier gardens 

through the central part of the area.    

ü Frontages are mostly open, with vegetative screening in 

parts.   

ü Road layout resembles a grid in parts with more cul de 

sacs in the northern section.  

ü Mixed exotic and native street trees of varying sizes and 

spacing.  

1. There are a small number of new homes dotted 

throughout the area, with a similar use of materials and 

building form as existing i.e. brick and/or rendered 

blockwork (some with timber upper storey sections) and 

pitched, tiled roofs. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

This neighbourhood includes the southernmost part of the Wicklow 

Hills Ridgeline in the municipality, and is therefore steep and hilly in 

sections, rising to an elevation of 167m at its highest point.  The 

eastern and western extremities of this neighbourhood are relatively 

flat at around 83m above sea level.  The contrast in topography 

across the neighbourhood, together with the blanket of canopy 

trees, are the defining landscape characteristics.  Large areas of 

native bushland exist in this neighbourhood, including the native 

corridor of Dandenong Creek to the south, which links in with HE 

Parker Reserve, the Heathmont Rail Trail and the Heathmont Golf 

Park further east.  A very large swathe of remnant bushland is also 

located between the railway line and Allens Road. 

Views 

Excellent views of the Dandenong Ranges are available from the 

high north eastern edge of this neighbourhood, around Canterbury 

Road near Wombolano Park, and other elevated areas along the 

ridgeline.  The high point around Markhill Place provides clear 

views southwards, and this local hill is also visible from adjacent 

areas, including beyond the municipal boundary to the south.  

Elsewhere, in lower lying streets, views are quite contained within 

the neighbourhood and are dominated by street trees and other 

vegetation, occasionally with the top of the Dandenongs protruding 

above. 

The steeper and elevated areas of this neighbourhood are visible 

from adjacent parts of the municipality and from eastlink travelling 

north. 
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Zoning & overlays 

The hillier and highest parts of this neighbourhood are zoned 

Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ2 Ridgeline Protection Area B), 

which requires a minimum lot size for subdivision of 864 square 

metres.   

Either side of the NRZ2, the lower slopes are Neighbourhood 

Residential Zone (NRZ3 Canopy Cover Ridgeline), the schedule to 

which does not specify a minimum subdivision area. 

The NRZ4 (Sites of Biological Significance_ also applies to an area 

between Bungalook and Dandenong Creeks. 

There are also small and separate parcels zoned General Residential 

(GRZ1) at the eastern and western edges of the neighbourhood. 

All of the above schedules to the NRZ and the GRZ vary the same 

requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 (side and rear setbacks, private 

open space and front fence heights) in the same manner as 

elsewhere in Maroondah. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the NRZ zoned areas of this neighbourhood, where a permit is 

not required to construct a building or construct or carry out works 

provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to the GRZ1 parcels.  Schedule 4 to the SLO 

does not require a permit for buildings and works.  However, a 

permit is required to remove a tree as per the requirements of 

SLO3.   

Character change conclusions 

Minimal change has occurred in this neighbourhood since 2005, the 

exception being the construction of a small number of new 

dwellings.  This however has not altered the landscape or residential 

character, which is still heavily treed and dominated by vegetation.  

The provisions of the NRZ and SLO3 have facilitated the retention 

of low dwelling densities and the protection of the tree canopy 

cover. 

Degree of change in NA16:  Low 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain the existing zoning. 

• Strengthen the schedules to the NRZ, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3 and the highly 

valued landscape character of this area. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the intention of SLO4. 
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NA17:  Jubilee Park 

2005 Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 17 as follows:  

The Jubilee Park Neighbourhood Area is in the south-western 

corner of the municipality, and is bounded by Maroondah Highway, 

New Street, Maidstone Street, Heatherdale Road, Marlborough 

Road, Dandenong Creek, Canterbury Road and Bedford Road.  It 

adjoins the Ringwood Activity Centre to the north.  This area is part 

of the older established ‘core’ residential part of Ringwood and 

Heathmont and is dominated by Post War era weatherboard houses 

surrounding Jubilee Park, Wantirna Road and Heathmont Rail 

Station.  Established gardens and streetscapes are largely exotic and 

existing canopy trees contribute to the overall vegetative character 

of the City.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

ü Topography is flat to gently undulating offering 

occasional outviews.   

û Architectural styles are predominantly Post War era 1950s 

– 1960s with some infill from 1960s - 1980s (1.)    

û Dwellings are predominantly single storey (2.)    

û Materials include a mix of weatherboard and brick veneer, 

with tile roofing (3.)   

ü Lot sizes vary from 500m – 900m.  

ü Front setbacks are average, at around 6m – 7m.  Side 

setbacks are mostly small to average from both side 

boundaries and average from both side boundaries west 

of Wantirna Road.   

û Gardens are established, with predominantly exotic trees 

and shrubs and native species in some cases (4.)    

û Front boundaries are commonly open, or met by fences 

of mixed heights and materials (5.)    

ü Road layout is a modified grid with some cul de sacs in 

the south of the area.  Street surfaces are sealed with 

upstanding kerbs and footpaths on both sides, except 

south of Jubilee Park where footpaths are generally 

absent.   

ü Street trees are generally mixed in species and of varying 

sizes. A few large exotic avenue plantings occur, as do 

indigenous trees to the bush fringes.   

1. A high level of redevelopment has occurred in this area, 

including the demolition of older housing stock and the 

redevelopment of sites for multi-dwelling developments, 

including units and townhouses (typically up to 4 units per 

site, but lot consolidation in some cases has yielded 10+ 

dwellings). 

2. New dwellings are typically two storey. 

3. Materiality across the neighbourhood is changing with the 

loss of weatherboard homes and the introduction of more 

brick and/or rendered blockwork homes with 

predominantly colourbond roofs. 

4. Multi-unit development has resulted in the loss of 

permeable garden space and canopy trees throughout. 

5. While front setbacks remain similar, the nature of front 

setback treatments have changed, with these often taken 

up with hard surfacing, minimal planting and driveways.    
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape character of this area is generally flat to gently 

undulating, but the eastern side incorporates the hillier topography 

of some foothills to the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline.  The change in 

elevation across this landscape is approximately 87m in the flatter 

areas up to 138m in the steeper, eastern parts.  Tree canopy 

coverage is greater in the southern parts of the neighbourhood, and 

coincides with the NRZ areas, which are furthest from the 

Ringwood MAC and also take in Wieland and Herman Pump 

Reserves.  Vegetation coverage is diminished in the north, closer to 

the Ringwood Activity Centre.  This neighbourhood also includes 

the significant green spaces of the Ringwood Golf Course, Jubilee 

Park and Proclamation Park. 

Views 

Views from this neighbourhood are generally contained within the 

higher topography of the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline to the south and 

east, and the Loughnan Warranwood Ridgeline to the north, and 

glimpses to these topographical high points are available from 

across the area.  Westward views are also available from the highest 

points in the neighbourhood i.e. around Frances Street, Heathmont, 

in the south east. Otherwise views are primarily internal, and are 

dominated by more formal street tree planting and manicured 

gardens.   

This area forms the middle to background of views looking south 

from the Loughnan’s Hill and the Loughnan Warranwood Ridge. 
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Zoning & overlays 
 
The majority of this area is zoned General Residential (GRZ1). 

A small area between Bedford Road and the railway line 

(immediately adjacent to the Ringwood MAC) is zoned Residential 

Growth (RGZ1), which encourages a diversity of housing types at a 

scale that provides a transition between areas of intensive use, and 

lower scale residential neighbourhoods.  Schedule 1 to this clause 

varies only the front setback requirement (minimum 3m) and front 

fence height (0.9m – 1.2m).  The head clause sets the maximum 

building height of 13.5m (with potential to exceed this height based 

on site conditions etc.) 

The two areas in the east of the neighbourhood that coincide with 

the foothills to the ridgeline are Neighbourhood Residential Zone 

(NRZ3 Canopy Cover Ridgeline), the schedule to which does not 

specify a minimum subdivision area.   

The schedules to the NRZ and the GRZ vary the same 

requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 (side and rear setbacks, private 

open space and front fence heights) in the same manner as 

elsewhere. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the NRZ zoned areas of this neighbourhood, where a permit is 

not required to construct a building or construct or carry out works 

provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to the remainder, including the RGZ part of the 

neighbourhood.  Schedule 4 to the SLO does not require a permit 

for buildings and works; however, a permit is required to remove a 

tree as per the requirements of SLO3.   

A separate heritage and neighbourhood character study was 

undertaken for part of this neighbourhood by Context (with Claire 

Scott Planning) in 2017/18.  The study area comprised the historic 

‘Ringwood Station Estate’, ‘Ringwood Township Estate’ and 

‘Bestpart Estate’, including Kendall, James, Ellison, Haig, Caroline, 

Henry, Thomas (part) and Emerald (part) streets.  The study 

recommended the rezoning of the area to Neighbourhood 

Residential and the application of the Neighbourhood Character 

Overlay or the Heritage Overlay to a small number of properties in 

the ‘core’ of this significant precinct.  Council is proceeding with the 

proposed amendment as recommended. 
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Character change conclusions 

A medium or high level of change has occurred throughout this 

older, established neighbourhood area since the 2005 study, and the 

designation of Ringwood as a Major Activity Centre.  This is 

particularly marked in the northern area, immediately adjacent to the 

MAC.  While this is logical and appropriate, this degree of change 

should be balanced with the protection of some of the most 

significant historic pockets of housing in the municipality.  The 

lower land values of this area, together with the availability of some 

greyfield sites has hastened this change, together with the RGZ and 

GRZ1 zoning.   

Degree of change in NA17:  Medium and high 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain the existing zoning, with the exception of the 

historic core area (as outlined below). 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the intention of SLO4, in areas where this is still 

applicable.  Consider a differing schedule for the northern 

area of this neighbourhood, if appropriate. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the RGZ. 

• Strengthen the schedule to the NRZ3, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3. 

• Proceed with the recommendations of the Jubilee Park 

Heritage and Neighbourhood Character Study 2018 to rezone 

the historic core of this neighbourhood, and apply the 

NCO and HO. 

• Review the proposed schedules to the HO and NCO to 

ensure that they are consistent with the new requirements 

of VC148.  
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NA18:  Burley Griffin 

2005 Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 18 as follows:  

The Burley Griffin Neighbourhood Area has a distinctive character 

within the City of Maroondah as a neighbourhood that is set among 

the hills and vales of the Wicklow ridgeline that traverses the 

municipality.  It is based on a Walter Burley Griffin subdivision and 

lot layout that has remained substantially unchanged since its 

development.  Houses are nestled into established native and exotic 

vegetation and the hill faces and higher slopes of the neighbourhood 

present a green backdrop when viewed from elsewhere in the 

municipality, a characteristic that is highly valued by the whole 

Maroondah community.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

ü Topography is very hilly to steep in parts with a number 

of outviews to surrounding hillsides.    

û Architectural styles are a mix of Post War era 1950s and 

1970s – 1980s with some examples of modern styled 

dwellings (1.)    

û Dwellings are predominantly single storey, with double 

storey dwellings located closer to the hilltop (2.)   

û Materials are a mix of brick veneer and weatherboard with 

tiled roofs (3.)    

ü Lot sizes are generally large, and vary from 700m2 - 

4000m2.   

ü Front setbacks are large, at around 8m - 12m and side 

setbacks are generous from both boundaries.    

ü Garden styles are a combination of established mixed 

species gardens containing many large canopy trees and 

bushy remnant gardens with a dense cover of large 

canopy trees.   

ü Frontage treatments are mixed, with vegetated screenings 

and low to medium height open style front fences.   

ü Road patterns tend to curve and follow the topography of 

the hill. Street surfacing is mixed with sealed roads and 

upstanding kerbs and some gravel sections with informal 

swale drains.   

ü Street trees are generally mixed in species and sizing with 

some streets of remnant trees and shrubs on the verges.   

1. Some older homes have been demolished and replaced 

with new dwellings.   

2. New dwellings are predominantly two storey. 

3. Replacement dwellings are more likely to be brick or 

rendered blockwork, occasionally in materials and colours 

that do not immerse the building into the surrounding 

environment. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The elevated landscape of this area is steep and hilly, and forms the 

central part of the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline within Maroondah.  The 

topography varies from approximately 101m to 192m, making it and 

its heavily vegetated hill slopes highly visible from across the 

municipality.  The large lots support a substantial amount of dense 

vegetation, resulting in this neighbourhood being one of the most 

heavily treed.  The curvilinear layout of the streets follow the 

topography, and the majority of dwellings are set low within 

vegetation.  This neighbourhood is strongly defined by its natural 

landscape character. 

Views 

Expansive views across the municipality and towards the 

Dandenong Ranges are available from the high points of this 

neighbourhood, and in most areas, the silhouette of Mt Dandenong 

is discernable through and above the tree canopies.  From the 

streets between the hills in the lower parts of the neighbourhood 

area, views are contained and dominated by bushland vegetation.  

An elevated point around The Mount / The Pass provides excellent 

views across Maroondah to the east and south-east, terminating at 

the Dandenongs. 

Being elevated and a topographical landmark, this area of the 

Wicklow Hills Ridgeline is highly visible from long distances across 

the municipality.  It is centrally located and one of the most heavily 

treed parts of the ridgeline, and as such is the focal point of many 

locally cherished views. 
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Zoning & overlays 

The highest and hilliest parts of the ridgeline are zoned 

Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ1 Ridgeline Protection Area A), 

which specifies a minimum subdivision area of 2000 square metres. 

Adjacent slopes are zoned Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ2 

Ridgeline Protection Area B), which requires a minimum lot size for 

subdivision of 864 square metres.   

On the lower slopes, two smaller areas adjacent to Bayswater Road 

are Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ3 Canopy Cover 

Ridgeline), the schedule to which does not specify a minimum 

subdivision area. 

A small corner at the western edge of the neighbourhood area, 

adjacent to the Maroondah Highway is zoned General Residential 

(GRZ1). 

All schedules to the NRZ vary the same requirements of Clauses 54 

and 55 (side and rear setbacks, private open space and front fence 

heights) with the same standards. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the whole neighbourhood, where a permit is not required to 

construct a building or construct or carry out works provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

The Neighbourhood Character Overlay (NCO2 Croydon Hills 

Estate) applies to the triangular parcel bound by Bayswater Road, 

Eastfield Road and the railway line.  The following objective is 

outlined for NCO2: 

• To ensure site responsive building forms that reflect the 

subdivisional pattern, including Yarraduct Place, of the 

Croydon Hills Estate and Walter Burley Griffin's original 

design for the estate.  

No permit requirements are specified in Schedule 2 to the NCO, so 

the head clause applies which requires a planning permit for building 

and works (with exemptions), but not demolition. 
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Character change conclusions 

Very minimal change has occurred throughout this neighbourhood 

since 2005, with the exception of a small number of renovations and 

new dwellings.  While the built form styles and materials are mixed, 

there is a continuity to the siting of the dwellings and their responses 

to the natural environment.  Built form is generally nestled 

comfortably into the hills, and the dense blanket of vegetation is the 

most visually dominant element.  The maintenance of the treed 

character of this neighbourhood is due to the very large lots, 

resultant permeability and space for vegetation, and the inability to 

subdivide below 2,000 square metres, combined with the tree 

controls and building ‘incentives’ of the SLO3. 

Degree of change in NA18:  Low 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain the existing zoning. 

• Strengthen the schedules to the NRZ, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3 and the highly 

valued landscape character of this area. 

• Review schedule 2 to the NCO to ensure that the 

statement of neighbourhood character, objectives and 

decision guidelines capture the essence of the significance 

of the area, and are useful and applicable to any proposed 

development.  Include permit requirements, if 

appropriate.  Ensure that the NCO schedule is consistent 

with the new requirements of VC148.  
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NA19:  Ringwood Lake 

2005 Typology:  Bush Garden /�Semi Bush 

Hilltop 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 19 as follows:  

The Ringwood Lake Neighbourhood Area includes examples of 

most of the eras of residential development of Maroondah, with the 

bulk of housing styles from the Post War era.  These are in both 

brick and weatherboard, and a number of estates from each of the 

following four decades.  The area is centrally located with frontages 

to Maroondah Highway, Mount Dandenong Road and the Lilydale 

Rail Line and the established mixed exotic gardens and existing 

parks / green spaces present an enclosed garden character to these 

frontages.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

ü Topography is undulating landscape with some views to 

adjacent treed hillsides.    

û Architectural styles are predominantly Post War era 1950s 

with interspersed 1960s, 1950s modern and recent 

reproduction dwellings (1.)    

û Dwellings are predominantly single storey (2.)  

ü Materials include a mix of brick veneer and  weatherboard 

with tiled roofing.    

ü Front setbacks are average, at around 6m -7m with  small 

and average side setbacks to both boundaries.   

ü Lot size vary from 500m2 - 900m2 with some larger  lots 

in the hilly areas.    

û Garden styles are mixed and established throughout, with 

many large canopy trees of mostly exotic species (3.)    

û Front boundary treatments are mixed and include low 

front fences, vegetation screening and open frontages (3.)   

ü Road patterns include a modified grid with an occasional 

cul-de-sac. All streets are sealed with upstanding kerbs.  

ü Street trees are generally mixed in species but often 

regularly space with some streets of predominantly native 

trees.   

1. A medium level of redevelopment has occurred 

throughout the neighbourhood, resulting in an even 

greater mix of building styles.  Pockets of older dwellings 

are still visible, but there are a number of new 

developments of various materials. 

2. New dwellings and multi-unit homes are primarily two 

storey. 

3. Demolition and replacement development has resulted in 

the loss of canopy trees and established gardens in some 

areas.  Front garden / frontage treatments have also 

changed, with new developments incorporating more 

hard surfacing and less planting. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

This neighbourhood area is sited on undulating topography (124m 

minimum) between the high points of the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline 

and the Loughnan Warranwood Ridge, but includes some of the hill 

slopes of each ridge to the west and east, and has a maximum 

elevation of 185m at its highest point around Velma Grove at its 

eastern edge.  Overall the area is less well treed than the ridge 

proper, but includes Ainslie Park and East Ringwood Reserve, 

established roadside vegetation and canopy trees dotted throughout. 

Views 

From the high point of Braeside Avenue at Wilson Street (and from 

adjacent parkland), views are available to the vegetated slopes of 

Loughnan’s Hill in the west, and towards the Dandenong Ranges in 

the east.  Due to the abundance of established native trees, only the 

top of the ranges is visible above the vegetation canopy.   
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Zoning & overlays 

The majority of this neighbourhood area is zoned General 

Residential (GRZ1). 

The two areas that form part of the western hill slopes of the 

Wicklow Hills Ridgeline are zoned Neighbourhood Residential 

Zone (NRZ3 Canopy Cover Ridgeline), the schedule to which does 

not specify a minimum subdivision area. 

Both the NRZ and the GRZ vary the same requirements of Clauses 

54 and 55 (side and rear setbacks, private open space and front 

fence heights). 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the NRZ zoned areas of this neighbourhood, where a permit is 

not required to construct a building or construct or carry out works 

provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to the majority of the neighbourhood in all areas 

zoned GRZ1.  Schedule 4 to the SLO does not require a permit for 

buildings and works; however, a permit is required to remove a tree 

as per the requirements of SLO3.   

Character change conclusions 

Overall, a medium to high level of redevelopment has occurred, 

with a concentration of higher density developments in some 

precincts.  These include almost exclusive multi unit development 

pockets closer to the Ringwood MAC i.e. the area bound by Mt 

Dandenong Road, Dublin Road, the railway line and Eastfield Road; 

and the area generally between Dublin Road and the Ringwood 

Activity Centre.  Another concentration of multi unit development 

is located around Melba College. Older homes and established 

gardens are more prevalent centrally, and in the NRZ3 areas at the 

western edge of the ridgeline.  As opposed to 2005, many areas of 

the neighbourhood are now dominated by built form and hard 

surfacing, as opposed to vegetation. 

Degree of change in NA13:  Medium, and medium – 

high, and high 

Initial recommendations 

• A section of western hill slope that forms part of the 

topography of the ridge, between Mt Dandenong Road 

and Velma Grove, is included in this NA and is zoned 

GRZ1.  This area also includes the curved extension of 

the Burley Griffinesque streets.  The zoning and overlay 

controls should be reviewed for this area (the areas 

immediately to the north and south are zoned NRZ3).  It 

may be more appropriately considered as part of the ridge, 

as it exhibits the same landscape and residential 

characteristics. 

• Otherwise, retain the existing zoning. 

• Strengthen the schedules to the NRZ, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3. 

• Tailor and strengthen the schedule to the GRZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the intention of SLO4.  Consider an alternative GRZ 

schedule for the areas that are almost exclusively multi-

unit. 
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NA20:  Wombolano 

2005 Typology:  Bush Leafy Garden 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 20 as follows:  

The Wombolano Neighbourhood Area is in the central south of the 

municipality north of Canterbury Road.  This established residential 

area is located around the major ridgeline that runs through the 

centre of Maroondah.  Many views are available from and to the 

neighbourhood.  The vegetated hill faces and ridges that typify this 

area are valued by the local community and contribute to the overall 

character of the City, as does the west flood plains of the Tarralla 

Waterway.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

ü Steep hilly topography on a major ridgeline with good 

views across the municipality to surrounding hills.    

û Architectural styles include a mix of 1970s – 1980s with 

Post War era 1950s, 1960s, and some examples of 1950s 

modern (1.)    

ü Materials include a mix of brick veneer and weatherboard 

with tile roofing in the older established areas and brick 

with tile roofing in the 1970s - 1980s areas.    

ü Dwellings are predominantly single storey with some 

double storey dwellings interspersed and some split- level 

dwellings in the hilly areas.    

ü Lot sizes vary from 500m2 -1200m2 with some examples 

of larger lots.    

ü Front setbacks are average, at around 6m - 7m with small 

and average side setbacks from both side boundaries.   

û Garden styles are established, mostly bushy with mixed 

species and many large native canopy trees (2.)   

ü Frontage treatments vary, with examples of low fencing, 

open frontages and vegetation screening.  

ü Road patterns incorporate a modified grid that curves in 

some areas with the topography. All streets are sealed with 

upstanding kerbs, many without footpaths.   

ü Street trees are mixed in species but regular in spacing 

with some streets of mostly native trees.   

1. Some new development in contemporary architectural 

styles, resulting in an even more mixed built form 

character. 

2. Some recent new development has resulted in a loss of 

established gardens and canopy trees, and where this has 

occurred on sloping land, it is highly visible. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape of this area is generally hilly to steep in parts, ranging 

from 97m to 187m in elevation.  This area forms part of the 

Wicklow Hills Ridgeline and is heavily treed, including large stands 

of remnant bushland in Wombolano Park, around Tintern 

Grammar and adjacent to Tarralla Creek.  Large lots are able to 

support substantial vegetation, which dominates the character of 

this neighbourhood. 

Views 

Being part of the Wicklow Hills Ridgeline, views are available to the 

east, and south east towards the Dandenong Ranges from elevated 

areas in this neighbourhood.  A particularly notable view of the 

ranges is available from the high point of Canterbury Road, near 

Wombalano Park.   

The vegetated hill faces and ridges of this neighbourhood are visible 

from adjacent areas, and further afield, including the well vegetated 

minor rise around Vista Avenue, near Wombalano Park.  Sites that 

have been cleared as part of their redevelopment on the hill faces of 

this minor rise are unfortunately also highly visible.   
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Zoning & overlays 

The steepest slopes of this areas are zoned Neighbourhood 

Residential (NRZ2 Ridgeline Protection Area B), which requires a 

minimum lot size for subdivision of 864 square metres.   

Other areas on the lower slopes are Neighbourhood Residential 

Zone (NRZ3 Canopy Cover Ridgeline), the schedule to which does 

not specify a minimum subdivision area. 

Both of the above schedules to the NRZ vary the same 

requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 (side and rear setbacks, private 

open space and front fence heights) in the same manner as 

elsewhere in the municipality. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to the whole neighbourhood, where a permit is not required to 

construct a building or construct or carry out works provided that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

Character change conclusions 

While a low level of redevelopment has occurred overall, some new 

development that has occurred on undulating topography in the 

south west corner of this neighbourhood (around Bedford Road, 

Howard Avenue, Green Street and Homebush Court) is highly 

visible and has been at the expense of landscape character.  These 

developments dominate the street and views to the neighbourhood 

due to their size, siting and lack of vegetation.  This pocket of new 

development is located close to Dublin Road, beyond which multi-

unit developments occur generally all the way to the Ringwood 

Activity Centre.  Elsewhere, in fact across the majority of the 

neighbourhood, very little new development has occurred.  Large 

lots and the provisions of the NRZ and SLO3 have resulted in the 

retention of vegetation and prevalence of low scale built form.    

Degree of change in NA20:  Low (overall) , and high 

(small area) 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain the existing zoning. 

• Strengthen the schedules to the NRZ, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3.  

• Consider in particular the highly valued landscape 

character of this area, and especially those areas of highly 

visible sloping land that form part of the Wicklow Hills 

Ridgeline in the west. 
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NA21:  Golf Links Estate 

2005 Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 21 as follows:  

The Golf Links Estate Neighbourhood Area is a small homogenous pocket of 

housing located close to the north-eastern edge of the municipality. It is 

characterised by exclusively weatherboard housing set in spacious but established 

gardens.  The streets have an informal quality due to the existence of unsealed 

verges and swale drains and native and indigenous roadside planting.  The 

Croydon Golf Course currently abuts the Neighbourhood Area to the north.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

ü The area lies in an undulating landscape that falls to the 

east.    

û Architectural styles are predominantly Post War era 1950s 

and 1960s (1.)   

û Dwellings are generally single storey (2.)   

û Materials are weatherboard with tiled roofing (3.)    

ü Lot sizes are generally around 700m2 - 900m2 with some 

larger lots up to 1,200m2.   

ü Front setbacks are average, at around 6m - 7m. Side 

setbacks are generally average to both side boundaries.    

û Gardens are mostly well established and bushy, and 

generally consist of shrubs, lawn and canopy trees, both 

native and indigenous (4.)   

ü Frontages consist of mixed styles including open, average 

height and vegetated screening.   

ü Street layout is linear and structured with many streets 

aligned to the topography. Road surfaces are sealed with 

informal swale drains.   

ü Street trees are well established with a mix of native and 

exotic roadside plantings.  

1. A medium level of demolition and redevelopment has 

occurred throughout, with post 2005 dwellings resulting 

in a more mixed built form character.  Given the small 

size of the neighbourhood, new development is 

noticeable.  (It is noted that the Croydon Golf Links 

Estate Residents Association considers the degree of 

change to be low, as opposed to medium, and this 

feedback will be taken into consideration in the next 

stages of the study.)   

2. New dwellings are predominantly double storey. 

3. Materiality is mixed, with examples of brick and/or 

rendered blockwork dwellings throughout.  (It is of note 

that the Croydon Golf Links Estate Residents Association 

disagree with the 2004 observation that the housing stock 

was “exclusively weatherboard”, making the point that 

there has always been a mix of dwelling styles and 

materials.) 

4. Some (not all) demolition and redevelopment has resulted 

in the clearing of lots and the loss of established gardens 

and canopy trees. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape character of this area is undulating, incorporating a 

local ridge at the western side adjacent to Dorset Road (133m at its 

highest point), with the topography sloping down to the east, to 

around 87m).  The large lots support substantial amounts of 

vegetation and canopy trees, with some exceptions where trees have 

been cleared to make way for new homes. 

Views 

Views are available from the higher parts of this neighbourhood in 

the west, over the vegetated lower slopes, and towards the 

Dandenong Ranges in a south easterly direction.  Mostly these views 

are through the tree canopy, revealing only glimpses of the top of 

the ranges, but some east-west streets offer more full views of Mt 

Dandenong. 
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Zoning & overlays 

The area is zoned Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ2 Ridgeline 

Protection Area B), which requires a minimum lot size for 

subdivision of 864 square metres.   

Schedule 2 to the NRZ varies the side and rear setbacks, private 

open space and front fence heights requirements of Clauses 54 and 

55. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) also 

applies to the whole neighbourhood, where a permit is not required 

to construct a building or construct or carry out works provided 

that:  

• The building does not cover more that 40 per cent of the site when 

combined with the area of any existing building.  

• The land has an average slope of less than 20 per cent.  

• The natural surface level of the ground is not altered by more than 

2.5 metres of cut or fill.  

• The building is not more than 2 storeys, or higher than 8 metres, 

above the natural surface level of the ground directly below that part 

of the building.  

A permit is also required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height 

that has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above 

the ground under SLO3. 

Character change conclusions 

Due to the small size of the neighborhood, the low-medium level of 

change that has occurred across the area is more noticeable.  While 

the built form character is mixed, with a variety of materials and 

dwelling types, the area is still strongly characterised by its narrow 

winding streets with informal verges and bushy gardens that spill out 

into the pubic domain.  It could be argued that the built form, 

established gardens and ‘country road ambience’ are reflective of the 

influence of Edna Walling.  The NRZ and SLO3 provisions, 

together with the large lot sizes, have resulted in the retention of the 

established tree canopy cover and the dominance of vegetation. 

Degree of change in NA21:  Medium 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain the existing zoning. 

• Strengthen the schedules to the NRZ, including the 

introduction of neighbourhood and landscape character 

objectives, and variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are 

consistent with the intention of SLO3. 
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NA22:  Croydon Town Centre 

2005 Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 22 as follows:  

The Croydon Town Centre Neighbourhood Area is dispersed in 

three locations, generally located north and south of Mt Dandenong 

Road, between Dorset Road and Lusher Road.  This area is 

characterised by a mix of single timber and multi unit, brick veneer 

development.  Development is generally single storey, on a range of 

different lot sizes.  Landscaping varies from established gardens with 

canopy trees in front area for single dwellings and less intensive 

gardens with emphasis on feature canopy trees for multi-unit 

development.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

û Architectural styles include simple Post War era 1950s 

and 1960s weatherboard and brick, 1960s and 1970s L- 

shaped and 1980s adaptations of the L-shaped form (1.)  

û Dwellings are dominated by single storey, which are offset 

to one side of the lot to provide a driveway down one side 

(2.)  

û Materials are mixed brick and weatherboard with tiled 

pitched roofs (3.)   

ü Lot sizes vary but are generally 500m2 - 1200m2, with 

occasional smaller and larger blocks.   

ü Established gardens are common throughout, frequently 

with canopy trees as features.   

ü Multi unit sites have been developed with dwellings 

aligned along the side boundary and a driveway to one 

side.   

û Generally single dwellings front the street, while multi 

unit development generally front side boundaries (4.)   

û Established gardens or low fences generally screen 

dwellings (5.)   

ü Street trees are well established.  

1. A number of new multi level apartment buildings have 

been constructed in contemporary architectural styles. 

2. New residential buildings are generally 3 to 4 storeys high. 

3. Materials are mostly rendered blockwork, or a 

combination of brick, rendered blockwork and/or partial 

timber cladding. 

4. New residential buildings generally address to the street. 

5. Frontage treatments tend to be open, with simple, low 

maintenance vegetation and large walled elements 

containing letterboxes. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape character of these two neighbourhoods is relatively 

flat, with only a 10m change in topography (between 104m and 

114m) across both areas.  Canopy trees still remain dotted 

throughout the landscape, but there has been a loss of vegetation 

overall due to the redevelopment and transformation of this 

residential neighbourhood. 

Views 

Being relatively flat and somewhat built up, minimal views are 

available from the small residential pockets adjacent to the Croydon 

Major Activity Centre.  However, glimpses to surrounding elevated 

land are available from most streets within the activity centre itself, 

including to Birt’s Hill and parts of the Wicklow Hills Ridge to the 

north, north east and east. 

Zoning & overlays 

These residential precincts are zoned General Residential (GRZ2 

Croydon Major Activity Centre).  Schedule 2 to the GRZ varies the 

same requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 (side and rear setbacks, 

private open space and front fence heights) in the same manner as 

elsewhere in Maroondah.  The only difference is that Schedule 2 

includes a maximum building height of 13.5m and 4 storeys. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to the GRZ2 precincts located either side of Mt 

Dandenong Road, to the east of the MAC.  Schedule 4 to the SLO 

does not require a permit for buildings and works; however, a 

permit is required to remove a tree as per the requirements of 

SLO3.   

Character change conclusions 

The 2005 study outlined the following preferred future character for 

these neighbourhood areas: 

The preferred neighbourhood character will provide for low level apartment style 

residential buildings, up to four storeys, that retain elements of the existing 

garden setting.  

The preferred neighbourhood character is one that represents a change from the 

existing neighbourhood character.  

New development will provide for a higher intensity of site development than 

occurs at present.  

New development will recognise the existing street pattern and create buildings 

that form visual landmarks throughout the precincts.  

Generally speaking, this has occurred throughout these 

neighbourhoods and is facilitated by the GRZ2 zoning.  The area is 

currently a mix of older single dwellings and units, together with 

contemporary residential buildings.  The area to the east of the 

Croydon MAC still exhibits a treed character in some areas, due to 

the provisions of the SLO4.  The smaller precinct to the west of the 

Activity Centre contains a mix of commercial uses and surface car 

parking, and relatively fewer residential buildings.  

Degree of change in NA22:  High 

Initial recommendations 

• Consider / reconfirm residential zoning to the west of the 

MAC. 

• Reconfirm that GRZ2 is more appropriate than the 

Residential Growth Zone (which has the same maximum 

height of 13.5m). 

• Tailor and strengthen Schedule 2 to the GRZ (if retained), 

with variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent 

with the preferred future character of this higher density 

residential area, as well as local policy 22.09, and the 

intention of SLO4. 
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NA23:  Ringwood Activity Centre 

2005 Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The 2005 Neighbourhood Character Study described Neighbourhood 

Area 23 as follows:  

The Ringwood Activity Centre Neighbourhood Areas are located at 

three sites, all within proximity to the Ringwood Railway Station.   

This area is characterised by a mix of timber dwellings and multi 

unit brick veneer development.  Development is generally single 

storey, on a range of different lot sizes.  Landscaping varies from 

established gardens with canopy trees in the front area for single 

dwellings to less intensive gardens with emphasis on feature canopy 

trees in multi unit developments.  

Character elements 

An audit of 2005 neighbourhood character elements revealed the 
following:  
 

û Architectural styles include simple Post War era 1950s 

and 1960s weatherboard and brick, 1960s and 1970s L- 

shaped and 1980s adaptations of the L-shaped form (1.)   

û Dwellings are generally single storey and offset to one 

side of the lot to provide a driveway down one side (2.)   

û Materials are mixed brick and weatherboard with tiled, 

pitched roofs (3.)   

ü Lot sizes vary, but are generally 500-1200m2, with 

occasional smaller and larger blocks (4.)   

û Established gardens are common throughout, frequently 

with canopy trees as features (5.)   

û Multi unit sites have been developed with dwellings 

aligned along the side boundary and a driveway to one 

side (6.)   

û Generally single dwellings front the street, while multi 

unit  development generally front side boundaries (6.)   

û Dwelling design is conventional, pitched roof, brick 

veneer, or in some instances timber, 2 to 3 bedrooms and 

garage (7.)   

ü Street trees are well established.   

1. New residential buildings / apartment buildings are 

contemporary in style, and high density. 

2. Residential buildings are multi-storey, generally up to 

13.5m maximum (but there are exceptions). 

3. Materials are rendered blockwork and or brickwork with 

flat roof forms 

4. Less consolidation of sites has occurred than expected. 

5. Traditional established gardens have been lost on sites 

where redevelopment has occurred.  Vegetation is low 

scale and low maintenance. 

6. Residential buildings generally provide an address to the 

street, and corner buildings to two street frontages. 

7. Dwelling design is no longer conventional or low scale. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape character of this area is relatively flat to gently 

undulating with a range in elevation from 97m to 121m.  The 

topography is lowest at Mullum Mullum Creek, which runs adjacent 

to the Ringwood Bypass at the northern edge of these 

neighbourhoods, providing a corridor of vegetation and a buffer to 

the freeway. 

Views 

The western gateway to the municipality from the Maroondah 

Highway provides a long range vista across the city and towards the 

Dandenong ranges in the far distance.  Other key views are available 

from the Ringwood Major Activity Centre northwards, to the 

vegetated slopes of Loughnan’s Hill and the Loughnan Warranwood 

Ridge. 
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Zoning & overlays 

Both of these residential neighbourhoods are zoned Residential 

Growth (RGZ1), which encourages a diversity of housing types at a 

scale that provides a transition between areas of intensive use, and 

lower scale residential neighbourhoods.  Schedule 1 to this clause 

varies only the front setback requirement (minimum 3m) and front 

fence height (0.9m – 1.2m).  The head clause sets the maximum 

building height of 13.5m (with potential to exceed this height based 

on site conditions etc.) 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO4 Landscape Canopy 

Protection) applies to both RGZ1 neighbourhoods.  Schedule 4 to 

the SLO does not require a permit for buildings and works; 

however, a permit is required to remove a tree. 

Character change conclusions 

The 2005 study outlined the following preferred future character for 

these neighbourhood areas: 

The preferred neighbourhood character will provide for multi level, apartment 

style residential buildings that retain elements of the existing garden setting.  

Buildings will be larger apartment style, single buildings constructed on 

consolidated sites.  

New development will provide for a higher intensity of site development than 

occurs at present.  

New development will recognise the existing street pattern and create buildings 

that form visual landmarks throughout the precincts.  

A high level of change and development has been occurring since 

2005 and continues to occur, particularly in the western 

neighbourhood, which now includes numerous apartment buildings 

(generally up to 13.5 metres, but with some higher exceptions) 

scattered among traditional, low scale dwellings.  The eastern 

neighbourhood, however, is still largely as described in 2005.  On 

large redevelopment sites, established gardens and large tree have 

been lost.  A third precinct formed part of the NA in 2005, but has 

been incorporated into the redevelopment of the Ringwood Train 

Station / transport interchange.   

Degree of change in NA23:  High 

Initial recommendations 

• Retain the existing zoning. 

• Tailor and strengthen Schedule 1 to the RGZ, with 

variations to Clauses 54 and 55 that are consistent with 

the preferred future character of this higher density 

residential area, as well as local policy 22.06, and the 

intention of SLO4. 

• Consider the third RGZ1 zoned area (considered part of 

NA17 in the 2005 study) as part of this neighbourhood in 

any future recommendations. 
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NA24:  Former Croydon and District 
Golf Course 

2005 Typology:  N/A 

This Neighbourhood Area, known as ‘The Range’, was not assessed 

in the original Neighbourhood Character Study as it was not 

developed at that time.  However, it is noted in local policy 22.02 

where preferred future character guidelines are also set out.  It is a 

former golf course that was rezoned and developed for housing post 

2005.   

The preferred future character guidelines for the neighbourhood are: 

• Ensuring dwellings or groups of dwellings are spaced and located to 

allow views or glimpses of views within and external to the site.  

• Ensuring the form of dwellings add diversity to the dwelling types 

that predominate in surrounding areas and provide a range of 

dwelling types.  

• Promoting built form that comprises a mix of single and double 

storey dwellings in gardens settings with sufficient area free of 

buildings and impervious surfaces to accommodate canopy vegetation 

at the front and rear of allotments capable of rising above the roof of 

buildings.  

• Promoting a mix of dwelling materials that blend with the 

environment and which represent a range of styles and materials 

typical for the locality ensuring built form avoids the repetition of 

dwelling design and substantially rendered buildings.  

• In front setbacks and within road reserves, ensuring the retention or 

planting of canopy trees to enhance the retention of patches of 

indigenous trees and free of buildings and impervious surfaces.  

• Retaining elements of the golf course, in particular the feeling of 

openness of the landscape and a significant number of large canopy 

trees.  

• Ensuring streets maintain a spacious and leafy feeling to the locality 

with views into front gardens across open frontages without front 

fences.  

Character elements 

An audit of existing character elements revealed that the 

neighbourhood has not developed in the way it was originally 

intended, nor in accordance with the above guidelines -    

• Dwellings are tightly spaced, with minimal side boundary 

setbacks, sometimes with eaves almost touching.  This has 

resulted in a very compact built form character. 

• Dwellings are relatively homogenous in style, comprising 

brick and/or rendered blockwork, with colourbond or 

tiled roofs.  Most have traditional pitched roof forms, but 

some are more ‘boxy’ in styling and design, with flat roofs. 

• Dwellings are a combination of single and double storey 

in height.   

• Dwellings are located closer to the front boundary than is 

the traditional pattern across Maroondah, and therefore 

front garden space is minimal.   

• The majority of front setbacks are hard paved and 

dominated by driveways.  Vegetation within the front 

setbacks tends to be low scale and low maintenance. 

• Due to building footprints being maximized on the lots, 

little permeable space remains to support vegetation, 

including canopy trees. 

• There is a sense of openness in the streetscapes, but this is 

largely due to a lack of vegetation including street trees.   

• Some areas of open space have been retained and these 

support some sparsely planted canopy trees, reminiscent 

of the former golf course. 
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Additional character observations 

Landscape character 

The landscape character of this newly established neighbourhood is 

undulating to hilly, ranging from 83m to 119m in elevation.  There 

are a number of large areas of open space and a man-made lake that 

have been retained from the areas former use as a golf course, 

sustaining some large canopy trees.  Otherwise the landscape is fairly 

bare of vegetation, and built form and hard surfacing dominates the 

neighbourhood character.   

Views 

Views are available from the high points in the neighbourhood in an 

easterly and northerly direction, over more established and heavily 

treed neighbourhoods to the low hills on the horizon.  Other areas 

offer south easterly views to the Dandenong Ranges, including from 

The Range Boulevard.  While some of these views will be built out 

once the neighbourhood is fully established, others from the areas 

of retained open space will be preserved. 

This area is visible from the northern parts of the Wicklow Ridge in 

the municipality, when looking south easterly towards the 

Dandenong Ranges.  It is also visible from outside the municipality 

to the north east, including from the open space around 

Mooroolbark College. 
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Zoning & overlays 

The area is zoned Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ3 Canopy 

Cover Ridgeline), the schedule to which does not specify a 

minimum subdivision area. 

Schedule 3 to the NRZ varies the same requirements of Clauses 54 

and 55 (side and rear setbacks, private open space and front fence 

heights) in the same manner as elsewhere in Maroondah. 

The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO3 Wicklow Hills Ridge and 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge Landscape Protection Area) applies 

to this neighbourhood, where a permit is not required to construct a 

building or construct or carry out works specifically on ‘The Range’ 

if the following are met:  

• … the building does not cover more than 60 per cent of the site… 

and a building envelope has been approved by the responsible 

authority that is included in a plan of restriction registered on the 

title of the land. 

A permit is required to remove a tree of 5m or more in height that 

has a trunk circumference of 0.5m or more, one metre above the 

ground under SLO3. 

Character change conclusions 

This former golf course has been largely redeveloped into a 

residential estate since 2005, with some lots still under construction.  

There has been some retention of open space, including native trees 

and waterbodies; however, most streets accommodate dwellings 

with minimal setbacks, and little permeable space.  The floor area of 

dwellings has been maximised on the lots, and therefore private 

gardens and canopy trees are not a characteristic of the 

neighbourhood.  Unlike every other residential area in Maroondah, 

with the exception of the Ringwood and Croydon Activity Centres, 

built form is the dominant visual element in most streets.   

Degree of change in NA24:  High 

Initial recommendations 

• The buildings and works exemption for this area in 

Schedule 3 to the SLO, together with the era of 

development i.e. the tendency towards large, rendered 

dwellings with minimal vegetation and maximal hard 

surfacing, has contributed to the visual dominance of built 

form as described above. 

• Delve deeper into why this is the case, and the lessons 

learned. 

• In light of the above, strengthen the schedule to the NRZ, 

including the introduction of neighbourhood and 

landscape character objectives, and variations to Clauses 

54 and 55 that are consistent with the intention of SLO3. 
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Part 3: 
 
Community Values 
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Introduction 

Residential neighbourhoods hold different values for different 

people.  Some people may cherish the historic homes and mature 

street trees that characterise their area, while others may enjoy the 

bicycle pathways that link their neighbourhood to the local shopping 

centre or train station.  Others still may feel a special connection to 

a particular view, or the undulating landscape and the native tree 

canopy cover. 

Direct community consultation was one of the methods used to 

provide a holistic appreciation of the character of the residential 

neighbourhoods of Maroondah.  Varying engagement techniques 

were used during Stage 3 of the project to understand the number of 

different ways that the community values the places in which they 

live.  These consultation methods included: 

• A residents’ groups representatives forum 

• Community drop-in sessions 

• Dedication of a page on Council’s website to the project, 

with information, draft reports, updates and opportunities 

to feed back 

• A community newsletter, including questionnaire 

• Exhibition of the draft Residential Character Assessment 

report online and an invitation to email submissions 

• Utilisation of the ‘café consult’ process, running in parallel 

with the project 

Some of the community feedback included in this section has been 

summarised by Council Officers and provided to Claire Scott 

Planning for analysis and inclusion in this report.   
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Summary of Community Values & 
Feedback 

Residents’ groups forum 

A round-table forum was held with representatives from 

Maroondah’s various residents’ groups and historical societies on 23 

October 2018.  The forum was very well attended, with the 

following groups invited and represented: 

• Ruskin Park Residents Action Group 

• Croydon Golf Links Estate Residents Association 

• Jubilee Park Residents Group 

• The Monastery Ridge Group 

• Ringwood East Actions Group 

• Croydon Conservation Society 

The attendees were fully briefed on the project and methodology, 

and the findings of the residential character assessment undertaken 

throughout Stage 2 were presented.  The presentation was 

punctuated with a series of questions in order to provoke 

discussion, and these are detailed below, along with the most salient 

and consistent answers received at the forum: 

Landscape character 

What f ea tures  de f ine  the  landscape charac t er  o f  Maroondah? 

• The ridgelines and high points, as well as the tree canopy 

cover 

What do you va lue  most  about  the  landscape charac t er?  

• Natural landscape features and consistency of tree canopy 

Are you concerned that  the  landscape  charac t er  i s  be ing  eroded?  

Spec i f i ca l l y ,  how? 

• Yes, through the clearing of trees associated with new 

development 

• The large building footprint of modern houses leaves no 

space for vegetation 

• Concern and frustration expressed about VCAT decisions 

Any sugges t ions  as  to  how landscape  charac t er  can be  pro t e c t ed  

& enhanced? 

• Harsher penalties for tree removal 

Built form character 

How would you ar t i cu la te  the  bui l t  form qual i t i e s  o f  

Maroondah? 

• Architectural character varies across the municipality  

• Older homes tend to be low scale, and newer dwellings 

tend larger, both in height and building footprint 

Are there  any spec ia l  r e s ident ia l  areas  that  r equire  c lo s er  

s c rut iny  as  par t  o f  th i s  s tudy? 

• There are many pockets of consistent architectural styles 

throughout Maroondah, including historic 

neighbourhoods e.g. Jubilee Park and some parts of 

Croydon, such as Golf Links Estate; areas of Modernist 

architecture e.g. Heathmont; and areas less defined by 

built form than by canopy tree cover 

• All require specific assessment and management 

• A significant amount of redevelopment / loss of character 

occurs along main roads 

Can you prov ide  any good or  bad re c ent  deve lopment  examples?  

• Those that include the removal of all vegetation and are 

so large as to result in no permeable space on the block to 

support vegetation 

• Those that are excessive in terms of height and bulk, and 

are ‘out of character’ with the existing streetscape 

What ‘ ru le s ’  would you impose  on new deve lopment  in  

Maroondah? 

• Stricter rules on the protection of trees (and vegetation at 

all levels) and the provision of space for the planting and 

sustenance of vegetation 

• No buildings that are excessively sized and ‘jarring’ in 

relation to the character of the street 

• Integration of good building practices in relation to 

climate change 

Views 

Descr ibe  your favour i t e  v i ew(s )  wi th in Maroondah.  

• Views from elevated areas in Croydon across the tree tops 

e.g. Alto Avenue and Kenmore Street 

• Views from elevated areas around Aveo Mingarra 

• Looking towards the high points and vegetation e.g. 

Wicklow Hills Ridgeline, Loughnan-Warranwood 

Ridgeline, Loughnan’s Hill provides a sense of place 

What are  the  qual i t i e s  o f  that  v i ew,  which make i t  s i gn i f i cant  to  

you? 

• A familiarity / sense of place 
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• Views of hills and trees 

• Long range out-views towards the Dandenongs are 

spectacular 

Are there  examples  o f  deve lopment  that  have  de t rac t ed  f rom 

part i cu lar  v i ews?  Spec i f i ca l l y ,  where  and how? 

• Dense / higher density development in elevated areas that 

is visible from long distances e.g. Aveo Mingarra; 

southern side of Loughnan’s Hill, which is highly visible 

from the Ringwood MAC; and isolated incidents of 

redevelopment associated with tree clearing e.g. View 

Street, Timm Avenue and Mt Dandenong Road 

How should cher i shed v i ews be  pro t e c t ed?  

• Less site coverage and protection of trees 

• Harsher penalties for tree removal 

• Lost trees need to be replaced and monitored 

Character change 

Do you agree  wi th the  a forement ioned charac t er  change  analys i s?   

I f  no t ,  spec i f i ca l l y  where?  

• Overall, general agreement 

• Golf Links Estate – low level of change rather than 

medium 

Can you th ink o f  any areas  that  have  undergone pos i t iv e  

charac t er  change?  What can be  done to  fur ther  encourage  th i s? 

• No positive examples provided 

Have any areas  or  s t r e e t s  undergone negat ive  charac t er  change  in  

your op in ion?  How can th i s  be  a l t e r ed?  

• Negative change associated with loss of heritage or 

character buildings, and vegetation throughout 

• Jubilee Park area, adjacent to Ringwood MAC, noted 

• Older parts of Croydon have been eroded through 

demolition, loss of older housing stock 

Many of the participants in the forum also provided written 

submissions or attended the drop-in sessions.  All of this feedback 

has been considered and integrated into the implementation 

recommendations for the study, where appropriate.  Some of the 

feedback is picked up and summarised in the following sections of 

this report. 

Community drop-in sessions 

Six drop-in sessions were held at the Maroondah City Council 

offices throughout November and December 2018.  The sessions 

were scheduled over two hours, and at different times of the 

day/evening in order to maximise attendance.   

Hard copy maps from the draft Residential Character Assessment report 

were available for attendees to review and discuss, together with 

aerial photos and access to planning scheme provisions via laptops.   

Approximately 17 residents attended the drop-in sessions and 

discussions were detailed and productive.  The majority of attendees 

documented their feedback via separate submissions or by utilising 

the questionnaire on the community newsletter. 

Community newsletter 

To accompany the online exhibition of the draft Residential Character 

Assessment report, a community newsletter was prepared, including a 

neighbourhood character questionnaire.  The newsletter includes an 

explanation of ‘neighbourhood character’, a description of the study 

and the process, and information regarding how to provide 

feedback.   The newsletter was available in hard copy form at the 

drop-in sessions, and also on Council’s website.  A copy of the 

newsletter is attached to this report as Appendix 1B. 

The questionnaire and responses are summarised below. 

I f  known,  p l ease  ind i ca te  in  which Neighbourhood Area you 

l iv e .   

Various Neighbourhood Areas, with higher numbers from Wicklow 

Hills Ridgeline, Bungalook, Ruskin Park Wyreena and Ringwood 

Lake. 

What f ea tures  de f ine  the  landscape charac t er  o f  the  area in  

which you l iv e?  What do you va lue  most  about  the  landscape?  

• Trees, birds and low density (which is now becoming high 

density) 

• The prominent ridgelines  

• Vistas in every direction, with trees as a dominant feature  

• Homes that are sympathetic to nature in style, colour and 

garden settings 

• Tall canopy trees, large gardens, open spaces 

• Most value tall trees a mix of native and exotic species, 

and lawned (grass) areas 

• Leafy treed areas (concern that these are being lost 

through development) 

• Not hearing conversations from neighbouring dwellings, 

watching children play safely in the street, shade from 

trees in summer 
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Any sugges t ions  as  to  how landscape  charac t er  can be  pro t e c t ed  

& enhanced?  

• Changes to the modus operandi of VCAT, and the 

strengthening of Council’s capacity to prevail with 

development proposals 

• Stricter penalties for developers who remove trees 

illegally, and arborists reports need to be checked by 

council arborists for accuracy 

• A municipal wide education campaign about the value of 

our trees, and the need for extra vegetation for climate 

change mitigation 

• Stop letting developers ‘moonscape’, and insist they work 

around established vegetation as much as possible 

• Plant more native trees for residents, and increase the 

protection of trees 

• Stop subdivisions in the area and tree removal  

• Only allow a certain amount of development e.g. not 

more than 20% in GRZ areas.  Change zoning from GRZ 

to NRZ in appropriate areas 

What ‘ ru le s ’  would you impose  on new deve lopment  in  

Maroondah?  

• Different areas are suited to different things (‘horses for 

courses’) 

• Buildings of more than 9m e.g. apartments, to be kept in 

the valley of Croydon, not on hillsides or hill tops 

• Apartments should be within 300m of a station, so 

preferably owners walk and don’t need station parking 

• Restriction on dual occupancies with townhouses 

• No tall apartments, except in areas of lower topography, 

so that they are more hidden rather than dominating 

• The carving up of ‘good sized blocks’ on elevated land, 

being re-developed into cookie cutter style, 6 to 8 two 

storey town houses with concrete everywhere 

• Special areas / areas with large blocks need more 

protection, and this can be compensated with more 

development in the activity zone 

• Larger set-backs surrounding to allow for proper trees 

and green spaces 

• Only have activity area within one block from Ringwood 

East Station, and have the rest zoned as NRZ (nothing 

higher than 2 storeys), with apartment development in the 

activity centre only  

• Not more than 30:70 townhouse to single homes ratio in 

activity centres i.e. 70% single homes in activity centres, 

with a maximum of three townhouses on blocks of 

1,064sqm or larger 

Are there  any spec ia l  r e s ident ia l  areas  that  r equire  c lo s er  

s c rut iny  as  par t  o f  th i s  s tudy?  

• Wicklow Ridgeline 864sqm area should be protected 

• The area bound by Hull Road – Allendale Street – 

Lindisfarne Avenue is in a unique historical and 

environmental neighbourhood - it requires a separate 

‘zone’ as it is distinctly different to the rest of NA12 

Descr ibe  your favour i t e  v i ew wi th in Maroondah.  What are  the  

qual i t i e s  o f  that  v i ew,  which make i t  s i gn i f i cant  to  you?  

• Views from west to east, taking in Mt Dandenong and TV 

towers 

• Vegetation and canopy cover 

• Looking down Lindisfarne Avenue at the beautiful lush 

vegetation 

• Trees, nature, quiet, wildlife, clean air, and lack of 

concrete 

• The view from Mulduri at the former Croydon South 

Primary School site (just above the oval) 

• The Dandenong Ranges (without the factories in view) 

• From Eastfield Road to Mt Dandenong 

• The elevation and looking across the lower residential area 

near Eastfield Park, which is still mostly heavily treed 

• It is distressing to see the dead Eucalypts along the 

ridgeline and hill top 

• Green tree ridgelines with tall trees, Wyreena gardens and 

trees, and large, green open spaces. 

• The ridgeline view from Alto Avenue across 

• The mountain views, the tree lined streets 

How should cher i shed v i ews be  pro t e c t ed?  

• Give Council the capacity to prevail over (decision 

making on) proposals if they see fit 

• Less multi-storey developments 

• Retain the ‘village feel in the local, smaller shopping 

centres e.g. Ringwood East, Heathmont 

Can you th ink o f  any areas  that  have  undergone pos i t iv e  

charac t er  change? What can be  done to  fur ther  encourage  th i s?   
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• Wetlands behind Armadale Shopping Centre 

Have any areas  or  s t r e e t s  undergone negat ive  charac t er  change  in  

your op in ion?  

• Aveo Mingarra - loss of significant vegetation cover 

• Alwyn Street - inappropriate dwellings, which have seen 

loss of vegetation, replaced by concrete and black hard 

surfaces 

• Modern houses put between period character houses in 

character streetscape - totally inappropriate 

• Tiny blocks carved off for dual occupancy, where we 

should be vegetating and maintaining our precious 

ridgeline 

• Redevelopment of older houses is inevitable, but 

increasing hard surfaces (and large) building envelopes is 

very detrimental 

• New dwellings should be assessed by the planning team to 

ensure enough exposed permeable land to feed the water 

table 

• The proposed high level care monolith at Mingarra is one 

of the most unsympathetic developments on the Wicklow 

Ridgeline 

• Areas around Wyreena have been affected badly from 

development, with new dwellings not fitting in with 

existing character of predominantly weatherboard 

dwellings 

Café consult 

The Maroondah City Council initiative ‘Café Consult’ was utilised to 

gather community feedback to the Neighbourhood Character Study 

Review, and took place on 11 November 2018 at the Maroondah 

Festival.  

Café Consult allowed members of the community to speak with 

Council staff about the project, and share their ideas on what they 

think are the most important elements of Maroondah’s 

neighbourhood character.  As part of the Café Consult, participants 

were given a postcard that displayed eight key elements of 

Maroondah’s neighbourhood character, with a set of three questions 

to be filled out based on the eight character elements. The three 

questions on the postcard were: 

• What top three  e l ements  do  you va lue  most?  

• Which three  e l ements  would you l ike to  s e e  in  your  

fu ture  ne ighbourhood? 

• What i s  your  s t r e e t  name and suburb? 

A total of 65 community members participated in the Café Consult 

exercise. Of the participants, 47 identified footpaths and bike paths 

as one of their top three most valued character elements of their 

neighbourhood.  Other key elements that received a high number of 

votes included street trees (45), private garden areas and space 

around buildings (39) and high tree canopy (28).  

When discussing the elements that participants would like to see 

more of in the future, footpaths and bike paths once again received 

the most votes with a total of 38 participants selecting the element 

as one of their top three.  Other key elements that received high 

votes included street trees (37), diversity of house styles (24), high 

tree canopy (23) and diversity of house sizes (21).  

While foot paths and bike paths were identified as the top element 

most valued and most desired for future neighbourhoods, numerous 

other comments were received, including: 

• There is a need for greater protection of street and canopy 

trees 

• New development needs to be respectful of the existing 

neighbourhood character 

• Better road networks and pedestrian crossings are 

required 

• Improvements need to be made to public safety 

• Housing diversity is important, however needs to be 

appropriately located throughout the municipality based 

on size and style 
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1. Introduction 

This preliminary report has been prepared to form the basis of 

discussions at Project Control Group (PRG) meeting no. 1.   

It includes: 

• A summary and short review of the current 

Neighbourhood Character Study, and a list of issues / 

questions arising, for discussion. 

• A full outline of the current planning provisions relating 

to neighbourhood character in the Maroondah Planning 

Scheme.  This includes a description of all Residential 

Zones and their schedules, and the implications of 

VC110.  Again, the current provisions (and the 

significantly altered VPP ‘landscape’ since their 

implementation) raise many questions for discussion. 

• Background documents. 

• VCAT decisions and preliminary learnings. 

Other topics for discussion at today’s meeting include: 

• Re-confirmation of PCG meeting dates. 

• Council’s latest thoughts on community and engagement 

strategy. 

• Implementation of Vegetation Review findings (tree 

canopy cover review and biodiversity analysis), and links 

to this project. 
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1. Neighbourhood Character Study 
(2004) 

The Maroondah Neighbourhood Character Study (NCS) was 

prepared in 2004 (and approved by Council in 2005), and comprises 

a background report, and a series of neighbourhood character 

‘brochures’ for each of the 23 (+1) Neighbourhood Areas identified 

across the municipality.  The study has been incorporated into the 

Maroondah Planning Scheme in the form of a local policy (Clause 

22.02 Residential Neighbourhood Character), with the study itself as 

a policy reference document.  The brochures are not specifically 

referred to in the local policy, but are available on Council’s website, 

along with the Neighbourhood Character Map. 

When the study was prepared in 2004, the distinctive qualities of 

Maroondah were described as follows: 

“Residents of Maroondah are very conscious of the vegetative and topographical 

character of their municipality.  The most common ‘likes’ expressed…  concerned 

trees, tree canopy and bushland reserves.  People spoke about a ‘greenness’ or 

‘softness’, a ‘rural ambience’.  While they are keen to retain a balance between 

native and exotic vegetation, most participants valued the role of vegetation as 

flora and fauna habitat, implying that continuity of native canopy is an 

important aim…  

Topographically, the importance of the city’s ridgelines was constantly 

emphasised.  These ridgelines are prominent in the consciousness of residents for a 

number of reasons.  They provide elevated viewpoints of the Dandenong Ranges 

and parts of the Great Dividing Ranges, as well as long distance views across the 

(municipality).  They provide a foreground to the backdrop of the Dandenong 

Ranges, a backdrop that gives a strong sense of identity to the community.  

Strong views are held about retaining the dominance of the tree canopy in views of 

the ridgelines…    

People are strongly conscious of the generous size of lots as a characteristic of the 

area…  a common view is that space is needed for retaining and planting large 

trees.  Excessive site coverage and hard surface coverage is a concern amongst the 

community members…  For all of these reasons, many people expressed 

opposition to excessive density of development…” 

It is of note that these observations are still relevant today, with the 

natural landscape, vegetation coverage and density of development 

remaining integral to residential character across Maroondah.  

However, the VPP ‘landscape’ has shifted considerably since 2004, 

with the introduction of the new Residential Zones, and the 

subsequent gazettal of Amendment VC110 (implementing the 

Government’s response to the Managing Residential Development 

Advisory Committee) in March 2017. 

Neighbourhood Areas  

The 24 Neighbourhood Areas and their ‘typologies’ or ‘character 

types’ (based on the four broad neighbourhood character types that 

had been identified across Victoria at that time), are described 

below.  A map showing the location of the Neighbourhood Areas, 

overlaid on current zoning is included on page 5 of this report.  

Revisiting the Neighbourhood Areas and their typologies provides a 

starting point for their review, and the fieldwork that will occur 

during Stage 2 of the project, and leads to a series of preliminary 

questions for discussion. 

NA1:  Mullum Mullum Creek 

Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The Mullum Mullum Creek Neighbourhood Area is located around 

the Maroondah Highway commercial precinct and the Ringwood 

Activity Centre, and features the Mullum Mullum Creek in the south 

of the municipality.  It is the inner part of the earlier established 

residential ‘core’ of Ringwood, characterised by low-scale housing 

stock in established garden settings and an abundance of canopy 

trees.  A particular feature of this neighbourhood is that it is centred 

on a ‘green corridor’ in the form of the Mullum Mullum Creek, 

providing a continuity of flora and fauna throughout the 

neighbourhood and contributing further to the City’s ‘leafy’ 

character.  

NA2:  Loughnan’s Hill 

Typology:  Bush Garden 

Loughnan’s Hill Neighbourhood Area is located in the western 

extremity of the Municipality, north of Loughnan Road.  It is a 

spacious residential neighbourhood set in a hilly landscape, with 

many with canopy trees.  Loughnan’s Hill is visible from many parts 

of Ringwood and adjoining municipalities.  Its bushland reserves 

and vegetated hillsides contribute greatly to the character of 

Maroondah.  

NA3:  Nyora 

Typology:  Garden Court 

The Nyora Neighbourhood Area is a smaller residential area 

centrally located in the municipality between Maroondah Highway 

and Mullum Mullum Creek.  This Neighbourhood Area supports a 

variety of housing types including older residential areas, newer 

estates and a retirement village, within a largely vegetated setting.  It 

has a high profile frontage to Maroondah Highway and forms part 

of the visual transition between Maroondah Highway and Mullum 

Mullum Creek.  
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NA4:  Quambee Gardens 

Typology:  Garden Court 

The Quambee Gardens Neighbourhood Area is located between 

Mullum Mullum Creek and the western boundary of Maroondah, 

surrounding Wonga and Warranwood Roads.  The area is an 

example of more recent, suburban development in a spacious 

garden setting.  Wider streets; establishing gardens and significant 

bushland reserves; parks; and grounds contribute to the character, 

while its topography ensures that it is viewed from many of the 

central and western parts of Maroondah.  

NA5:  Croydon Hills 

Typology:  Garden Court 

The Croydon Hills Neighbourhood Areas are extensive areas of 

open residential development with a ‘garden court’ layout.  They are 

characterised by open, winding streets and newer housing.  The 

spacious nature of the neighbourhoods contributes to the transition 

between the residential ‘core’ of Maroondah and the open rural 

landscapes outside the municipality to the north and west.  There is 

a strong relationship with the vegetation and topography of the 

region through views to surrounding hillsides and ridgelines.  Hillier 

parts are visible from nearby areas, although public and private 

gardens are still establishing in parts.  

NA6:  Birts Hill � Jumping Creek Valley 

Typology:  Semi Bush 

The Birts Hill/Jumping Creek Valley Neighbourhood Area 

comprises two geographically separate but similar residential areas in 

the north of the municipality.  Birts Hill and Jumping Creek Valley 

are some of the most bushy and hilly parts of Maroondah.  Large 

blocks contain private bushland contiguous with extensive bushland 

reserves and in some locations, the street scene is dominated by 

vegetation.  Birts Hill is elevated above Croydon, providing a 

significant visual backdrop to surrounding suburbs, while Jumping 

Creek Valley is an important biological resource.  

NA7:  Maroondah Fringes 

Typology:  Semi Bush 

The Maroondah Fringes Neighbourhood Areas are low-density 

residential neighbourhoods located on the western edges of the 

municipality.  The Maroondah Fringes have a distinctly spacious, 

semi-rural feel and much of the area remains undeveloped.  The 

parts that are developed are unlike the remainder of the residential 

areas in the City, with dwellings located in open parkland or 

bushland settings.  Blocks are generally cleared, although the 

extensive space around dwellings has the potential to support 

substantial vegetation and contribute much to the tree canopy cover 

in these areas.  

NA8:  Warrien 

Typology:  Bush Garden �/ Garden Suburban 

The Warrien Neighbourhood Area is located between the northern 

boundary of the municipality and Maroondah Highway.  Warrien 

has evolved into an area with a mix of housing styles and types, 

developed over an extended Post War period, situated in the 

pleasantly treed, rolling topography below the Wicklow Ridgeline.  

The southern and eastern parts form a section of the public frontage 

to Maroondah Highway while private and reserved bushland on the 

ridge forms a significant backdrop to the northern parts of 

Maroondah.  

NA9:  Croydon Parks 

Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The Croydon Parks Neighbourhood Area is in the north-eastern 

corner of Maroondah.  This is an area of established gardens and 

spacious, leafy streets, with an increasing tree canopy cover in the 

eastern section.  It is transitional in built form character, 

representing the older, established pockets of Maroondah close to 

the Croydon Town Centre, as well as the newer estates on the 

fringes of the City.  Several public parks and gardens contribute 

substantially to the neighbourhood character.  

NA10:  Wicklow Ridgeline 

Typology:  Semi Bush 

The Wicklow Ridgeline Neighbourhood Area is a bushy hilltop 

neighbourhood overlooking Croydon.  This elevated 

neighbourhood forms a significant backdrop to views from Mount 

Dandenong Road, Maroondah Highway and central Croydon and its 

treed canopy is visible from many other parts of the municipality.  It 

is a central part of the established core residential area of 

Maroondah dominated by Post War era architectural styles and 

established gardens and trees.  

NA11:  Eastfield 

Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The Eastfield Neighbourhood Area is located in the east of the 

municipality around the Croydon commercial / recreational heart 

and parklands.  The residential pockets within this area all surround 

large areas of open space including Eastfield Park and the Eastfield 

Golf Course.  These parkland areas contribute a sense of 

spaciousness to the neighbourhood and strengthen the presence of 

‘green corridors’ throughout the City.  

NA12:  Ruskin Park 

Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The Ruskin Park Neighbourhood Area is located at the eastern edge 

of Maroondah, north of Mount Dandenong Road.  The Ruskin Park 
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Neighbourhood Area is set in established gardens and rolling 

topography.  Well maintained gardens of exotic and native species 

are a feature of the area and established canopy trees contribute to 

the vegetated character of the municipality.  This area is one of few 

neighbourhoods that contains large pockets of exclusively 

weatherboard dwellings, and many streets of a consistent low scale, 

horizontal built form character.  

NA13:  Bungalook 

Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The Bungalook Neighbourhood Area is located around Bayswater 

Road and Bungalook Creek in the south of the municipality.  The 

Bungalook Neighbourhood Area has evolved to accommodate a 

mix of housing forms set in established gardens, on gently rolling 

topography.  Open, simple front gardens contribute to an openness 

of streetscapes, while substantial canopy trees of mixed species 

(private gardens) and native species (public parks and reserves) 

provide a sense of continuity to the character in most areas.  The 

established vegetation cover contributes to the green ‘leafiness’ that 

characterises the City and the area includes two significant creeks 

with native vegetation.  More recent residential pockets and medium 

density developments currently lack established trees.  Parts of the 

neighbourhood are relatively isolated from other residential estates 

and are adjacent to industrial land.  

NA14:  Canterbury Gardens 

Typology:  Garden Court 

The Canterbury Gardens Neighbourhood Area is located in one of 

the more recently developed fringe areas of the City.  Some tall 

native trees have been retained in parks and private gardens that 

contribute to the leafy canopy of Maroondah, although parts of the 

neighbourhood lack established tree cover.  Streetscapes are open 

with less dominant garden and understorey vegetation in front 

yards, offering views towards the Wicklow ridgeline that crosses the 

City from elevated areas.  The elevated topography of part of the 

neighbourhood also makes it visible from other areas of the 

municipality.  

NA15:  Colchester Park 

Typology:  Garden Court 

The Colchester Park Neighbourhood Area is located at the south-

eastern extremity of the municipality between Colchester Road and 

Eastwood Golf Course.  This Neighbourhood Area is a newly 

established residential area bordering the non-urban areas within 

Maroondah and a hilltop golf course.  The neighbourhood lacks the 

dense tree cover that characterises most of the City, although the 

open streetscapes and fewer canopy trees means that good views are 

available of treed ridges and hilltops to the north, east and west.  

NA16:  Heathmont Gardens 

Typology:  Bush Leafy Garden 

The Heathmont Gardens Neighbourhood Area is an established 

residential area with leafy character set in hilly topography above the 

Heathmont Gardens.  Native vegetation is a strong feature in streets 

and parks, including along the Heathmont Gardens.  Low scale 

housing with well-landscaped gardens, established street trees and 

wide, grassy nature strips strengthens the sense of greenery in the 

area and contributes to the vegetative ‘blanket’ of the City.  

NA17:  Jubilee Park 

Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The Jubilee Park Neighbourhood Area is in the south- western 

corner of the municipality, and is bounded by Maroondah Highway, 

New Street, Maidstone Street, Heatherdale Road, Marlborough 

Road, Dandenong Creek, Canterbury Road and Bedford Road.  It 

adjoins the Ringwood Activity Centre to the north.  This area is part 

of the older established ‘core’ residential part of Ringwood and 

Heathmont and is dominated by Post War era weatherboard houses 

surrounding Jubilee Park, Wantirna Road and Heathmont Rail 

Station.  Established gardens and streetscapes are largely exotic and 

existing canopy trees contribute to the overall vegetative character 

of the City.  

NA18:  Burley Griffin 

Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The Burley Griffin Neighbourhood Area has a distinctive character 

within the City of Maroondah as a neighbourhood that is set among 

the hills and vales of the Wicklow ridgeline that traverses the 

municipality.  It is based on a Walter Burley Griffin subdivision and 

lot layout that has remained substantially unchanged since its 

development.  Houses are nestled into established native and exotic 

vegetation and the hill faces and higher slopes of the neighbourhood 

present a green backdrop when viewed from elsewhere in the 

municipality, a characteristic that is highly valued by the whole 

Maroondah community.  

NA19:  Ringwood Lake 

Typology:  Bush Garden /�Semi Bush Hilltop 

The Ringwood Lake Neighbourhood Area includes examples of 

most of the eras of residential development of Maroondah, with the 

bulk of housing styles from the Post War era.  These are in both 

brick and weatherboard, and a number of estates from each of the 

following four decades.  The area is centrally located with frontages 

to Maroondah Highway, Mount Dandenong Road and the Lilydale 

Rail Line and the established mixed exotic gardens and existing 

parks / green spaces present an enclosed garden character to these 

frontages.  
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NA20:  Wombolano 

Typology:  Bush Leafy Garden 

The Wombolano Neighbourhood Area is in the central south of the 

municipality north of Canterbury Road.  This established residential 

area is located around the major ridgeline that runs through the 

centre of Maroondah.  Many views are available from and to the 

neighbourhood.  The vegetated hill faces and ridges that typify this 

area are valued by the local community and contribute to the overall 

character of the City, as does the west flood plains of the Tarralla 

Waterway.  

NA21:  Golf Links Estate 

Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The Golf Links Estate Neighbourhood Area is a small homogenous 

pocket of housing located close to the north-eastern edge of the 

municipality. It is characterised by exclusively weatherboard housing 

set in spacious but established gardens.  The streets have an 

informal quality due to the existence of unsealed verges and swale 

drains and native and indigenous roadside planting.  The Croydon 

Golf Course currently abuts the Neighbourhood Area to the north.  

NA22:  Croydon Town Centre 

Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The Croydon Town Centre Neighbourhood Area is dispersed in 

three locations, generally located north and south of Mt Dandenong 

Road, between Dorset Road and Lusher Road.  This area is 

characterised by a mix of single timber and multi unit, brick veneer 

development.  Development is generally single storey, on a range of 

different lot sizes.  Landscaping varies from established gardens with 

canopy trees in front area for single dwellings and less intensive 

gardens with emphasis on feature canopy trees for multi-unit 

development.  

NA23:  Ringwood Activity Centre 

Typology:  Garden Suburban 

The Ringwood Activity Centre Neighbourhood Areas are located at 

three sites, all within proximity to the Ringwood Railway Station.   

This area is characterised by a mix of timber dwellings and multi 

unit brick veneer development.  Development is generally single 

storey, on a range of different lot sizes.  Landscaping varies from 

established gardens with canopy trees in the front area for single 

dwellings to less intensive gardens with emphasis on feature canopy 

trees in multi unit developments.  

NA24:  Former Croydon and District Golf Course 

Typology:  Garden Suburban (TBC) 

This Neighbourhood Area is not referred to in the original 

Neighbourhood Character Study, and does not have a 

corresponding brochure.  However, it is noted in local policy 22.02 

where preferred future character guidelines are also set out.  It is a 

former golf course that was presumably rezoned and developed for 

housing subsequent to the NCS.   

Issues & questions arising... 

• Which areas  have  changed / changed markedly?  

• What has caused these  changes?    

• Have the  changes  been in  ac cordance  wi th the  pre f e r r ed 

ne ighbourhood charac t er  ob j e c t iv es?  

• What are  the  bene f i t s  o f  24 Neighbourhood Areas?  

• Is  i t  s ens ib l e  to  merge  l ike areas ,  i f  pre f e r r ed  

ne ighbourhood charac t er  ob j e c t iv es  are  the  same or  

s imi lar?  

• Is  i t  appropr ia te  to  ‘ i so la t e ’  or  draw out  sub-areas  o f  

spec ia l  charac t er  e . g .  Jubi l e e  Park proposed 

HO/NCO area? 

• Is  the  in format ion on the  current  brochures  use fu l  to  

appl i cants ,  and are  they  we l l -used?   

• Do Counc i l ’ s  p lanners  use  the  current  brochures  in  

the i r  assessments ,  or  jus t  the  ob j e c t iv e s  in  Clause  

22.02? 

• I f  the  brochures  have  been used in  assessments ,  and the  

p lanning permit  appl i ca t ion has  proceeded to  VCAT, 

has the  va l id i ty  o f  the  brochures  been cha l l enged?  
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2. Current Planning Scheme Provisions 
 
Local Planning Policy Framework (LPPF) 

 
Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) 

 

The Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) contains a number of 

references to neighbourhood and landscape character, including in 

the Municipal Profile: 

• Clause 21.01-5, Our Environment:   

The municipality is physically dominated by two ridgelines, the 

Wicklow Hills Ridge and the Loughnan-Warranwood Ridge, that 

have unique flora and fauna characteristics. These ridgelines have a 

prominent role in defining the environmental significance of the 

municipality, due to the extensive coverage of natural bushland and 

large canopy trees.  

While Maroondah supports a large residential community across all 

sections of the municipality, there are several areas that possess 

special environmental, biological, heritage or landscape characteristics.  

These areas have a highly sensitive environmental quality due to their 

landform, built or natural heritage values, bio-diversity or habitat 

type. 

Clause 21.06, Built Form and Urban Design, also makes numerous 

references to the distinctive and valued character of Maroondah.  

• Clause 21.06-1, Overview: 

A high quality urban environment has enormous intrinsic value and 

attracts residents, business, industry and investment to the 

municipality. Maroondah is a municipality characterised by well 

presented and attractive streetscapes, dense canopy vegetation and a 

high quality natural environment. There are two defining and 

distinct built form areas within Maroondah that have shaped the 

way the municipality has developed, they are:  

• The main commercial areas being the Ringwood Activities 

Area, Croydon Town Centre and Bayswater North Industrial 

precinct.  

• The ridgeline areas defined by the Wicklow Hills Ridge and the 

Loughnan Warranwood Ridge.  

While the urban character of Maroondah has historically been 

influenced by individual dwelling design, varied building setbacks 

and the extensive use of vegetation, there is a trend within the current 

urban environment for standardised design and the removal of 

individual urban character. This situation is consistent with image 

and urban design issues facing all suburbs in metropolitan 

Melbourne.  

The existing varied form of urban design treatment in Maroondah 

however, including the relationship of urban development with both 

the streetscape and the natural environment, creates a character 

which is predominant through the municipality.  

Objectives and strategies at Clause 21.06-2 include: 

• To ensure the ongoing development of a quality and attractive 

built environment based on sound planning and consistent 

urban design principles.  

• To protect and enhance the visual amenity of residential, 

commercial and industrial precincts and streetscape.  

• Ensure new residential development contributes to achieving the 

preferred neighbourhood character of the neighbourhood area.  

• Require all new development to incorporate the highest 

standards of urban image, landscape design and building design 

innovation.  

Implementation measures include: 

• Ensuring all residential development is in accordance with the 

Residential Neighbourhood Character Clause 22.02 and 

contributes to the preferred neighbourhood character.  

The list of documents referenced includes:  

Maroondah Neighbourhood Character Study, Planisphere, 2004.  

Clause 21.07, Housing and Residential Land Use, is also relevant to 

this study. The overview section (21.07-1) includes the following 

passage:  

The development and maintenance of diverse and sustainable housing 

opportunities in the City of Maroondah is critical to the achievement 

of housing strategies in the municipality. There is a clear commitment 

to the protection of existing urban and environmental quality, while 

also providing an effective framework for the encouragement of 

increased residential opportunities in selected locations. Maroondah is 

predominantly a residential municipality, therefore the provision of a 

structured, high quality residential environment is paramount to our 

community.  

The topography and landscape combine to provide Maroondah with 

a unique blend of residential precincts, the high density housing in 

the Ringwood Metropolitian Activity Centre and Croydon Activities 

Centre, and the conventional residential precincts, to areas of high 

environmental quality that are enhanced by dwelling density and 

subdivision limitations.  

Maroondah is dominated by two ridgelines and complemented with 

rolling topography. The Loughnan Warranwood Ridge and 

Wicklow Hills Ridge are heavily vegetated, even though mostly 

developed as residential suburbs. Near-continuous canopy tree cover, 

interspersed by rooftops, dominates views to the ridgelines. The 

ridgelines and topography are unique within Melbourne. The hills 

help define the sense of place and provide views from dwellings and 
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streets that are evident both within and outside the municipality. 

These views provide topographic interest to many of the suburbs.  

Architectural styles and street layout, also reflects the dominant 

trends of the eras in which they were developed. Closer to the railway 

line and Maroondah Highway – the older ‘core’ of Maroondah – 

housing characterised by post-war architectural styles set on 

rectilinear street layouts (with some notable exceptions such as the 

Walter Burley Griffin subdivision in Croydon) and including a mix 

of brick and weatherboard homes. Suburbs on the periphery of the 

municipality in hilly topography were the latest to be developed and 

exhibit curvilinear streets and contemporary, reproduction-style 

homes, almost exclusively in brick. The mix of development is again 

given a modicum of consistency through the existence of established 

gardens.  

The objectives for this section include:  

• To maintain and enhance the mix of housing types and 

residential densities to cater for the changing profile of the 

population.  

•  To provide housing opportunities which complement the 

environmental character of Maroondah.  

•  To ensure the provision of responsible and sustainable housing 

stock in terms of design, construction, building materials and 

siting criteria.  

•  To ensure that residential development contributes to and 

enhances the preferred neighbourhood character of Maroondah.  

Strategies to achieve the objectives in this section include:  

• Improve the quality of dwelling design, urban design and site 

layout.  

• Encourage variations in development that respects the sensitive 

visual and physical characteristics of different residential 

locations within Maroondah.  

• Ensure new residential development contributes to achieving the 

preferred neighbourhood character of the neighbourhood area.  

It is noted that these objectives will be achieved by ensuring that all 

residential development is in accordance with the Residential 

Neighbourhood Character, Clause 22.02, and contributes to the 

preferred neighbourhood character.  The 2004 Neighbourhood 

Character Study is again included as a reference document. 

Clause 21.10, Natural Resources, reiterates a number of the themes 

from earlier sections:   

Maroondah has a high quality natural environment, which 

characterises a significant portion of the municipality. Protection and 

enhancement of the natural environment through the encouragement 

of sustainable development is a key strategy of Maroondah City 

Council. The quality of our environment is important for economic 

and social reasons. In particular, environmental quality has been 

instrumental in attracting both new residents and world class 

companies.  

Maroondah is physically dominated by two geographical features 

locally referred to as the Wicklow Hills Ridge and the Loughnan 

Warranwood Ridge. In the context of the municipality as a 

residential suburb, these two natural features are primarily 

characterised by low density subdivision, developed with a variety of 

housing choices and covered by an extensive canopy of native and 

exotic vegetation.  

… 

Local Policy 22.02  

Clause 22.02, Residential Neighbourhood Character, applies to all 

development in Residential Zones, except land that is within the 

Ringwood Metropolitan Activity Centre, Croydon Major Activities 

Area and the Maroondah Hospital Medical Precinct. 

Areas covered by the Heritage Overlay were excluded from the 

Maroondah Neighbourhood Character Study, but are subject to the policy 

in Clause 22.02.   

 Its objectives are:  

• To ensure that Maroondah is provided with diverse and 

sustainable high quality residential environments.  

• To identify neighbourhood character and design elements that 

are special to maintaining and enhancing the character of the 

residential areas of Maroondah.  

• To identify and enhance areas of special neighbourhood 

character in Maroondah.  

• To ensure that all new residential development contributes to the 

maintenance and enhancement of the canopy vegetation of 

Maroondah.  

• To provide policy guidance to ensure that new development 

occurs in a manner that contributes to the preferred 

neighbourhood character of Maroondah.  

• To ensure that new dwellings are sited and constructed in a 

manner that contributes to and enhances the preferred 

neighbourhood character of Maroondah.  

The local policy also includes a series of policy statements (some 

with dimensions) at Clause 22.02-3, as follows: 
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General  

• Development makes a positive contribution to the preferred 

neighbourhood character as identified in the relevant preferred 

neighbourhood character statement for the site.  

• Residential development is responsive to site constraints and the 

existing character of the area.  

• Residential development protects and enhances areas of special 

environmental quality.  

• The rate of discharge should not exceed the rate that currently 

leaves the site based on 35% site coverage or otherwise to the 

satisfaction of Council.  

• Stormwater collection systems are designed to ensure that litter 

and sediment is detained on site and does not enter the 

stormwater system.  

Residential objectives  

• The number of dwellings constructed on a lot not exceeds the 

number of lots the land could be subdivided into under this 

planning scheme.  

Integration with the street  

• Gun barrel driveways hard against boundaries should not be 

developed.  

• The amount of street frontage of a site taken up by crossovers 

should be limited to one per site.  

• Additional crossovers should only be used if it can be 

demonstrated that there is an exceptional need, an improved 

design outcome, or where the total lot frontage is in excess of 20 

metres.  

• Crossover widths should be as follows:  

• Single crossover - 3 metres.  

• Double crossover - 5.5 metres.  

Landscaping  

• Developments make provision for the planting of at least one 

canopy tree in the private open space to each dwelling. The 

canopy tree should grow to a height that exceeds the roof height 

of the dwelling.  

• Front yards make provision for the planting or retention of 

canopy/specimen trees that grow to a height that exceeds the 

height of the roof of the dwelling and provide for a framing of the 

buildings on the site.  

•  If driveways are located adjacent to public open space, provision 

should be made for the planting of vegetation that complements 

the public open space, including the development of canopy trees.  

Front fences  

• Front fences should not be used if the existing streetscape is 

defined by open front gardens and the absence of front fences.  

• Front fences should provide for surveillance of the street and the 

frontage of the site.  

• Materials, design and colour should complement the character of 

the street.  

• Developments should not provide gates to accessways and 

driveways.  

Site services  

• Bin and recycling storage provision should be provided separately 

for each dwelling.  

• Bin receptacles and large block-like letterbox structures should 

not be placed at the street frontage.  

•  Communal bin storage areas are not provided in developments.  

Detailed preferred neighbourhood character objectives are also 

included for each of the 24 neighbourhood character areas across 

Maroondah (with the exception of NA22 and NA23, which are 

located in or adjacent to activity centres).  

The local policy is extensive (i.e. 10 pages long) and was prepared 

before the current Planning Practice Note 8 (June 2015) ‘Writing a Local 

Planning Policy’, and prior to the ability to alter/tailor the provisions 

of a Residential Zone through its Schedule. 

Residential Zones  

The majority of the municipality is zoned General Residential 

(approximately 40%), and the Neighbourhood Residential Zone 

applies to around 29%.  The Low Density Residential, Residential 

Growth, and Mixed Use zones are also applied to small areas 

through the planning scheme. 

The application of the Residential Zones and their relationship to 

the Neighbourhood Areas is illustrated on the map on p. 5.   

General Residential Zone 

Two schedules apply to the General Residential Zone (GRZ) in 

Maroondah. 

Schedule 1 to the GRZ applies to general residential areas, and 

varies the requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 relating to side and 

rear setbacks, private open space and front fence height as follows: 
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Side setbacks  

• 1.2 metres, plus 0.3 metres for every metre of height over 3.6 

metres up to 6.9 metres, plus 1 metre for every metre of height 

over 6.9 metres.  

Rear setbacks  

• 5 metres, plus 0.3 metres for every metre of height over 3.6 

metres up to 6.9 metres, plus 1 metre for every metre of height 

over 6.9 metres  

In relation to Standard A17 (private open space): 

• An area of 80 square metres, with one part of the private open 

space to consist of secluded private open space at the side or rear 

of the dwelling with a minimum area of 60 square metres, a 

minimum dimension of 5 metres and convenient access from a 

living room.  

And B28 (private open space): 

• An area of 80 square metres, with one part of the private open 

space to consist of secluded private open space at the side or rear 

of the dwelling or residential building with a minimum area of 

60 square metres, a minimum dimension of 5 metres and 

convenient access from a living room, or  

• A balcony of 8 square metres with a minimum width of 1.6 

metres and convenient access from a living room, or  

• A roof-top area of 10 square metres with a minimum width of 

2 metres and convenient access from a living room.  

And front fence heights: 

• Streets in a Road Zone, Category 1 - 1.2 metres 

• Other streets - 0.9 metres  

No other requirements are varied in Schedule 1. 

Schedule 2 to the GRZ applies to the Croydon Major Activity 

Centre.  It also varies the requirements of Clauses 54 and 55 in 

exactly the same manner as GRZ1.  The only difference between the 

Schedules, is that GRZ2 includes a maximum building height as 

follows: 

• A building used as a dwelling or a residential building must not 

exceed a height of 13.5 metres and 4 storeys.  

Neighbourhood Residential Zone 

Four schedules apply to the Neighbourhood Residential Zone 

(NRZ) in Maroondah.  All four schedules vary the same 

requirements of Clauses 54 and 55, and in exactly the same manner 

as Schedules 1 and 2 to the GRZ, with the exception of the balcony 

and rooftop requirements.  (NRZ4 includes the word ‘or’ at the 

conclusion of this section of the table, as though these requirements 

have been omitted by mistake.)  Otherwise, the schedules to the 

NRZ vary the minimum lot size requirement (but only in the cases 

of Schedules 1 and 2). 

Schedule 1 to the NRZ applies to Ridgeline Protection Area A, and 

specifies a minimum lot size for subdivision of 2,000 square metres. 

Schedule 2 to the NRZ applies to Ridgeline Protection Area B, and 

specifies a minimum lots size for subdivision of 864 square metres. 

Schedule 3 to the NRZ relates to Canopy Cover Ridgeline 

Protection and does not specify a minimum subdivision area. 

Schedule 4 to the NRZ applies to Site of Biological Significance and 

does not specify a minimum subdivision area. 

Low Density Residential Zone 

The Low Density Residential Zone (LDRZ) applies to the two 

Neighbourhood Areas known as Maroondah Fringes (NA7) on the 

northern and north-western edges of the municipality.   

There is one schedule to the LDRZ and no requirements are varied. 

Residential Growth Zone 

The Residential Growth Zone (RGZ) applies to the Ringwood 

Metropolitan Activity Centre (generally NA23, in three locations). 

There is one schedule to the RGZ and the requirements relating to 

the minimum street setback are varied (3 metres) and front fence 

height (1.2 and 0.9 metres as per the GRZ schedules). 

Mixed Use Zone 

The Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) applies to three small areas in 

Maroondah. 

Schedule 1 to the MUZ applies to the Maroondah Mixed Use Areas 

(in the Croydon Activity Centre) and no requirements are varied. 

Schedule 2 to the MUZ applies to 17 Faraday Road, Croydon South, 

and does not vary any requirements. 

Amendment VC110 

As noted previously, Amendment VC110 was published in the 

Government Gazette on 27 March 2017.  VC110 made a number of 

changes to the residential zones, with the intention of improving 

housing capacity and choice, while protecting the openness and 

neighbourhood character of established residential areas across 

Victoria.   

Key changes to the residential zones that are of direct relevance to 

the NCS Review and its future implementation, were: 

• revising the purposes of the NRZ and the GRZ; 
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• specifying that a schedule to the NRZ must contain 

neighbourhood, heritage, environment, or landscape 

character objectives; 

• specifying that a schedule to the GRZ may contain 

neighbourhood character objectives; 

• removing the ‘number of dwellings on a lot’ requirement 

in the NRZ; 

• inserting a new ‘minimum garden area’ requirement in the 

NRZ and the GRZ e.g. on a lot size greater than 650 

square metres, 35% of the lot must be set aside as a 

garden area (the same % requirements apply to both 

zones); and, 

• introducing revised default mandatory maximum building 

heights in the NRZ (increased to 9 metres & two storeys) 

and GRZ (increased to 11 metres & three storeys). 

The ability to trigger a permit relating to lot size, vary the maximum 

building height and vary the requirements of Clause 54 and 55 

through a schedule to the zone, were retained in both the NRZ and 

the GRZ. 

In removing the ‘number of dwellings on a lot’ clause in the NRZ, 

Amendment VC110 results in the two zones having very similar 

provisions.  The key points of difference are in the purposes of the 

zones, and building height (which can still be varied through a 

schedule, but cannot be lower than the height and number of 

storeys specified in the zone). 

Neighbourhood Character Overlay 

The Neighbourhood Character Overlay (NCO) is in place in two 

small residential areas in Maroondah (the Alto Avenue and Wicklow 

Hills Estate, and the Croydon Hills Estate) and is proposed to be 

applied to a discreet area within Jubilee Park.   

Alto Avenue and Wicklow Hills  

Schedule 1 to the NCO applies to the Alto Avenue and Wicklow 

Hills Neighbourhood Character Area (located within NA10), and 

includes the following statement of neighbourhood character: 

Alto Avenue, Croydon is a significant residential precinct in the 

heavily vegetated hills, vales and ridgelines of the Wicklow Hills 

Estate. It remains the highest point between Melbourne and the 

Dandenongs. ‘Alto’ derives its name from the Estate’s altitude of 

207 metres above sea level. The area was subdivided as R.F. Kelly’s 

‘Wicklow Hills Estate’ in 1920.  

Alto Avenue displays a strong 1920’s Bungalow theme highlighting 

family life between the world wars and is representative of the 

housing estate built in Croydon before the electrification of the 

Melbourne to Lilydale railway line in 1925. Typically, the dwellings 

comprise double fronted intact timber form, including many 

Bungalows in mature canopy garden settings with brick or plain 

timber roofs and terra-cotta Marseilles tiles.  

Key neighbourhood character features include built form, trees and 

bird life, large blocks and open spaces and dense mature vegetation 

cover in spacious garden settings. The hilly topography plays an 

important role in placing this area as a significant backdrop to views 

from Mount Dandenong and the continuous nature of the canopy  

The following objectives are outlined for NCO1: 

• To ensure that any buildings and works reflect the preferred 

neighbourhood character of Alto Avenue and the Wicklow 

Hills Estate, including the predominantly expansive, double 

fronted, Bungalow style, timber dwellings constructed without 

promoting replication.  

• To ensure that new dwellings and alterations to existing 

dwellings have appropriate siting, setback and materials.  

• To ensure generous setbacks to allow the predominantly mature, 

dense garden settings with panoramic views to remain and be 

enhanced.  

• To ensure new structures are set back a generous distance from 

boundaries so that existing dwellings and landscape features 

remain visible from the street.  

• To ensure additions to an existing dwelling are complementary 

and do not compromise the neighbourhood character or 

streetscape.  

Schedule 1 to the NCO specifies that a permit is required to 

construct or extend an outbuilding normal to a dwelling; demolish 

or remove a dwelling; construct a building or carry out works in the 

front setback to a dwelling; construct an outbuilding associated with 

a dwelling, including front fences; and, to remove, destroy or lop a 

tree.  

And further, the following decision guidelines apply: 

• The extent to which any new dwelling or any outbuilding 

associated with a dwelling, contributes to the preferred 

Neighbourhood Character Area with regard to siting, form, 

scale, massing, bulk and building materials represented in 

existing dwellings in Alto Avenue and the Wicklow Hills 

Estate, Croydon.  

• The extent to which any new dwelling or any outbuilding 

associated with a dwelling, maintains generous setbacks from all 

boundaries to enhance dwellings sited in predominantly 

expansive, dense and mature garden settings.  

• The extent to which any buildings and works associated with a 

dwelling is sited unencumbered from other structures on site, 

particularly in front setbacks, to enhance the streetscape and 
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protect view lines to dwellings, landscape features and to the 

Dandenongs.  

• The extent to which any new development incorporates 

significant building elements represented in Alto Avenue and 

the Wicklow Hills Estate in contemporary dwelling design but 

does not mimic existing dwelling styles or dominate streetscapes.  

• The extent to which any additions to an existing dwelling are 

complementary and do not compromise the neighbourhood 

character or streetscape.  

Croydon Hills Estate 

Schedule 2 to the NCO applies to the Burley Griffin 

Neighbourhood Character Area, and includes the following 

statement of neighbourhood character: 

The Croydon Hills Estate is bounded by Eastfield Road, Bayswater 

Road and the Lilydale railway line in Croydon. The subdivision 

forms part of one of Walter Burley Griffin’s neighbourhood area 

estate designs and the lot layout has remained substantially 

unchanged since its development.  

Griffin's garden suburb designs included ‘Croydon Hills (Garden 

Suburb) Estate’ in 1921. Only the orchard section of the Croydon 

Hills Estate was completed partly different from Griffin’s original 

design.  

The Croydon Hills Estate is also significant because it is one of four 

commissions in Melbourne by the Rev. Cheok Hong Cheong. Born 

in Canton, China, Rev. Cheok Hong Cheong purchased part of the 

land the Croydon Hills Estate occupies. He played an active role in 

the welfare of Chinese in Australia. Cheong Park was formed in 

1948 when 50% of the triangular land in the Croydon Hills Estate 

was donated by the Cheong family to the Shire.  

Key neighbourhood character features include the subdivision pattern. 

This is unique due to its high degree of planning around the 

O’Shannassy pipeline easement, where a park boulevard was 

intended to be built.  

The development of this estate was highly regarded as it was an 

example of garden city planning and embraced the idea of a 

neighbourhood as a physical and social planning unit. Griffin took 

account of the topography of the site and its native vegetation, to 

provide safe internal public spaces within the estate to cater for 

community needs.  

One objective is specified for NCO2: 

• To ensure site responsive building forms that reflect the 

subdivisional pattern, including Yarraduct Place, of the 

Croydon Hills Estate and Walter Burley Griffin's original 

design for the estate.  

And the following decision guidelines: 

• The extent to which layout and siting of new dwellings and 

structures reflect the preferred neighbourhood character of the 

Croydon Hills Estate.  

• The extent to which building forms reflect the subdivisional 

pattern, including Yarraduct Place, of the Croydon Hills 

Estate and Walter Burley Griffin’s original design for the 

estate.  

Issues & questions arising... 

• Clause  22.02 was dra f t ed  be fore  the  r e l ease  o f  

P lanning Prac t i c e  Note  8 .  

• The fo l lowing pr inc ip l e s  should be  kept  in  mind when 

dra f t ing  a  lo ca l  po l i cy :  

ü An LPP should not  r epeat  or  contradi c t  the  

State  Planning Pol i cy  Framework (SPPF). 

ü An LPP should not  r epeat  or  contradi c t  the  

MSS. 

ü An LPP should not  conta in broad s t ra teg i c  

ob j e c t iv e s  and s t ra teg i e s .   Po l i c i e s  that  address  

broad l eve l  s t ra t eg i c  p lanning i s sues  should be  

inc luded in  the  MSS rather  than as  an LPP. 

ü Use zones  and over lays  to  de l iv er  the  po l i cy  

ob j e c t iv e  where  poss ib l e .   Where  poss ib l e ,  the  use  

o f  s chedules  to  zones ,  over lays  or  par t i cu lar  

prov i s ions  should be  used ins t ead o f  lo ca l  po l i c i e s  

to  express  lo ca l  po l i cy  ob j e c t iv e s .  

ü An LPP should be  der ived f rom an ob j e c t iv e  or  

s t ra tegy  in  the  MSS.  An LPP guides  the  

exer c i s e  o f  d i s c r e t ion under  a  p lanning s cheme 

contro l  to  de l iv er  an ob j e c t iv e  or  s t ra tegy  in  the  

MSS. I t  i s  important  that  the  broader  ob j e c t iv e  

or  s t ra tegy  that  i t  i s  implement ing  i s  c l ear .  

ü An LPP should re la t e  to  a  spec i f i c  permit  

d i s c r e t ion .  

ü An LPP should ass i s t  the  counc i l  to  make a 

dec i s ion .  

ü An LPP should not  r epeat  or  contradi c t  o ther  

LPPs.   (Some LPPs may compete  and dec id ing  

be tween them is  a  normal  func t ion o f  the  

p lanning sys t em.)   

ü An LPP should not  r epeat  or  contradi c t  contro l s  

in  a  zone .   There  i s  no need to  r epeat  appl i ca t ion 

requirements  or  dec i s ion gu ide l ines  that  are  s e t  

out  in  a  zone and in  the  genera l  de c i s ion 

gu ide l ines  in  Clause  65.  
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ü An LPP should not  r epeat  or  contradi c t  contro l s  

in  an over lay .   There  i s  g enera l ly  no need to  have  

a  s eparate  po l i cy  that  r e la t e s  on ly  to  the  

implementat ion o f  an over lay .   

ü An LPP should be  s e l f  conta ined .   Po l i c i e s  

should not  r e ly  on external  documents  or  

gu ide l ines  unless  those  documents  are  

incorporated  in to  the  s cheme.  Incorporated  

documents  should not  conta in unneces sary  

background or  des cr ip t iv e  mater ia l .   

ü An LPP should not  conta in mandatory  

r equirements .  An LPP is  a  gu ide l ine  about  how 

dis c r e t ion i s  l ike ly  to  be  dec ided and cannot  

pres c r ibe  mandatory  r equirements .  A 

‘mandatory ’  r equirement  inc luded in  an LPP has 

no s ta tutory  we ight .  An LPP is  not  a  contro l .  I f  

a  mandatory  r equirement  i s  appropr ia te  i t  must  

be  pres c r ibed in  s chedules  to  zones ,  over lays  and 

par t i cu lar  prov i s ions .  

ü An LPP should be  c l ear .  A wel l  wr i t t en ,  c l ear  

and unambiguous LPP can reduce  cha l l enges  a t  

VCAT and make the  whole  de c i s ion proces s  

more  t ransparent .  

• Are the  r e s ident ia l  areas  o f  Maroondah appropr ia te ly  

zoned?  (Bear ing  in  mind that  the  key  d i f f e r ence  

be tween the  GRZ and the  NRZ is  the  maximum 

bui ld ing  he ight . )  

• Now that  i t  i s  poss ib l e  to  ta i lor  zone s chedules  

( inc luding ne ighbourhood charac t er  ob j e c t iv e s ;  a  

minimum subdiv i s ion area ;  permit  r equirements  for  

dwe l l ings  and dwe l l ing  extens ions ;  var ia t ions  to  

Clauses  54 and 55;  maximum bui ld ing  he ight  

r equirements ;  appl i ca t ion requirements ;  and,  dec i s ion 

gu ide l ines ) ,  should they  become the  pr imary 

ne ighborhood charac t er  ‘v eh i c l e ’  in  the  p lanning 

s cheme? 

• Every  Neighbourhood Area o f  spe c ia l  charac t er ,  or  

conso l idated Neighbourhood Area(s ) ,  cou ld  have  

r equirements  ta i lored to  i t s  unique condi t ions  and 

charac t er .  

• I f  the  above  were  implemented ,  i s  there  s t i l l  a  p lace  for  

a  ne ighbourhood charac t er  lo ca l  po l i cy? 

• Do the  current  NCO schedules  r equire  s t r engthening?  

• And the  fo l lowing comments  f rom Counc i l  Of f i c e r s :  

• Ref ine  SLOs and NAs so  that  they  

corre la t e/harmonise .  

• Conso l idate  NAs (6 to  10) but  increase  SLOs 

( to  have  r egard to  var iance  in  landscape) .   Note :   

Unl ike ly  to  have  that  f ew NAs fo l lowing the  

r ev i ew.  
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3. Background documents  

The Places We Live - Maroondah Housing 

Strategy 2016 

The Maroondah Housing Strategy was adopted by Council on 27 June 

2016, and therefore reflects current aspirations and Council policy 

regarding the provision of housing across the municipality.  A 

significant amount of background research underpins the strategy, 

and includes the following findings, of relevance to this study: 

• In order to meet housing demands, a supply of 

approximately 500 dwellings per annum, or a total of 

14,970 dwellings between 2011 and 2041, will be required; 

• A greater proportion of future development will take 

place within designated activity centres; 

• The previous housing strategy (1997) underestimated 

future population growth; 

• Community resilience and liveability can be improved 

with a focus on making housing more sustainable; 

• The municipality’s infrastructure networks will come 

under increasing pressure as a result of population 

increase and climate change; and 

• There is sufficient zoned land available to cater for 

current housing demand. 

Following analysis of the evidence and community consultation, a 

vision was prepared for housing in Maroondah: 

In 2040, Maroondah will have high quality housing environments in 

appropriate locations that meet the community’s diverse and changing needs.  

There will be a wider range of living options and housing will increasingly be 

revitalised in affordable, sustainable and well-designed ways.  Marinade’s activity 

centres will be more accessible and provide a broader range of services that meet 

community needs.  In partnership with the community, Council will continue to 

plan for housing growth strategically backed by a strong evidence base. 

Five ‘focus areas’ were also developed: 

• Respond to social, economic and demographic change; 

• Manage growth and changing housing needs (including 

the ‘Greening the Greyfields’ initiative); 

• Protect and enhance our environment and 

neighbourhoods; 

• Improve affordability, accessibility and social housing 

opportunities; and 

• Building on and improving the Planning Framework 

(initiated in the 1997 strategy). 

The housing strategy highlights that Maroondah is no longer simply 

a suburban community.  It contains one of only nine designated 

Metropolitan Activity Centres (Ringwood), and being located at a 

major transport interchange, has a major role to play in housing 

supply in outer eastern Melbourne.  As such, development pressure 

will continue to be felt in established neighbourhoods that are 

located near activity centres, and redevelopment will continue to be 

logically supported in such locations.  Further, Plan Melbourne 

2017-2050 recommends that 70% of all new housing be provided 

within Melbourne’s established residential areas.  Established 

suburban areas throughout Maroondah are not immune from this 

requirement. 

However, the housing strategy also acknowledges that Maroondah 

can only grow and prosper if those highly valued qualities - 

liveability, landscape, character and environmental attributes - are 

not compromised.  But unless these qualities are specifically defined 

and protected in neighbourhoods of high value (i.e. through the 

Neighbourhood Character Study Review and its implementation 

through the planning scheme), it will continue to be difficult to 

prioritise these qualities above redevelopment and residential 

transformation. 

Additional reference documents 

• 2040 Maroondah:  Maroondah 2040 Community Vision, June 

2014 

• 2040 Maroondah:  Maroondah City Council Council Plan 2017-

2021 

• Croydon Town Centre Structure Plan (Volumes 1 & 2), July 

2006 

• Reformed Residential Zones, Victoria State Government, March 

2017 (reviewed previously) 

• Maroondah Planning Scheme Amendment C42 Panel Report, 

March 2010 

• DRAFT Maroondah Canopy & Landscape Analysis 2011 to 

2016 (and associated documents), Joseph Kaspar (Greenspace) 

Issues & questions arising... 

• Does th i s  r epresent  a  comprehens ive  l i s t  o f  background 

documents?  
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4. VCAT decisions 

A series of VCAT decisions were reviewed for the Jubilee Park 

Heritage & Neighbourhood Character Study (2017) and are worth re-

visiting as they are of direct relevance to the issues of residential 

development and neighbourhood character near activity centres. 

Fenwick v Maroondah (2007) VCAT 1092 - 14 James Street  

In the case of 14 James Street (2007), the decision of the 

Responsible Authority was set aside and a permit was granted for 

the construction of two double storey dwellings and removal of 

vegetation.   

The Tribunal member described James Street as being characterised 

by dwellings of different styles and forms, with a number of 

examples of new development close to the subject site.  The 

tensions between the competing character and residential policy 

objectives was noted, for e.g.  

…  on the one hand you have the neighbourhood character policy seeking a 

preferred outcome for residential land and on the other hand policies…  which 

seek a greater intensity of residential development close to activity centres and 

transport facilities. 

And in this case, the Tribunal Member found that the residential 

development objectives took precedence: 

…  I consider on balance the preferred character area outcomes articulated in 

clause 22.03, are in this location, subservient to the policy objectives of greater 

diversity of housing, intensity and variety as set out in clause 21.08. 

And further: 

This does not mean that this area is a free for all.  What it does mean is that a 

more robust or flexible approach needs to be taken in assessing character 

outcomes in areas that are so close to the Ringwood Activity Centre and public 

transport facilities. 

Avery v Maroondah (2010) VCAT 56 - 28 James Street 

In the case of 28 James Street, the decision of the Responsible 

Authority was set aside and a permit was granted for the subdivision 

of the subject site into two lots (facilitating the subsequent 

development of the rear lot for a two storey dwelling that did not 

require a planning permit).   

The key issue in this case was vehicular access to the rear property, 

and the Tribunal Member ruled that this should occur via the right 

of way to the south (which links James and Kendall Streets at their 

southern end).  This decision was based on the fact that ‘gun barrel’ 

driveways (which would have been required had the property been 

accessed from James Street) are inconsistent with Council’s 

Neighbourhood Character Policy at 22.03.  The Tribunal Member 

also stated that: 

…if the dwelling were to front the right of way it may be consistent with the 

neighbourhood character that emerges in the future. 

And dismissed any concerns relating to the visual and amenity 

impacts of the future two storey development: 

Double storey dwellings are an accepted form of development in a suburban 

environment. 

Archestral Designs v Maroondah (2005) VCAT 2273 - 31 

Haig Street 

In the case of 31 Haig Street, the Responsible Authority’s decision 

was again set aside and a permit for two dwellings (one additional 

two storey dwelling) was issued.  The Council had refused the 

application on the basis that the new double storey dwelling would 

not be in keeping with existing or preferred neighbourhood 

character of the surrounding area. 

With some minor changes to address amenity concerns, and the 

requirement of a landscaping plan, the Tribunal Member found that: 

…  from a neighbourhood character perspective the proposal would not impact on 

the Haig Street streetscape or neighbourhood character… 

And further: 

…  that this development is a reasonable medium density housing proposal in 

this section of Ringwood. 

Additional VCAT cases were reviewed for the Ruskin Park Character 

Assessment (2018), and are directly relevant to the relationship 

between neighbourhood character and vegetation (that occurs 

across the municipality). 

21 View Street, Croydon (VCAT P2274�2016) 

In this case, the decision of the Council was set aside, and the 

construction of three dwellings and vegetation removal was granted 

a permit. 

Key points to note include: 

• The Council’s grounds of refusal related primarily to 

neighbourhood character, including built form and 

landscape character considerations. 

• Amendment C107 (on hold at the time of the hearing) 

was given limited weight. 

• This was due to the fact that the NRZ no longer has a 

mandatory limit of two dwellings per lot, and that the 

proposed development was well below the 9 metres 

maximum building height allowed (under the NRZ, let 

alone the GRZ). 

• It was noted by the Tribunal Member that the exhibited 

version of the Schedule 3 to the proposed NRZ included 
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exactly the same local variations to the standards currently 

applicable to Schedule 1 of the GRZ.   

• Furthermore, the exhibited Schedule 3 did not include any 

additional local variations over and above what is 

currently included in Schedule 1 to the GRZ.  That is, no 

local variations in relation to setbacks, site coverage, 

permeability, landscaping etc. 

• Tribunal decisions relating to the development of 17-19 

View Street were referred to, and it was acknowledged 

that “the strong presence of canopy trees, and the overall green, leafy 

look and feel of this neighbourhood”1 defines the local character 

and is important to be respected in any proposed 

development.   

• Through requiring the modification of side boundary 

setbacks and decreasing the size of a proposed garage, it 

was considered that this would result in further 

opportunities for landscaping and decrease the amount of 

hard surfacing in the front garden area.   

54 Pascoe Avenue, Croydon (VCAT P2409�2016) 

In this case, the decision of the Council was upheld to refuse to 

grant a permit for the construction of four dwellings and vegetation 

removal. 

Key points in this decision are: 

• It was considered that the height and scale of the 

proposed dwellings was not excessive, but that their 

reduced front and side setbacks did not respect existing 

neighbourhood character, particularly in relation to the 

retention and planting of vegetation. 

• The tribunal member agreed with the Council that the 

proposed development did not provide an adequate space 

for landscaping, and that “some of the trees proposed simply do 

not have enough room to prosper.”2	  

• It was noted that the removal of canopy trees from the 

site had already had a detrimental impact on 

neighbourhood character, and that “recent development in the 

vicinity has usually resulted in a loss of vegetation cover, and the 

extent of built form visually more dominant than landscaping.”3   

• The ability of the proposal to protect retained trees on site 

and adjacent properties, and to provide a landscaping 

solution that meets the objectives of the SLO4 was not 

accepted. 

																																																								
1	Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal, Planning and Environment List, Hassan 
Kobaessi v Maroondah City Council, VCAT Reference No. P2274/2016, p. 5 
2	Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal, Planning and Environment List, Ramage 
v Maroondah City Council, VCAT Reference No. P2409/2016, p. 8 
3	Ibid.  p. 10 

• Furthermore, “the preferred siting of buildings took precedence 

over retention of trees instead of the other way around.”4 

It is worth noting that the requirements of SLO4 were the main 

reason why a permit was not granted for the proposed development.  

Particular emphasis was placed on the need for permeable space 

between dwellings and property boundaries, and an adequate 

volume of soil to retain and replace canopy trees, and have them 

thrive. 

Additional VCAT cases have been provided by Statutory Planning 

for review, including: 

• 40-42 Humber Road, Croydon North (VCAT 

P2527/2015) 

• 2 Philip Street, Heathmont (VCAT P278/2017) 

• 21 Berringa Road, Ringwood North (VCAT 2270) 

• 48 & 48A Humber Road, Croydon North (VCAT 1562) 

• 358-360 Mount Dandenong Road, Croydon (VCAT 1432) 

• 9 Belle Vue Avenue, Ringwood (VCAT 1287) 

• 1-9 Vasey Concourse, Croydon (VCAT 991) 

• 25 Wonga Road, Ringwood North (VCAT 1675) 

• 27 Taylors Road, Croydon (VCAT 1499) 

• 18 Ireland Street, Ringwood (VCAT 203) 

• 17 Ford Street, Ringwood (VCAT 183) 

• 640 Dorset Road, Bayswater North (VCAT 999) 

Key findings thus far include: 

• Maroondah has a very small proportion of its planning 

decisions subjected to appeal (116 between January 2016 

and January 2018, equating to 3.9% of applications), of 

which two thirds (76 decisions) were affirmed by VCAT.  

• The un-achievability of the objective at Clause 21.10 

encouraging the “complete regeneration” of the Wicklow 

Hills Ridge and Loughnan Warranwood Ridge 

environment, in a primarily residential setting. 

• The reality that vegetative landscapes change and evolve 

over time.   

• From the summary of VCAT cases provided by Statutory 

Planning - Currently Residential Neighbourhood 

Character (Clause 22.02) contains statements of 

significance that are not self-contained.  The policy at 

Clause 22.02 does not contain the preferred future 

																																																								
4	Ibid.  p. 11 
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character statement, but rather a series of dot points that 

states how the preferred future character will be achieved. 

Instead, one needs to turn to the reference document 

Maroondah Neighbourhood Character Study (Planisphere, 2004) 

to read the preferred future character statement.  It may 

be appropriate to reference such study as background 

material, but it should not be necessary to refer to the 

study in order to understand what the real significance of 

the place is. The reader of a statement should be able to 

understand why are area is special from the statement 

alone.  

• Also from the summary of VCAT cases - At Clause 22.02, 

Ruskin Park Neighbourhood Area, it is not clear whether 

the preferred character statement seeks landscaping to be 

provided between multiple dwellings that might be 

constructed on one allotment, or between dwellings as 

they occur on different allotments (Allen v Maroondah 

CC [2017] VCAT 2143 (20 December 2017).  

• A local policy is not a control and should not include 

numerical requirements.  They have a defined role to 

guide discretion in decision-making. 

• Guidance on how discretion in a zone or overlay will be 

exercised can also be expressed in the MSS as a Policy 

Guideline to avoid the need for a LPP. 

• Reference documents referred to in the LPPF have only a 

limited role in decision-making as they are not part of the 

Maroondah Planning Scheme. They do not have the 

status of incorporated documents or carry the same 

weight.  

Issues & questions arising... 

• Other  VCAT cases  and l earn ings?  
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Maroondah Neighbourhood 

Character Study Review 

Maroondah City Council is currently undertaking a 
review of their Neighbourhood Character Study, which 
was prepared in 2004.   

The review will assess the landscape and built form 
character of the residential areas of Maroondah, and 
will make recommendations about how that character 
can be protected and improved through the Maroondah 
Planning Scheme. 

 

What is neighbourhood character? 

Neighbourhood character is shaped by the way 
buildings, vegetation and topography, both in public 
and private areas, relate to each other.  It is the way 
these distinctive components of an area’s character 
combine to produce a particular visual ‘sense of place’ 
that makes one neighbourhood different from another.  
Some elements may be more important than others in 
creating this special character. 

Within Maroondah, the natural landscape and 
vegetation coverage are integral to residential character.  
And while neighbourhoods may vary in relation to the 
layout of streets or the era of dwellings, it is the 
undulating topography, native tree canopy cover and 
views to the iconic Dandenong Ranges that unifies the 
community’s connection to place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Study process 

The study process comprises 5 stages (outlined below) 
and will be finalised in June 2019. 

Stage 1:  Inception 

Stage 2:  Residential Character Assessment 

⇒ WE ARE HERE ⇐ 

Stage 3:  Identification of Community Values 

Stage 4:  Implementation Recommendations  

Stage 5:  Final Report & Road Map 

The study team has recently completed Stage 2, the 
Residential Character Assessment, and a draft report is 
available on Council’s website for the community to 
read and comment on. 

From now until the end of December, the project team 
will be identifying what the community values most 
about the character of its residential areas. 

 

Have your say 

Please take the time to answer the questions on the 
back of this Community Bulletin.  Your feedback will 
help to shape the outcomes of this study and the future 
of your residential neighbourhoods. 
 
For more information, contact Cristina Rivero on  
1300 88 22 33 or email 
StrategicPlanningadmin@maroondah.vic.gov.au 
For ongoing updates on the project visit 
www.maroondah.vic.gov.au 



	

  

  

If known, please indicate in which Neighbourhood Area you live.   

To identify the Neighbourhood Area you are interested in please visit 

http:��www.maroondah.vic.gov.au�Development�Planning�Planning-

Framework�Neighbourhood-character-study�Neighbourhood-Character-

Study-Map 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What features define the landscape character of the area in which you live?  

What do you value most about the landscape?  Any suggestions as to how 

landscape character can be protected & enhanced? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What ‘rules’ would you impose on new development in Maroondah?  Are 

there any special residential areas that require closer scrutiny as part of this 

study? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Describe your favourite view within Maroondah.  What are the qualities of 

that view, which make it significant to you?  How should cherished views be 

protected? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Can you think of any areas that have undergone positive character change?  

What can be done to further encourage this?  Have any areas or streets 

undergone negative character change in your opinion?   

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..



	

  

 


